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Executive Summary

1

1.1 Investment Alliance Trends in Japan
Long-term Trends
The number of investment alliances formed between foreign and Japanese
companies have increased over the last 30 years.

Number of inbound cross-border investment alliances
formed in Japan (10-year increments)

Number of alliances formed
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1,369
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The comments on investment alliance from foreign company to
Japanese company stated by experts *2
• “The number of investment alliance from foreign company to
Japanese company is increasing than past times, and The mindset of Japanese companies accepting investment from foreign
companies have been developed” (A comment from foreign
chemicals company’s executive of Japanese subsidiary)
• “The investment alliances with foreign companies are now becoming
the important choice for Japanese companies’ business
strategies to accomplish companies’ growth, such by achieving
overseas sales channels.”(A comment from foreign automotive parts
company’s executive of exporting business division)
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Sources: *1 Based on data from RECOF Data "2014 M&A Report”
*2 Identified from the interview result of this survey

1.1 Investment Alliance Trends in Japan
Recent Trends by Industry
Increase in the number of alliances formed for knowledge-based industries
generating value by providing non-tangible goods such as software,
information and services have been seen in recent years.
Number of investment alliances
formed in Japan by industry *1
(件)
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Perception towards investment alliances counterparts in the
Japanese IT business *2
• “Proposals for investment alliances with notable Western IT firms are
perceived as “cool” by Japanese businesses” (Japanese
subsidiary’s director of a US based cloud enterprise)
• “Business was made easier by establishing an investment alliance with
a globally recognized brand in the IT business that improved our other
clients’ trust in the company.” (Manager of a Japanese company formed
investment alliance with a US cloud business)

Sources：*1 Based on data from RECOF Data "2014 M&A Report” “Services” category includes specialized
services, HR outsourcing and restaurant businesses *2 Identified from the interview result of this survey 3

1.1 Investment Alliance Trends in Japan
Increasing Diversity of Investing Companies’ Origin
US companies were once parties to roughly half of all inbound cross-border
investment alliances in Japan, but in recent years, investment from various
other regions worldwide such as Asian emerging markets and developed
European countries are on the rise.
Comparison of origins forming alliances in Japan
(number of companies, proportion by %) *1
(1998)

(2013)
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Proportion of investment alliances with Asian
companies amounted to 40%, while companies’
countries of origin have also diversified

Foreign direct investment (FDI) into Japan
by world regions (inflow only, 2008-13) *2
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Source：*1 Based on data from RECOF Data "2014 M&A Report”
*2 Based on data from Bank of Japan and Ministry of Finance’s “Foreign Investment Statistics”

1.2 Merits of Investment Alliance into Japan
Profitability of Investment Alliances
Inward investments to Japan from foreign companies experienced higher
levels of profitability compared to investment in other major developed
countries. Especially, the profitability of investments in IT and high value-added
service industries are considerably high.
International comparison of FDI ROI rate *1
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South Korea
*
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*: Low rate of ROI in 2010 can be attributed to economic circumstances such as fluctuation of exchange rates and
drop in oil price etc., led to declining profitability of companies

Comparison of operating profit margins
between foreign and Japanese companies (2011-13 average)*2
Japanese Company
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Sources：*1 METI “White Paper on International Economy and Trade 2012” (1990-2010), JETRO " Global Trade
and Investment Report 2014” (2013) Rate of FDI return was calculated by FDI income payments/FDI
*2 Based on data from METI “Basic Survey of Japanese Business Structure and Activities 2011-2013”
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1.2 Merits of Investment Alliance into Japan
Identified Merits
Investment alliances cases interviewed in this report have generated merits
for both foreign and Japanese companies.
Resources acquired by Investment
Alliances with Japanese companies *1
Sales Channel (74%)
• Access to established sales channels
in Japan, which has the 3rd largest
GDP in the world
• Set-up operations in Asia by
leveraging the Japanese market as a
hub

Technology (57%)
• Obtain high-quality products and
services from Japanese companies
• Optimize operations by receiving
Japanese business expertise

Brand (23%)

Talent & Skill (43%)
• Gain highly skilled resources in
Japanese companies
• Acquire resources with knowledge of
Japanese commercial practices

• Leverage brand image and client trust
developed by Japanese companies

Japanese companies reasons for considering
Investment Alliances with foreign companies *2
Core business focus
(45%)
Focusing their resources on their core
businesses, and selling or transferring
their non-core businesses to foreign
companies

Financial improvement
(36%)
Reforming their financial structure by
forming investment alliances with foreign
companies

6

Foreign sales channels
development (28%)
Expanding overseas sales channels by
forming investment alliances with foreign
companies’ knowhow

Business succession
(9%)
Seeking foreign company proprietors
who will succeed the Japanese
companies

Sources：Calculated from firms interviewed for this report
*1 based on answers by 53 companies (with multiple answers)
*2 based on answers by 47 companies (with multiple answers)

1.3 Japanese Company’s Reason for Investment Alliance
Japanese Companies’ Perception toward Forming Alliances
Majority of Japanese SMEs is recognizing necessity of forming alliances with
foreign companies, with many identified as potential candidates who can
develop their sales partnerships and technical co-operations with foreign
companies into investment alliances.

Step 1: Sales Partnerships and Technical Co-operations

Japanese SMEs’ perception
on forming alliances with foreign companies *1
N=4,354
Other
8%

Not opposed

Opposed and

41%

have no future
interest 30%
Reluctant but
consider as
necessary in
the future
21%

Around 60% of Japanese
SMEs recognize necessity of
forming alliances with foreign
companies

Step 2: Investment Alliances

Examples of investment alliances
between foreign and Japanese companies *2
• Technical cooperation at the R&D level was initiated, and
then this cooperation then transformed into an investment
alliance involving investment by the foreign company
(manufacturing)
• Stable growth required further collaboration with the US
company with whom the Japanese company had already
established a sales partnership, enabling ease in proposing
investment alliances (services)

Sources：*1 Based on data from the Small and Medium Enterprise Agency’s “SME White Paper 2014”
*2 METI “Survey Report on the Establishment of Investment Alliances with foreign companies“
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1.3 Japanese company’s Reason for Investment Alliance
Outlook on Japanese SMEs and Future Ownership
Japanese SME owners are aging and require new owners to take over their
businesses, this consequently drives their interests in forming investment
alliances with foreign companies.
Distribution of Japanese executives by age and the
proportion of owners aged 60+ years *1
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Sources：*1 Based on data from Teikoku Databank “National CEO Survey”
*2 Based on data from Small and Medium Enterprise Agency “Commissioned Survey on Business Succession
of SMEs” Average retirement age was calculated as of 2010

1.3 Japanese company’s Reason for Investment Alliance
Japanese SMEs’ Interest on Overseas Expansion
Japanese SMEs tend to be keen and seeking ways to expand overseas by
proactively considering entry into sales tie-ups, technical co-operations and
investment alliances.
Proportion of Japanese SMEs
operating overseas priory formed
alliance with foreign companies *2

SMEs with overseas subsidiaries
(2003=100)*1
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Examples of Japanese companies that secured overseas sales channels
by forming investment alliances with foreign companies *3
• Utilized each sales office in Europe belonging to the foreign company,
and gained an understanding of local customer needs, which in turn allowed
to receive orders from clients in Western countries and India. Moreover,
became able to provide speedy maintenance by utilizing foreign
companies offices and omitted necessity of engineering trip
(manufacturing)
• Accessed overseas sales networks and personal connection of foreign
companies, leading to effective preparation of expanding products to
overseas market (wholesale/retail)
• Leveraged foreign sales networks of the foreign company and
obtained information on emerging markets that the company had yet
to enter. This helped to improve the speed in decision making on exporting
the company’s products (manufacturing)
Sources：*1. METI “ Basic Survey of Japanese Business Structure and Activities“
*2 Small and Medium Enterprise Agency “ Questionnaire survey on conditions of foreign company expansion
by Japanese small and medium-sized enterprises “
*3 METI “Survey report on the establishment of investment alliances with foreign companies”
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1.4 Government Promotion for Investment Alliances
Currently, the Japanese government is developing various schemes and
supports for foreign companies forming investment alliances with Japanese
companies.
I. Support for foreign companies entering Japan
•

JETRO (Japan External TRade Organization), a public agency, is providing support for
foreign companies entering Japan. (in 41 locations within Japan and 76 places overseas
across 57 countries as of 5th, Jan, 2015)

•

IBSC (The Invest Japan Business Support Center) will provide a one-stop services to
provide information and business matching foreign and Japanese companies, introductions
to specialists, and rental offices for companies entering Japan.

II. Support for Japanese SMEs seeking successors
• Public agencies such as SMEA (Small and Medium Enterprise Agency) and SMRJ
(Organization for Small & Medium Enterprises and Regional Innovation, JAPAN) are
providing information and introducing specialists for SME owners to find their business
successors.
• Local chambers of commerce will serve as a windows for consultations that are essential for
companies’ succession and will support investment alliances of Japanese SMEs.

III. Set guidelines on corporate governance
• Set various guidelines (“Guidelines on external directors” and “Codes of stewardship”) to
maintain fine corporate governance that are appropriate for Japanese companies and
institutional investors to gain trust from foreign investors.
• For example, corporate governance environment based on global standards such as
selection of independent external managing directors will be maintained.

IV. Regulatory reform

10

•

To develop Japan into “world’s best environment for companies”, the government has
designated special zones under its “National Strategic Special Zones” system and is
granting regulatory reform.

•

Initiatives include (1) imposing simplification and speeding up of legal procedures for
establishing Japanese corporations of foreign companies, as well as (2) removing
identified obstacles for conducting business in Japan, such as restrictions on hiring
personnel.

Sources： Webpages of I. JETRO II. SMRJ III. METI, Financial Services Agency, and Ministry of Justice
IV. Cabinet Office

1.5 Success Factors of Investment Alliances
Many companies’ responses to our survey can be tied back to “the
investment alliances success factors with Japanese companies”, which have
been grouped into 4 main categories below. In order to form investment
alliances under these success factors, a gradual formation process involving
close communication between the parties is essential.

Investment Alliance success factors
from company’s responses on this survey

1

Define and share investment
alliance objectives

2

Establish mutual trust

3

Use of specialists familiar
with Japan

4

Gradual and organized PMI
process

For details, please see chapter 3 (P. 23-26)

11
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2

Investment Alliance Merits
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2.1 Investment Alliance Merits
Summary
Foreign companies can acquire variety of merits by investment alliance with
Japanese companies.
Investment alliance merits for foreign companies have been categorized into
the 4 types listed below; “Sales Channels”, “Talent and Skills”, “Technology” and
“Brand”.

14

Type

Description

Sales
Channel

• Access to established sales channels in Japan, which
has the 3rd largest GDP in the world
• Set-up operations in Asia by leveraging the Japanese
market as a hub

P.15

Talent & Skill

• Gain highly skilled resources in Japanese companies
• Acquire resources with knowledge of Japanese
commercial practices

P.16

Technology

• Obtain high-quality products and services from
Japanese companies
• Optimize operations by receiving Japanese business
expertise

P.17

Brand

• Leverage brand image and client trust developed by
Japanese companies

P.18

2.2 Investment Alliance Merits
Sales Channel
Access to
Overview
customer
• Swift acquisition of sales channels in Japan compared with lone entries
base in Japan
• Ease in conducting direct negotiations with HQs of many Japanese global
companies in the electronics and automobile industries, enabling expansion
of sales channels
• Advantages of Japan:
 large matured market with over 120 million inhabitants and 10th most populous in
the world (IMF, World Economic Outlook Databases)
 boasts having the 2nd largest GDP per capita in Asia and the 3rd largest GDP in
the world (World Bank, GNI per capita ranking)
 5 electronics and 3 automobile Japanese companies are listed in the top 10
companies of each industries of the “Fortune 500”

48/53

Examples
• Three-fold increase in sales generated by Japanese companies owing to
their investment alliances with foreign companies (Lupin, manufacturing)
• In allowing the Japanese subsidiary to take charge of local dealings,
improving capability to cope with clients attracted contracts of 3 key
Japanese players (HAWE, manufacturing)

Overview
• Utilization of Japan as a gateway to Asian markets with over one billion
inhabitants, by attuning products and services to Asian commercial practices
and social customs, establishing R&D center or Asian regional HQ in Japan

Access to
customer
base in Asia

• “The most sophisticated consumers in the world“ in terms of product quality
standards, thus suitable environment to conduct trial marketing for Asian
market
• Advantages of Japan:
 the largest origin of FDI for Asia, which has over 30% of all investments in the
region from 2003 to 2013 (source: fDi intelligence, Thomson Reuters)
 over 30 million elderly inhabitants (60 years+) reside in Japan, providing an ideal
trial market for pioneering products and services that can serve the elderly across
Asia (Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications “Population Estimates”)

Examples
• Utilization of procurement capabilities and foreign company
connections by establishing JV companies in Singapore and Thailand with
investment alliance counterparts (Tan Chong International, wholesale/retail)

12/53
ASIA

• Achieved equal revenue with Europe and the U.S. operations and
drastically improved low overall sales in Asia through investment alliance
with Japanese company that has streangthen in the Chinese market (De
Nora, manufacturing)
15

2.2 Investment Alliance Merits
Talent & Skill
Comprehension of
business
customs

Overview
• Obtain local knowledge of business customs necessary to conduct business
smoothly, while contributing to the rapid enterprise growth
• Allow foreign companies to obtain business information quickly
• Spanning over 3,000km North to South, along with the complexity and
different characteristics of each region in the Japanese territory means that
penetration will be more effective with knowledge of each respective market
• Advantages of Japan:
 “information on the market environment” is deemed essential for carrying out
business in Japan by many foreign companies (METI “Survey on Attitude of
Western and Asian Companies toward Investment in Japan (FY2013)”)

17/53

Examples
• Familiarized with the demands and circumstances of major local clients
through establishing investment alliances with Japanese local wholesalers
that possess regional sales channels (Air Liquide, manufacturing)
• Acquiring the business custom of Japanese customers’ expectations of
service standards, as Japanese market requires the dense services
(InterContinental Hotels Group, services)

Overview
• Enables companies in securing skilled resources

Acquisition of
talent and
technology

• Advantages of Japan:
 has R&D expenditure that occupies to 3.67% of the country’s GDP and 50.8
researchers per 10,000 people which is the highest number researchers per
capita among G8 countries (OECD “Main Science and Technology Indicators”)
 No.1 country in Asia in terms of innovation and has an appropriate environment
for that purpose (World Economic Forum “The Global Competitiveness Report
2013-14”)
 “highly skilled personnel (specialists)” stated as the merit observed from the
Japanese business environment by foreign companies (METI “Survey on Attitude
of Western and Asian Companies toward Investment in Japan (FY2013)”)
 “relatively higher quality of talent compared to other Asian countries” as observed
by foreign companies (in fDi intelligence’s “Asia-Pacific cities of the future 201314” Tokyo and Saitama City ranked in the top 10 Asian cities.)

Examples
• Increased the overall standard of quality in the companies’
manufacturing process by transferring skilled engineers from the Japanese
company to factories in the Philippines belonging to foreign company (Amkor,
manufacturing)
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• Established the world’s first “Center of Competence” outside of EU
(which is the location of HQ) that focuses on R&D operations (Bosch
Packaging Technology, manufacturing)

30/53
該当事例数
25/41

2.2 Investment Alliance Merits
Technology
Product /
Overview
service
operations by identifying the needs of consumers and client firms
diversification • Expand
and developing products and services
• Advantages of Japan:
 3 Japanese companies rank among the top 10 companies in the world in terms of
the number of internationally filed patents (WIPO ”Top PCT applicants (based on
published PCT international applications)”)
 “access to R&D partners” stated as the merit observed from the Japanese
business environment by foreign companies (METI “Survey on Attitude of Western
and Asian Companies toward Investment in Japan (FY2013)”)

28/53

Examples
• One-stop EMC (Electro Magnetic Compatibility) tests can now be provided
by acquiring facilities belonging to Japanese investment alliance partner
company (Underwriters Laboratories, services)
• Allowed the foreign company to provide a consistent supply of optional
product lines of Japanese investment alliance counterpart (Quantum Design,
manufacturing)

Overview
• Secured a stable supply of materials (upstream channels) and sales
networks (downstream channels: such as wholesalers and retailers), by
adding Japanese companies as an affiliated group companies

Operational
Improvement

• Optimization of global operations by utilizing “Kaizen” specialist knowledge
and business expertise to factories outside of Japan, obtained from Japanese
companies
• Advantages of Japan:
 The TFP (Total Factor Productivity) of Japanese companies of machinery and
transport equipment industry rates 114.1 and 100.5 of that of US companies
(METI “White Paper on International Economy and Trade 2013”)

Examples
• In forming investment alliance with Japanese company forwarding
automobiles, allowed overseas auto dealer to maintain a stable supply of
Japanese automobile products (Tan Chong International, wholesale/retail)

28/53

• Increased operational effectiveness of foreign companies’ factories in
developing countries by adopting “Kaizen” methods used by the company’s
semiconductor manufacturing plant (Kolbenschmidt, manufacturing)

17

2.2 Investment Alliance Merits
Brand
Brand
acquisition

Overview
• Enable to sell high-quality products appealing “made in Japan”
• Leverage high-recognition built by Japanese companies, enabling a
smoother business entry into the Japanese market
• Advantages of Japan:
 7 Japanese companies are ranked in the top 100 companies in terms of brand
power, that ranks among the highest number in Asia (Interbrand “Best Global
Brands”)

16/53

Examples
• Distributed high-quality “made in Japan” products with established
brands in the automotive industry in Asian and other countries (Kilang Rantai,
manufacturing)
• Expanded business with ease in the Japanese market after utilizing
brand names of renowned Japanese companies among the country’s
packaging industries (Bosch Packaging Technology, manufacturing)

18

Column I : Establish Connections with Japanese HQs
by Investment Alliances
Global companies with HQs based in Japan exert extremely high amount
influence, for example, over 60 companies are the Fortune 500 listed
companies. These global Japanese companies often make decisions on deals
in foreign subsidiaries at their HQs in Japan.
These Japanese companies’ HQs often prefer to choose existing suppliers
even in overseas, for the purpose of standardization.
Thus, foreign companies dealing with Japanese global companies’ could
accept orders also in their foreign subsidiaries.
Foreign companies’ achievements for Japanese companies’
orders overseas through investment alliances (Illustrative)

2. Instructions for deals
issued by company A HQ to company B
Company
A branch

3. Initiation of
deals between
branches of
company A
and company B

Company
A branch

Foreign
company B

Japanese
company
A HQ
1. Investment alliance

2. Instructions for deals with company B
issued by company A HQ

(Examples)
• The foreign company was able to connect with 3 new major Japanese
manufacturers whom it considered as potential customers by the investment
alliance with the Japanese company. In addition, the foreign company gained the
business with these major Japanese manufacturers’ overseas branches, by
cooperation with their HQs (HAWE Hydraulik SE, manufacturing)
• The foreign company increased its number of deals with Japanese auto
manufacturer through investment alliance with the Japanese company. Overseas
procurements were expanded, as Japanese automakers often decides
procurements for overseas location from their HQ in Japan. (Fives, manufacturing)
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Column II: Investment Alliance of Asian companies
Much of the source of funding for investment alliances with Japanese
companies up to now have often been Western companies. However, as
findings of this survey, a number of investment alliances whose sources are
companies from Asian countries.
Not only the expansion of sales channels in the Japanese market, but also
effective integration of Asian operations and utilizing sales expansion by
Japanese company’s brand have been the merits in many cases.
Examples of countries and region
where surveyed Asian companies are based
Taiwan
• Expanded sales channels in
Japan (Merida,
manufacturing)
• Integrated the operations with
the Japanese company and
reduced costs (Sino-American
Silicon Products,
manufacturing)
• Expanded sales in the
Japanese market by obtaining
brands held by Japanese
companies (Goodwill
Instruments, manufacturing)

India
• Improved the efficiency
of operations at
manufacturing facilities in
India and Japan and
reduced costs (Lupin,
manufacturing)
• Exchanged research
personnel while
expanding sales
channels of the
Japanese customers
(JRF International Ltd.,
services)

20

Singapore
• Formed a JV with a
Japanese company,
utilized Japanese
company’s capability, and
established new business
bases in Singapore and
Thailand (Tan Chong
International,
wholesale/retail)

Malaysia
• Products treated as nonlatest models of Japanese
companies’ products could
be exported in South-East
Asia as competitive items
(Kilang Rantai,
manufacturing)

3

Success Factors for Investment
Alliances

21

3.1 Investment Alliance Success Factors
Summary
Success factors on forming investment alliances with Japanese companies
have been grouped into 4 main categories, and it is necessarily to follow 4
these success factors.
The following success factors below and detailed in the subsequent pages
are based on environmental characteristics of the Japanese market, thus an
understanding of these characteristics will allow for an efficient implementation
process.

Four investment alliance success factors
from company’s responses on this survey

22

1

Define and share investment alliance
objectives

P.23

2

Establish mutual trust

P.24

3

Use of specialists familiar with Japan

P.25

4

Gradual and organized PMI process

P.26

3.2 Investment Alliance Success Factors 1
Success
1 Define and share investment alliance objectives
Factor
FDI should be considered with the reason for selecting the investment
alliance as a method, instead of establishment of factories and facilities by
their own, as well as its merits and synergy effects with the counterparts.
Also, foreign company must not unilaterally issue conditions on negotiations
and the PMI processes and, it is crucial to talk with management and
personnel of the Japanese company and develop a cooperative
environment together.
Japanese companies in particular possess high quality personnel with low
turnover rates however, they have few investment alliance experiences and
many of their personnel are not accustomed to investment alliances with
foreign companies. As higher personnel motivation is related to synergy
development, it is vital that communication is carried out with not only
managements but also with general personnel.
For this purpose, it is essential that objectives of the investment
alliance are set out and shared with the Japanese alliance
counterparts’ managements. It is desirable to directly communicate and
assure the counterparts’ personnel on these objectives and intentions of the
foreign party to form long-term relations. Furthermore, it is vital to
continually express investment alliance objectives at occasions such as
town-hall meetings and reach mutual understanding as this will lead to
investment alliance success.

Examples
• “Becoming the best global leader in technology” was the predetermined vision of
the investment alliance shared with the Japanese counterpart’s management and
personnel (Bosch Packaging Technology, manufacturing)
• Mutually recognized the importance of generating synergy, through continuously
communicating investment alliance objectives to the Japanese counterpart’s
personnel, even after investment alliance formation (Underwriters Laboratories,
services)
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3.2 Investment Alliance Success Factors 2
Success
2 Establish mutual trust
Factor
The decision whether to form the investment alliance is a major
undertaking for both companies with respect to their future. hence, the
development of trust is essential , for the stakeholders including
companies’ executive to share a common direction of the investment
alliance negotiations.
In particular, with respect to investment alliances with Japanese
companies, Japanese companies tend to prefer investment alliances
with companies already fostered mutual trust. In contrast, making large
business proposals, such as investment alliances to Japanese companies
with insufficient levels of trust could lead to counterproductive results. Style
of negotiations with Japanese management is a process requires
consideration, which, in contrast with negotiation with management in
western companies, require prudence, layers of meetings and ample time
to reach a decision. On the other hand, there are many cases where the
decision making process speeds up when trusts between the two parties is
established.
For this reason, it is important to gradually negotiate and carry out
the integration process while listening to the opinions of the Japanese
counterpart. If possible, it is desirable to carry out negotiations of the
investment alliance with existing business partners (such as buyers/
suppliers etc.). If partnership is not available, creation of mutual trusts by
appropriate discussions with Japanese companies candidate is desired.

Examples
• By relying on mutual trust developed over long years of business relations,
conducted investment alliance negotiations with consideration over what
synergy can be generated by both parties (Tan Chong International,
wholesale/retail)
• Proceeded to an investment alliance with negotiations carried out over several years,
while observing products lines of both companies are complement (Royal DSM
N.V., manufacturing)
• A joint R&D led to progress towards an investment alliance while developing trust
between the two companies (Lupin, manufacturing)
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3.2 Investment Alliance Success Factors 3
Success
3 Use of specialists familiar with Japan
Factor
Synergies from investment alliances can be generated through
understanding of differences between the business customs and legal
systems in Japan and overseas. Understanding of the local business
environment, legal and taxation system is essential for smooth
negotiations and PMI in investment alliances.
In particular, in the case of investment alliance negotiations with
Japanese companies, it may be necessary to hire professionals with
knowledge of Japanese laws and tax systems, and experience in
carrying out negotiations in Japanese and foreign languages.
Even in the integration process following investment alliance formation,
the appointment of an individual moderating the foreign company that
emphasize speed during integration and Japanese companies that wants to
implement integration with ample time leads to the success of the
investment alliance integration process.
For this purpose, when carrying out the investment alliance, it is
desirable to assign in-house personnel with understanding of the
Japanese market and expert knowledge into teams. If there are no inhouse experts, then external experts familiar with the Japanese market
should be hired when carrying out investment alliance negotiations and the
PMI process.
Examples
• A Japanese individual familiar with the German market was hired as a consultant
and appointed as a CEO of the foreign company’s Japanese subsidiary following
a temporary assignment prior to the investment alliance (Erwin Halder,
manufacturing)
• Appointing Japanese subsidiary’s managing director by:
a) Selected managers who are most familiar with the Japanese market
(Schneider Electric, manufacturing / Experian, information)
b) Selected responsible individuals formerly engaged in foreign subsidiary
of Japanese company (Ashfield Commercial & Medical Services, services)
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3.2 Investment Alliance Success Factors 4
Success
4 Gradual and organized PMI process
Factor
The integration process following the investment alliance formation
requires planning in advance and prioritization of operations in order to be
implemented. In other words, it is desirable to implement changes that
can be carried out immediately however, on the other hand, carrying
out more difficult change processes immediately could lead to
possible decrease of potential synergy effects.
In particular, personnel at Japanese companies tend to refrain from
assertive methods of communication and favor handling of matters in
Japanese as they HR management systems and corporate environments
that differ from those based on Western style business custom and culture.
Furthermore, social security systems such as corporate pension plans and
severance pay are more expansive than other countries. For this reason
there have been cases where difficulties were observed in adapting more
direct styles of communication, as well as personnel appraisal systems and
social security systems used by foreign HQs in Japan following investment
alliance formation.
For this reason, there have been many cases where introduction of
systems that allow personnel to directly experience the investment
alliance process with measures such as standardization of brands and
logos and also, the adoption of globalized personnel training programs have
proven effective in familiarizing personnel with investment alliances. On the
other hand, there have been many cases where integration of
personnel appraisal and compensation systems were carried out in
steps on a long-term view, led to successful PMI without resorting to rapid
transformation processes following investment alliance by maintaining vital
systems temporarily.

Examples
• Integrated brands into that of foreign company’s immediately following the
investment alliance formation, which allowed personnel to directly experience the
investment alliance process (Underwriters Laboratories, services)
• Putting emphasis on existing systems of Japanese companies without making
unnecessary changes to their HR management systems and culture. (Dow Chemical,
manufacturing)
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• Though Japanese companies were immediately adapted to foreign company’s
operational processes, Japanese personnel appraisal and compensation systems
were transformed gradually (Swissport International, logistics)

Column III:
Comparing Success Factors in Japan and Global
In this column, the success factors of investment alliances formed with
Japanese companies identified from this survey was compared with those
among global companies’ investment alliances, to identify any common
success factors for their success.
Japan, from the perspective of foreign companies, is said to be a difficult
place to communicate in English and has obscure investment alliance
practices and thus the environment might differs from global standard.
However, this survey identified possibilities that investment alliances with
Japanese companies could be led to success, by following the processes
resemble with global standard.
Factors for
successful integrations
in foreign companies

“Factors” identified in this survey

Quickly start envisioning and
building the future

1

Define and share
investment alliance
objectives

Find common human bonds, and
encourage relationships beyond
tasks

2

Establish mutual trust

Run the old and the new side by
side

4

Gradual and organized
PMI process

(method involving the implementation
of the above three Success Factors)
3 Use of specialists familiar
with Japan

Source： Harvard Business Review (Rosabeth Moss Kanter,“Mergers That Stick” 2009)
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3.3 Investment Alliance Risks
This survey has identified the following risks associated with carrying out
investment alliances with Japanese companies.
In order to mitigate these risks, it is necessary to consider the alliance
procedures in accordance with success factors hand-in-hand.
Risks
Risk

1

Obstacles in investment alliance
negotiations

Japanese companies typically desire retention of
management and personnel along with high enterprise
sales value. The requirement to generate synergy that
meets the purchase price by the foreign company inhibits
development of common objectives, and negotiations may
encounter obstacles.

Related Success Factors
1

Define and share
investment alliance
objectives

2

Establish mutual trust

(example) Investment alliance negotiations with a Japanese company took longer than usual to find the
adequate timing of forming investment alliance. The negotiation ultimately took 5 years to reach an
agreement.

Risk

2

Internal confusion within
Japanese companies

As many Japanese alliance counterparts have personnel
who are not proficient in using English or not used to
communicating with foreigners, hence, carrying out
integration without prior familiarization may lead to
confusion within the company. Furthermore, personnel
may become upset with rapid changes created by the
investment alliance, and it may evoke the turnover of key
personnel who has technology and sales

3

Use of specialists familiar
with Japan

4

Gradual and organized PMI
process

(example) Some personnel of the alliance counterpart have shown reluctance against the formation of
alliances, and resigned en masse after a certain period of time. These personnel also went on to
establish separate companies to compete against foreign company.

Risk

3

Defect revealed during the
PMI process

Defect revealed during the PMI process, which was
unknown prior to the investment alliance formation (such
as details of agreements with clients and conditions in
factories) and may lead to loss

2

Establish mutual trust

3

Use of specialists familiar
with Japan

(example) Some of the challenges faced due to the lack of clarify in the due diligence - losses incurred
and agreements amended due to matters regarding the factory environment, inaccurate inventory views
not revealed, as well as unwritten agreements that did not surface until the integration process.
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4

Analysis of
Investment Alliance Cases
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4.1. Characteristics of Investment Alliance Parties
(Foreign and Japanese Companies)
4.1.1 Characteristics of Investing (Foreign) Parties
An analysis was conducted on 53 foreign companies’ data. (In case the divisions of the
company formed the investment alliance, the divisions’ figures are quoted.)
By region, European investing parties are the most numerous, followed by North America
and APAC. By industry, highest number of investing party is services, followed by
electronics and transportation equipment. 50% of investing parties have10,000 or more
employees, and 70% of all investing parties generate total revenue of JPY100,000 mil per
year or more.
Investing (foreign) party
by region

APAC
9
17%

Investing (foreign) party
by industry

North
America
17
32%

Wholesale/
Retail
4
8%

Europe
27
51%
N=53

Note: Definitions of the region is base on
Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs’
“Countries & Regions” information.
“Oceania” and “Asia” were merged and
counted as “APAC”.

Investing (foreign) party
by headcount

Logistics
2
4%
Information
2
4%

Other
manufacturing
8
15%

Transportation
equipment
8
15%
Chemicals
5
9%
N=53

Note: Definitions of industry is based on
Japan Standard Industrial Classification
(November 2007) (for details, see
description of P.145

Investing (foreign) party
by revenue

Below 300
6
301-999
11%
3
6%
10000+
26
50%

Services
14
26%

Electronics
10
19%

1000-9999
17
33%

Below
1,000 1,000
milJPY -9,999
milJPY
2
5
10,000
4%
10% -99,999
milJPY
8
16%
100,000+
milJPY
36
70%

N=52

• Note for above two tables:
If the investment alliance was conducted by business division, the figure of
corresponding division is quoted. However, if the figure cannot be taken, the whole
company’s figure is quoted instead
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N=51

4.1. Characteristics of Investment Alliance Parties
(Foreign and Japanese Companies)
4.1.1 Characteristics of Investing (Foreign) Parties (continued)
The scope of this report covers foreign companies that either already have entity in Japan
(“pre-entry”) and those didn’t have prior to the investment alliance (“post-entry”).
Almost equal number of pre and post-entry companies were surveyed for this report. From
a regional perspective, majority of surveyed foreign parties from Europe and North America
are “post-entry”, while the majority of surveyed APAC parties are “pre-entry”.
Most of the companies already experienced investment alliance, and more than 80%
experienced cross-boarder investment alliance, however, about 20% already experienced
investment alliance in Japan.
Investing (foreign) party
by Status of Entry into Japan

Investing (foreign) party
by Status of Entry and region

Europe
Pre-entry
25
47%

North
America

Post-entry
28
53%

APAC
Total

Postentry
15
(56%)
11
(65%)
2
(22%)

Preentry
12
(44%)
6
(35%)
7
(78%)

28

25

N=53

Total
27
17
9
53
N=53

Note: Defined companies already possess
entities in Japan prior to the investment
alliance as “post-entry” company, and
those did not possess entities in Japan as
“pre-entry” company.

Investing (foreign) party
by Experience in Investment Alliance
First time to enter
investment alliance

5

Experienced investment alliance

47

Experienced cross-boarder
investment alliance

44

Experienced investment
alliance in Japan

12
N=52

0

20

40

60
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4.1. Characteristics of Investment Alliance Parties
(Foreign and Japanese Companies)
4.1.2 Characteristics of Invested (Japanese) Parties
The analyses of invested Japanese parties were performed on the 53 companies. (In case
the corporate divisions formed the investment alliance, the divisions’ figures are quoted.)
By region, invested Japanese parties invested was mostly located in Kanto, followed by
Kinki. By industry, ratio was similar to foreign investor companies, however, a higher
number of wholesale/retail were surveyed compared to investing parties.
Above 60% of companies employed 300 or less personnel and total above 70% employed
less than 1,000 personnel. More than 20% of companies generated less than JPY1,000 mil
in sales per year and total 50% had less than JPY10,000 mil in annual sales.
Invested (Japanese) party
by region
・Hokkaido
・Tohoku
・Chubu
・Chugoku
・Kyushu
each 1 company
(2%)

Invested (Japanese) party
by industry

Services
14
26%

Kinki
7
13%
Logistics
3
6%

Kanto
41
77%
N=53

Note: Definition of the region based on the
segregation of Regional Bureau of
Economy, Trade and Industry

Invested (Japanese) party
by headcount

Information
3
6%

Transportation
equipment
7
14%

Other
manucac- Chemicals
turing
3
6
N=53
6%
11%

Note: Definitions of industry is based on
Japan Standard Industrial Classification
(November 2007) (for details, see
description of P.145

Invested (Japanese) party
by revenue
100,000+
milJPY
2
6%

10000+
1
2%
1000-9999
12
26%

10,000
-99,999
milJPY
15
44%

Below 300
28
61%
301-999
5
11%

Wholesale/
Retail
6
11%

Electronics
10
19%

N=46

Below 1,000
milJPY
8
24%

1,000-9,999
milJPY
9
26%
N=34

• Note for above two tables:
If the investment alliance was conducted by business division, the figure of corresponding
division is quoted. However, if the figure cannot be taken, the whole company’s figure is
quoted instead
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4.1. Characteristics of Investment Alliance Parties
(Foreign and Japanese Companies)
4.1.3 Merits and Backgrounds/Purposes of Investment Alliances
Among the merits gained by investing foreign parties, “Access to customer base in Japan”
was most numerous, followed by “Acquisition of talent and technology”.
The most numerous reason of invested Japanese parties for entering into investment
alliances were “Core business” focus”, followed by “Financial improvement” and “Foreign
sales channels development”.
Such purposes and circumstances given below includes reasons given by parent
companies of invested companies.
Investing (foreign) parties’ categorized by the
merits gained by Investment Alliances
Access日本国内販路の早期獲得
to customer base in
Japan
Acquisition
of
talent
and
高い技術力を持った人材の獲得
technology
Operational
improvement
オペレーションの効率化

28

Product / service
製品・サービスラインナップの拡大

26

48
30

diversification
Comprehension
of business
商慣行に関する知見の獲得
customs
Brand ブランドの獲得
acquisition

17
15

ccess
to customer base in
アジアへの販路の早期獲得
Asia

12
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50
N=53

Note: The merits gained by investing (foreign) parties counted. (Multiple answers for
each cases counted, thus the total number of answers exceeds 53.)

Invested (Japanese) party categorized by their circumstance
or purpose for entry into investment alliances

Core business focus 1

21

Financial improvement 2

17

Foreign sales channels
3
development

13

Technology acquisition 4

7

Business succession 5

4
0

5

10

15

20

Note: The circumstances of invested (Japanese) parties’ entry into investment
alliance counted. (Multiple answers for each cases counted, thus the total number of
answers exceeds 47.)

25
N=47
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4.1. Characteristics of Investment Alliance Parties
(Foreign and Japanese Companies)
4.1.4 Comparison between Foreign and Japanese Parties by Industry and
Size
In most cases, both parties belonged in the same industry (reached more than 80%). In
some cases parties belonging to different industries, such as the case manufacturers
sought after sales channels of Japanese wholesalers and retailers.
Compared both parties by size, invested foreign parties were larger than their Japanese
counterparts with respect to both number of employees and sales in the majority of cases,
followed by the cases both parties were in similar sizes.
Foreign and Japanese companies by
industry

Different
industry
8
15%

Same
industry
45
85%
N=53

Note: Industry categorization based on 8
categories grouped in P.30 and P.32

Size of foreign and Japanese parties
(by number of employees)
Foreign
party
was
Similar
smaller
size
2 Foreign
8
4% party
18%
was
larger
35
78%

Chemicals
⇒Wholesale/Retail

2

Other manufacturing
⇒Wholesale/Retail

2

Chemicals
⇒Other manufacturing

1

Other manufacturing
⇒Information

1

Wholesale/Retail
⇒Chemicals

1

Wholesale/Retail
⇒Logistics

1

Size of foreign and Japanese parties
(by number of revenues)
Foreign
Similar
party
size
was
5
smaller
15%
1
Foreign
3%
party
was
larger
28
82%

N=45

Note: The comparison made by the
categories of numbers appears in P.30
and P.32
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Examples of investment alliances
between different industries

N=34

Note: The comparison made by the
categories of numbers appears P.30 and
P.32

4.2. Forms of Investment Alliances
4.2.1 Basic Information on Investment Alliances
All Investment alliances cases can be categorized into either investment (87%) or
business acquisition (13%). Among investment, 100% investment shares half of the cases,
while majority investment formed 24% and minority investment contributed to 26%.
The nature of relationships between parties prior to the alliances are: already had
business relation (36%), familiar but no existing business (40%), no prior relations (24%).
81% of invested Japanese parties are remaining, while 19% have been absorbed.
Investment Alliance by type

Business
acquisition
7
13%

Investment alliance by share of
ownership

Minority
investment
12
26%
Investment
46
87%

100%
investment
23
50%

Majority
investment
11
24%
N=53

Note: The investment for divested
company upon investment alliance is
categorized as business acquisition

Note: Based on the ultimate ownership if
the investment has conducted several
times.
“Majority” means over 50%, and
“Minority ”means 50% and below

Relationships prior to investment
alliance
No prior
relation
s
13
24%
Familiar
but no
existing
busines
s
21
40%

N=46

Already
had
busines
s
relation
19
36%

Status of invested Japanese parties
after investment alliance

Absorbed
10
19%
Independent
43
81%
N=53

Note: “Familiar but no existing business”
means that both parties knew each other
as they acquainted each other prior, or
being connected by parent company, etc.

N=53

Note: “Independent” stands the cases if the
legal entity of the invested party remain
(including the cases company names have
been changed), and “Absorbed” stands
legal entities has been integrated
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4.3. Merits Acquired by Investment Alliance
The following report analyzes merits obtained from investment alliances with respect to
each companies’ category. Due to small sample size, these tendencies may not represent
general investment alliance environment.
(The percentage figures given in each tables are proportions of investing parties stated
each answers among all investing parties).

4.3.1 Merits by Entry Status in Japan
Many pre-entry parties answered the achievement of operational effectiveness
and acquisition of sales channels in Asia as a merit. Numerous post-entry
parties perceived the expansion of their product and service line as a merit
Pre-entry parties had a tendency toward answering “Operational improvement”. This can
be explained that many parties newly gained location in Japan can reorganize and make
effective operation than before. Also, many answered “Access to customer base in Asia”,
suggesting that pre-entry parties relied on Japan as a stepping stone for entry into Asia.
On the other hand, many post-entry parties stated “Product / service diversification” as a
merit. This may be due to the comparatively stronger trend to expanding their products and
services as a next step of market entry.

Merits by entry status in Japan
Pre-entry (25)
系列2

系列1
Post-entry (28)

N=53

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
0

1

Access to
customer
base in
Japan
(48)

2

Access to
customer
base in
Asia
(12)

3

4

Comprehen Acquisition
of talent
-sion of
and
business
technology
customs
(17)

(30)

5

Product /
service
diversification
(28)

6

7

8

Operational
Brand
improveacquisition
ment
(28)

(16)

(Example)
• Maximized the operational effectiveness of by swapping the product manufacturing
to/from Japan and US to focus the product types in one factory, (Ioxus, manufacturing)
(pre-entry)
• Utilized base in Japan as a stepping stone for developing business in the South Korean
market and following this, it is considering further expansion into Asian markets
(AlphaMOS, manufacturing) (pre-entry)
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• With the aid of the investment alliance, the company expanded its ‘eco-system’ by
integrating Japanese companies that develops software compatible with its platform.
(salesforce, information) (post-entry)

4.3. Merits Acquired by Investment Alliance
4.3.2 Merits by Region
Parties from all region answered sales channels and technologies acquired in
Japan as merit. Among them, numerous APAC parties perceived products,
services and brands acquisition as a merit
Parties from all region perceived “Access to customer base in Japan” and “Acquisition of
talent and technology” as merit.
Especially, APAC companies had a strong tendency toward perceiving “Product / service
diversification” and “Brand acquisition” as a merit compared to others, due to their aim of
acquiring products, services and brands held by Japanese companies.

Merits by region
系列1
Europe(27)

系列3
APAC (9)

N=53

系列2
North America(17)

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
0

1

Access to
customer
base in
Japan
(48)

2

Access to
customer
base in
Asia
(12)

3

4

Comprehen Acquisition
-sion of
of talent
business
and
customs
technology
(17)

(30)

5

Product /
service
diversification
(28)

6

7

8

Operational
Brand
improveacquisition
ment
(28)

(16)

(Example)
• Brands well-recognized in Japanese market were obtained, and expanded product-line in
the Japanese market without overlapping with the foreign company’s own product-line.
(Good Will Instrument, manufacturing) (APAC)
• Lupin acquired the Japanese investment alliance counterpart’s brand, which was well
recognized in Japanese market (Lupin: manufacturing) (APAC)
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4.3. Merits Acquired by Investment Alliance
4.3.3 Merits by Industry
Many parties in the electronics and automotive manufacturing industries have
perceived the acquisition of advanced technology and operational
improvement methods possessed by Japanese parties as merits
Many companies among “electronics” and “transport equipment’” have perceived
“Acquisition of talent possessing high technology” , “Product / service diversification” and
“Operational improvement” as merits. These responses are due to the Japanese
companies’ possession of high technology in the fields of electronics and auto
manufacturing. Also, Japanese companies possess high level of operational knowhow in the
manufacturing process that are represented in ‘kaizen’.

Merits by industry
系列1
Electronics (10)

Other
系列2
manufacturing (8)

Transportation
系列3
equipment (10)

系列4
Services (8)

N=40

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

Access to
customer
base in
Japan
(37)

Access to
customer
base in
Asia
(9)

Comprehen Acquisition
-sion of
of talent
business
and
customs
technology
(11)

(23)

Product /
service
diversification
(22)

Operational
Brand
Improveacquisition
ment
(23)

(13)

Note: Analyzed the industry contains more than 5 companies (4 industries shown above:
electronics, transportation equipment, Other manufacturing and services)

(Example)
• Gained employees of Japanese company, acknowledged with the semiconductor
manufacturing technology, which wasn’t originally held by the foreign company (SinoAmerican Silicon Products, manufacturing (electronics))
• Acquired products related to power transfer units (joints transmitting propulsion to
wheels) of Japanese company (GKN plc, manufacturing (transportation equipment))
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• The Japanese factory acquired with the investment alliance became the most productive
factory among the foreign company’s factories and Japanese style operations are
currently being installed to plants in emerging markets such as China and Mexico
(Kolbenschmidt, manufacturing (transportation equipment))

4.3. Merits Acquired by Investment Alliance
4.3.4 Merits by Investment Alliance Experience
Many companies with no prior experience in cross-border investment alliances
perceived the merits of acquisition of products, services, brands and operational
improvement while those already experienced raised the acquisition of sales
channels in Asia
Many companies with no prior experience in cross-border investment alliances perceived
the “Acquisition of products and services” , “Operational Improvement” and “Brand acquisition”
as merits. This may be due to many instances where companies that already been acquired
overseas sales channels with greenfield investment utilized cross-border investment alliances,
to gain products etc. as next step from acquiring sales channels.
On the other hand, companies already experienced cross-border investment alliances have
raised ‘Access to customer base in Asia” as merits, could be attributed to strong tendencies of
companies experienced investment alliance tend to rely on investment alliances as a tool of
further regional expansion.

Merits by investment alliance experience
100%

No experience of cross-boarder
系列2
investment alliance (8)

Experienced cross-boarder
系列1
investment alliance (44)

N=52

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Access to
customer
base in
Japan

(Example)

(47)

Access to
customer
base in
Asia
(12)

Comprehen Acquisition
-sion of
of talent
business
and
customs
technology
(17)

(30)

Product /
service
diversification
(27)

Operational
Brand
improveacquisition
ment
(27)

(15)

• Allowed the foreign investing company to provide a consistent supply of optional productlines of Japanese investment alliance counterpart (Quantum Design, manufacturing) (no
prior experience)
• Maximized the operational effectiveness of by swapping the product manufacturing
to/from Japan and US to focus the product types in one factory, (Ioxus, manufacturing)
(no prior experience)
• Acquired “made in Japan” branded products highly recognized in the auto components
industry, that are already established by Japanese invested company (Kilang Rantai,
manufacturing) (no prior experience)
• Improved sales in Asian markets by relying on the reputation and sales channels of the
Japanese company (Atlas Copco KK, manufacturing) (already experienced)
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4.4. Analysis of Types of Investment and Industry
4.4.1 Relationship between Type of Investment and Industry
Many companies that engage in Business acquisition and 100% investment
are found in the manufacturing industry. In contrast, majority and minority
investing companies are often found in non-manufacturing industries
From the perspective of the relationship between types of investment and industry,
instances of business acquisitions were limited to the manufacturing industry. This is due to
the circumstance that non-core businesses can be easily divested in manufacturing industry,
and the bases have been prepared to allow Japanese parties to accept investment alliance
offers from foreign companies relative ease.
Within investment cases, many cases of 100% investment can be observed in
manufacturers while few were observed in non-manufacturers. This is due to the nature of
non-manufacturing industries that can generate synergy with relative ease not relying on full
buyouts.

Relationship between type of investment and industry
Manufacturing
(31) (31)
系列1

Non-manufacturing
(22)
(22)
系列2

N=53

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Business acquisition 100% investment
(7)
(23)

Majority investment Minority investment
(11)
(12)

(Example)
• Secured Japanese manufacturing facilities, by obtaining the aluminum rim business that
was considered a non-core activity of the Japanese company (C.L.N., manufacturing)
(business acquisition)
• Strengthened the portfolio of marine engine businesses by acquiring a Japanese
company of the same industry, that is manufacturing related products, under its umbrella
(Wartsila, manufacturing) (100% investment)
• Expanded service coverage by obtaining the specialty service of executive search of
counterpart Japanese company (Manpower Group, services) (52% investment)
• The investment alliance with the Japanese company allowed the increase of the number
of orders of outsourced research from Japanese clients by acquiring sales channels and
information on business custom. (JRF International Ltd., services) (12.4% investment)
40

5

Investment Alliance Cases
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5.1. Index of Investment Alliance Cases (1/2)
Characteristics of Foreign company

#

Industry

#

Pre-entry/
Post-entry

Location
of HQ

Region

Investment/
Share of
business
ownership
acquisition

1.

1.

Amkor Technology, Inc.

Post-entry USA

North
America

Investment

2.

2.

Good Will Instrument Co., Ltd.

Post-entry Taiwan

APAC

Business
acquisition

3.

3.

Industrie De Nora S.p.A.

Post-entry Italy

Europe

Investment

100%

Electro4. nics

4.

Ioxus Inc.

Pre-entry

Investment

100%

5.

5.

NeoPhotonics Corporation

Post-entry USA

6.

6.

Quantum Design, Inc.

Post-entry USA

7.

7.

Schneider Electric SA

Post-entry France

8.

8.

Sino-American Silicon Products
Pre-entry
Inc.

9.

1.

Autoneum Holding AG

Pre-entry

10.

2.

C.L.N. Group

Pre-entry

Fives

11. Transpor- 3.
tation
12. equipment 4.
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Foreign company name

Investment type

USA

North
America
North
America
North
America

Business
acquisition

60%
－

－

Investment

71%

Europe

Investment

100%

APAC

Investment

100%

Switzerland Europe

Investment

8.72%

Italy

Europe

Business
acquisition

Post-entry France

Europe

Investment

100%

GKN plc

Post-entry UK

Europe

Investment

100%

Taiwan

Business
acquisition
Business
acquisition

－

13.

5.

KILANG RANTAI S.A. SDN
BHD

Pre-entry

Malaysia

APAC

14.

6.

Kolbenschmidt GmbH

Pre-entry

Germany

Europe

15.

7.

Merida Industry Co., Ltd

Pre-entry

Taiwan

APAC

Investment

30%

16.

8.

Wartsila Oyj Abp

Post-entry Finland

Europe

Investment

100%

17.

1.

Air Liquide S.A.

Post-entry France

Europe

Investment

5%

18. Chemicals 2.

Royal DSM N.V.

Pre-entry

Netherland Europe

Business
acquisition

19.

3.

Huntsman Corporation

Post-entry USA

North
America

Investment

20%

20.

4.

Lupin Ltd.

Pre-entry

APAC

Investment

100%

21.

5.

The Dow Chemical Company

Post-entry USA

North
America

Investment

100%

22. Other
manufacturing
23.

1.

Alpha MOS

Pre-entry

Europe

Business
acquisition

2.

Atlas Copco AB

Post-entry Sweden

Europe

Investment

India

France

－
－

－

－
100%

✓

Ioxus Inc.

✓

NeoPhotonics Corporation

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Quantum Design, Inc.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

Schneider Electric SA

✓

Sino-American Silicon Products Inc.

✓

✓

✓

Autoneum Holding AG

✓

✓

✓

C.L.N. Group

✓

Fives

✓

✓

✓

GKN plc

✓

✓

✓

✓

KILANG RANTAI S.A. SDN BHD

✓

✓

✓

✓

Kolbenschmidt GmbH

✓

Merida Industry Co., Ltd

✓

Wartsila Oyj Abp

✓

Air Liquide S.A.

✓

Royal DSM N.V.

✓

Huntsman Corporation

✓

Lupin Ltd.

✓

✓

The Dow Chemical Company

✓

✓

Alpha MOS

✓

✓

Atlas Copco AB

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Brand
acquisition

Comprehension
of business
customs

✓
✓
✓

Industrie De Nora S.p.A.

Brand

Operational
Improvement

Good Will Instrument Co., Ltd.

Technology
Product /
service
diversification

✓

Talent & Skill
Acquisition of
talent and
technology

Amkor Technology, Inc.

Access to
customer base
in Asia

Foreign company name

Access to
customer base
in Japan

Sales Channel

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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5.1. Index of Investment Alliance Cases (2/2)
Characteristics of Foreign
company
#

Industry

#

Pre-entry/
Post-entry

Location
of HQ

Region

Investment/
Share of
business
ownership
acquisition

3.
24. Other
manufact25. uring
4.

Bosch Packaging Technology

Post-entry Germany

Europe

Investment

100%

Erwin Halder KG

Pre-entry

Germany

Europe

Investment

50%

26.

5.

Glen Dimplex Ltd.

Pre-entry

Ireland

Europe

Investment

100%

27.

6.

HAWE Hydraulik SE

Post-entry Germany

Europe

Investment

100%

28. Information

1.

Experian plc

Post-entry Ireland

Europe

Investment

99.90.%

29.

2.

salesforce.com, Inc.

Post-entry USA

North
America

Investment

Minority
Investment

30. Logistics

1.

Swissport International Ltd.

Pre-entry

Germany

Europe

Investment

100%

31.

2.

Toll Holdings Limited

Pre-entry

Australia

APAC

Investment

100%

32. Wholesale 1.
/Retail
33.
2.

Avnet, Inc.

Post-entry USA

North
America

Investment

100%

Belchim Crop Protection S.A.

Pre-entry

Belgium

Europe

Investment

4.46%

34.

3.

Tan Chong International, Ltd.

Pre-entry

Singapore APAC

Investment

51%

35.

1.

Ashfield Commercial & Medical
Services

Post-entry UK

Europe

Investment

49.90%

36.

2.

AXA SA

Post-entry France

Europe

Investment

100%

37.

3.

Cimpress N.V.

Pre-entry

Netherland Europe

Investment

17.35%

38.

4.

City Football Group Ltd.

Pre-entry

UK

Europe

Investment

20%

39.

5.

Compass Group PLC

Post-entry UK

Europe

Investment

90%

40.

6.

InterContinental Hotels Group
PLC

Post-entry UK

Europe

Investment

74%

41.

7.

JRF International Ltd.

Pre-entry

Europe

Investment

12.4%

42.

8.

Manpower Group Inc.

Post-entry USA

Investment

52%

43.

9.

Risk Management Solutions, Inc. Post-entry

Investment

100%

44.

10. Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

Post-entry USA

Investment

100%

45.

11. Warner Music Inc.

Post-entry USA

Investment

70%

Services
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Foreign company name

Investment type

UK

USA

North
America
North
America
North
America
North
America

✓

✓

Erwin Halder KG

✓

✓

Glen Dimplex Ltd.

✓

HAWE Hydraulik SE

✓

✓

✓

Experian plc

✓

✓

✓

salesforce.com, Inc.

✓

✓

Swissport International Ltd.

✓

✓

Toll Holdings Limited

✓

✓

Avnet, Inc.

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Belchim Crop Protection S.A.
Tan Chong International, Ltd.

Brand

Brand
acquisition

✓

Operational
Improvement

✓

Access to
customer base
in Asia

Bosch Packaging Technology

Foreign company name

Access to
customer base
in Japan

Product /
service
diversification

Technology

Acquisition of
talent and
technology

Talent & Skill
Comprehension
of business
customs

Sales Channel

✓

✓

Ashfield Commercial & Medical
Services

✓

✓

AXA SA

✓

✓

Cimpress N.V.

✓

City Football Group Ltd.

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

Compass Group PLC
InterContinental Hotels Group PLC

✓

JRF International Ltd.

✓

✓

Manpower Group Inc.

✓

✓

Risk Management Solutions, Inc.

✓

✓

Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

✓

✓

Warner Music Inc.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
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5.2 Each Companies’ Cases
5.2.1 The Order of Cases
Cases for each of the 45 companies interviewed in this project is published in this part.
Each cases are placed by the order of industries, then alphabetical order within same
industry. The industry is classified by Japan Standard Industrial Classification (November
2007) and divided into 1.Manufacturing, 2.Information, 3.Logistics, 4.Wholesale/retail,
5.Services and placed by the orders 1-5. Within Manufacturing, the industry is further
classified and placed by the order of (1) Electronics, (2) Transportation equipment, (3)
Chemicals and (4) Other Manufacturing.
(Order)
1. Manufacturing
(1) Electronics
(2) Transportation equipment
(3) Chemicals
(4) Other Manufacturing
2. Information
3. Logistics
4. Wholesale/retail
5. Services

In each cases, the index indicates the
company’s industry is allocated.
The index abbreviates following three
industry names as:
“Transportation equipment”  “Transport”
“Other Manufacturing”
 “Other man.”
“Wholesale/retail”
 “Wholesale”

5.2.2 The Rules on Publishing Information
In each cases, company overviews are written per below rules.
Items

Principle

Notes

Company
name

•

•

Business

Written by the official legal entity name
(includes “Inc.” or “K.K.”)
• (Foreign company)
Quote current company name
• (Japanese company)
Quote the company name at the time of
investment alliance, accompanied with current
name if the company name has been changed
• Quote main business activities

Headquarters •
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Quote company headquarters’
”prefecture/state” + “country/region”

Headcount

•
•

Headcount at the time of investment alliance
Add the timing information if clarified

Revenue

•
•

Revenue at the time of investment alliance
Add the timing information if clarified

If the investment alliance was
conducted by business division (not
whole company), business division
name is attached to the company name

•

Quote from official websites etc.

•

-

•

If the figure at the time of investment
alliance is not available, latest figures
are quoted instead
• If the investment alliance was
conducted by business division, the
figure of corresponding division is
quoted. However, if the figure cannot be
taken, the whole company’s figure is
quoted instead

5.2 Each Companies’ Cases
5.2.3 Index of the Case
Industries of the company
Transportation
Electronics
equipment

Post-entry
Company size (revenue)*

Chemicals
-1bil
JPY

1-10bil 10-100bil 100bil
JPY
JPY
JPY+

Undisclosed

Other
manufacturing

Pre-entry
Information

* Foreign currencies are transferred
at the rate of 1st December 2014

Logistics

Services

Foreign Company Name
Executive summary

Wholesale/Retail

Company status
after investment
Independent Merged

Investment Alliance General Overview
XXX
Busin
ess

Foreign Company
Name
Business description

Reve
nue

Location of headquarters
(State/Prefecture,
Country/Region)
Global revenue
(Year, if stated)

Headcount

Global headcount
(Year, if stated)

HQs

JPN
Timing
Year
Amount
Amount of
investment
Ownership
percentage
XXX%

Japanese company
Name

Busin
ess

Business description

HQs

Location of headquarters
(Prefecture, Country)

Reven
ue

Revenue
(Year, if stated)
Global headcount
(Year, if stated)
Other investment alliance case
in Japan (if applicable)

Headcount

Investment Alliance Merits

ASIA

Company size (headcount)

Access to customer base
in Japan

Details

Access to customer base
in Asia

Details

Comprehension of
business customs

Details

Acquisition of talent and
technology

Details

Product / service
diversification

Details

Operational Improvement

Details

Brand acquisition

Details

1-300

301-9999 10000+ Undisclosed
Types of investment

100%
acquisition

Majority
shareholding

Minority
shareholding

Business
acquisition

Undisclosed

Investment Alliance Success Factors
1

Define and share investment
alliance objectives

Details

2

Establish mutual trust

Details

3

Use of specialists familiar with
Japan

Details

4

Gradual and organized PMI
process

Details
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No. 01

Amkor Technology, Inc.

Electronics No.1

Amkor’s successful acquisition of J-Devices and it’s talent was due to an investment
alliance built on mutual trust between both parties, and on clear objectives

Investment Alliance General Overview
USA

Amkor Technology,
Inc.

Business

JPN

Outsourced
semiconductor assembly
and test services

Timing
200913

Nakaya Micro Device K.K.
(now: J-Devices Corporation)

Business

Outsourced semiconductor
assembly and test services

Amount

HQs

Arizona, USA

Undisclosed

HQs

Oita, Japan

Revenue

USD 2.956 bil
(2013)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 73.6 bil
(FY 2014: nine months)

Headcount

20,900
(2013)

30%60%

Headcount

4,700
(2014)

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer base
in Japan

Amkor acquired J-Devices' Japanese customer base, which Amkor
could not access fully without J-Devices' capabilities and relationships.

Acquisition of talent and
technology

Amkor acquired highly skilled talent, and is now performing new
product development through integrated R&D with J-Devices

Product / service
diversification

Amkor acquired J-Devices' capabilities and experiences especially for
automotive area, which were amongst several advantages of JDevices

Operational Improvement

J-Devices' operational know-how in factory area is being utilized to run
Amkor’s factories including former Amkor’s factory in Japan. Through
use of Amkor’s purchasing power, J-Devices quickly reduced
operational costs resulting in lower costs for Japanese IDM’s.

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
investment
alliance objectives

Amkor identified complementary strengths and capabilities with their
investment alliance partner and chartered a strategy for combined growth

2

Establish mutual
trust

Both CEOs of Amkor and J-Devices worked closely and collaboratively with
each other, building a strong relationship of mutual trust

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Amkor and J-Devices conducted deep collaboration including employee
exchanges

Logistics
Wholesale

After Amkor had 60% stakes in JD in 2013, Amkor started the PMI process, beginning with the
collaboration of the two companies’ procurement channels, manufacturing, R&D etc.
Amkor retained the top executives of JD, as both CEOs had built a strong working relationship,
especially to trust in each others capabilities and that of their organizations.

Information

Deep collaboration in operational area

Other man.

Also in 2006, an opportunity for investment alliance with
JD’s semiconductor
Nakaya Micro Device K.K. (hereafter “NMD”) was suggested
package product
by company A. Amkor initiated the negotiations, as Amkor
wanted to gain resources in Japan, and also recognized that
the capabilities of the employees was a major driver for
forming the investment alliance.
Finally, Amkor formed a three-party capital investment in
NMD in 2009: Company A, Amkor and founder families.
Though Amkor begun with minority stakes of 30%, Amkor
gained an agreement that Amkor will be the majority
shareholder through incremental share increases.
Negotiations went smooth as Amkor and NMD were
introduced with each other by company A.
After the investment alliance, NMD renamed its company to J-Devices Corporation (hereafter “JD”).

Chemicals

Japan’s employee capabilities, a major driver for the alliance

Transport

Amkor Technology, Inc. (hereafter “Amkor”) was incorporated in the USA in 1968 as an outsourcing
semiconductor manufacturer. It grew by entering into several investment alliances over the years in
countries including Korea, China, Taiwan and the Philippines. Amkor would do so by identifying
complementary strengths and capabilities with their investment alliance partner and chart
a strategy for combined growth. For Japan, Amkor sought relevant talents for the investment alliance.
Amkor’s first investment alliance in Japan was with a major Japanese electronics company (hereafter
“Company A”). In 2000, Amkor was approached by Company A to purchase its assembly plant, a deal
coming from a 25 year long relationship as a supplier to Company A.

Electronics

Business potential and speed to market as merits for investment alliances

Gained Japanese customer base, and skilled talent

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Amkor: 12.0%
share (2nd)
JD: 3.2%
share (7th)

Firstly, Amkor identified gaining JD’s customer
base as a key merit of the alliance. Total market
share of semiconductor packaging and testing
reached over 15% globally in 2013. Amkor targets
more growth by utilizing JD’s capabilities for
automotive area and new packages, also by
leveraging Amkor’s strong international sales
network to promote JD packages.
Secondly, Amkor and JD conducted employee
exchanges to enhance the operational
performance. Especially, JD’s manufacturing
experts were seconded to run Amkor’s factories in
the Philippines, as Amkor wished to upgrade the
output quality of its factories by utilizing the
operational know-how of JD.

(* Data Source: Gartner market share analysis: Semiconductor packaging and test services, worldwide, April 2014)

Services

2013 world-wide market share of semiconductor
packaging and testing, Amkor (2nd largest) and JD
(7th largest) total has 15%+ share globally*
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Good Will Instrument Co., Ltd.

No. 02
Electronics No.2

A largest manufacturer and developer of test and measurement instruments in Taiwan,
Good Will’s growth can be attributed to the close relationships maintained with
business partners such as NTS, as well as the willingness to expand the business

Investment Alliance General Overview
TWN

Good Will
Instrument Co., Ltd.

Business

JPN

Production of electrical
test & measurement
instruments

Timing
2012

Nikke Techno System Co., Ltd
(electronics measurement business)

Business

Production of regulated
power supplies and
electronics measurement
instruments

Amount

HQs

Taipei, Taiwan

Undisclosed

HQs

Kanagawa, Japan

Revenue

TWD 1.7 mil

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

650

Acquisition
of
business

Headcount

35

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

GW acquired the sales channels in Japan, contributed to sales
growth in Japan

Acquisition of talent and GW gained NTS’ distributors’ network, which was a great gift for GW,
technology
as local networks was are essential in Japan
Product / service
diversification
Operational
Improvement
Brand acquisition

GW added NTS’ electronics measurement instrument products to its
product line, which has a strengthen in stabilized power supply, had
no overlaps with GW’s product and thus meant GW expanded
product ranges
GW’s Taiwanese HQ recognizes Japan's renowned strictness on
product quality, and now attempts to introduce the same discipline
within the GW group globally
GW acquired and utilized the brand name of NTS’ “Texio” brand,
which had a strong brand recognitions over Japanese clients

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

GW already had a business relationship as GW’s OEM supplying client,
thus both companies acquainted with each other

3

GW appointed Mr. Teng, who had a long experience in carrying out GW’s
Use of specialists business in Japan, to lead former NTS business, and his understanding of
familiar with Japan Japanese business culture helped smooth the implementation process
considerably

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

GW retained NTS’ company structures, though office rules and employees’
allowance systems were gradually integrated into that of GW’s

GW’s electrical test &
measurement instruments

Logistics
Wholesale
Services

In 2012, NTS was dissolved and GW acquired the electronics measurement instrument business,
launched GW’s 100% subsidiary “Texio Technology Corporation”. Since NTS’ “Texio” brand had a
strong brand recognitions over Japanese clients, GW decided to keep the “Texio” brand being sold
under the same name.
Moreover, Mr. Teng, who had a long experience in carrying out GW’s business in Japan, was
appointed to lead TEXIO TECHNOLOGY, and his understanding of Japanese business culture helped
smooth the implementation process considerably. For example, company structures of NTS were
retained, though office rules and employees’ allowance systems were gradually integrated into
that of GW’s.

Information

Acquired the operation in Japan with smooth transformation

Other man.

Prior to 2007 when GW was interested in expanding into
the Japanese market, the major obstacle that GW faced at that time
was in developing sales channels as local networks was essential to
the expansion of business in Japan. This brought GW to consult NTS
who GW already had a business relationship as GW’s OEM
supplying client.
In addition, NTS was a subsidiary of a larger Japanese textile
company, who once utilized NTS in measuring process in clothing,
however as the difference in industries between NTS and the parent
company grew larger over time, the parent company proposed
the transfer of NTS to other companies who operate in the industry.
The shared common objectives between GW and NTS naturally
assisted in the smooth negotiations, and achievement of agreement.

Chemicals

When the time is right

Transport

Founded in 1975, the Taiwan-based Good Will Instrument Co., Ltd. (hereafter “GW”) started out as a
manufacturer and distributor of power supplies, and later specialized into the development of high
precision electronic test and measurement instruments. With a now international presence, having
subsidiaries in US, China etc., and having sold products to more than 80 countries worldwide, GW has
grown to become the largest manufacturer and developer of test and measurement instruments in
Taiwan. However, the investment alliance with Nikke Techno System Co., Ltd (hereafter “NTS”) was the
first time for GW to form cross-border alliances.

Electronics

First attempt for cross-boarder investment alliance

Effort to differentiate strengths well-received
GW acquired the sales channels in Japan, especially the distributors’ network of NTS was a great gift, as
local networks was are essential in Japan. Now, GW's own “Instek” brand could be sold through former
NTS’s networks, and overall GW achieved sales growth in Japan.
In a means of product acquisition, GW added NTS’ “Texio” branded products, which has a strengthen in
stabilized power supply. On the other hand. GW’s “Instek” branded products had a strengthen in general
purpose testing and electronics measurement instruments, thus those two companies’ products had no
overlaps and complement with each other, means GW could expand its product ranges.
Also, GW acquired and utilized the brand name of NTS’ “Texio” brand, which had a strong brand
recognitions over Japanese clients. Furthermore, the GW’s Taiwanese HQ recognizes Japan's
renowned strictness on product quality and now attempts to introduce the same discipline within the GW
group, contributing to increase the factories’ quality assurances globally.
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No. 03

Industrie De Nora S.p.A.

Electronics No.3

De Nora wished to expand its presence in the Asian market particularly Japan and
China, and succeeded in gaining shares by entering into an investment alliance with
its long-time partner, Chlorine, by undertaking a gradual PMI process

Investment Alliance General Overview
Industrie
De Nora S.p.A.

ITA

Business

Chlorine Engineers
Corp., Ltd.

JPN

Production of electrodes,
for the production of
chlorine, caustic soda and
derivatives

Timing
201112

Business

Engineering of complete plants and
manufacturing of electrolyzer
equipment for chlorine and caustic
soda production and water treatment

Amount

HQs

Milan, Italy

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

EUR 480 mil
(FY 2012)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 24 bil
(FY 2012)

Headcount

1,500
(FY 2012)

51%100%

Headcount

600
(FY 2012)
Other investment alliance case in Japan:
Permelec Electrode Ltd.(in 2003)

Investment Alliance Merits
ASIA

Access to customer
base in Asia

Gained electrode sales channels in Asia with particular focus on
China, achieving equal revenue in Europe, Americas, and Asia

Acquisition of talent
and technology

Acquired Chroline’s skilled employees familiar with Chinese market
and production of electrolyzer

Product / service
diversification

Succeeded to satisfy the needs of Chinese and Asian end customers,
totally double its sales amount

Operational
Improvement

De Nora is planning to reconstruct global production by adding
Chroline’s manufacturing ability in Japan

Brand acquisition

Acquired and utilized “Chlorine” brand name, which was acquainted
in Japan and Asia

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
De Nora and Chlorine understood the possible geographical
investment
complementary and synergetic benefits if they were to pursue an alliance
alliance objectives

2

Establish mutual
trust

De Nora executives often visited Japan to communicate directly with
Chlorine employees. Also, De Nora executives promised to keep the
“Chlorine” brand intact

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

De Nora understood Japan’s sensitive business culture, and took a humble
and respectful approach. The PMI process was carried out in a slow and
gradual manner, allowing Chlorine to smoothly move to its new roles

Expectation for establishing sales channels in China

Wholesale
Services

De Nora has achieved its initial goal and is now steadily expanding its presence in the Chinese market
which greatly attributes to Chlorine’s well established sale channels in China. The alliance also enabled
De Nora to double its revenue, as De Nora and Chlorine had roughly the same level of revenue before
the alliance. As the electrolysis industry is that of oligopoly, increasing revenue per se tends to be a huge
hurdle. However, De Nora has successfully overcome this issue through the successful PMI.
De Nora is now in the next stage where it can consider how best it
De Nora’s electrode
realizes the global production of electrolyzer equipment. As Chlorine is
product
one of the four major manufacturers of electrolyzer equipment, De Nora is
confident that it can reconstruct its global company structure and strategy
to realize this goal.
Before investment alliance, De Nora, which manufactures electrodes (a
component of electrolyzer), was not able to obtain end customers’ needs
although it was indispensable for the business growth. The alliance with
Chlorine meant De Nora gains direct access to the end customers’ needs,
enabled to resolve this issue.

Logistics

Increasing the Chinese market share and reconstructing global company strategy

Information

De Nora’s electrode
With over 40-year experience of dealing with Japanese companies,
product
De Nora had been well aware of Japan’s sensitive way of doing
business, work environment, and culture. Integration of Chlorine into
its operations was therefore carried out in the most humble and
respectful way. For example, De Nora executives often visited
Japan to develop promising relationships with Japanese
colleagues through face to face dialogues, and the best effort
was made to adopt local business procedures.
Also, the integration process was intentionally scheduled to be
slow and gradual, allowing Chlorine to smoothly move to its new roles and to minimize the
impact on the local environment. Furthermore, the alliance process was undertaken by two steps:
acquiring 51% of the stock in 2011, and the remaining of 49% in 2012, while De Nora promised Chlorine
that “Chlorine” brand name would remain unchanged, and that Japanese employees would work in the
same business culture as before .

Other man.

Sensitive post-alliance integration process

Chemicals

Through a long term relationship, De Nora and Chlorine greatly developed mutual trust and confidence
in each other’s capability and businesses. When De Nora wanted to expand its presence in the Asian
market, particularly in China, it turned to Chlorine’s strong sales connections built up in China (held 30%
of China’s market share). This was when the two parties realized the high potential that their longestablished relationship could bring geographical complementary and synergetic benefits to
each other. De Nora then proposed to enter into an investment alliance with Chlorine.

Transport

Industrie De Nora S.p.A. (hereafter “De Nora”) entered the Japanese market in the late 60’s through a
50-50 JV with a large trading company. The name of this JV is “Permelec Electrode Ltd.(hereafter
“Permelec”). In 2010 De Nora acquired 100% of the JV and at the same time entered into a partnership
with Chlorine Engineers Corp., Ltd. (hereafter “Chlorine”) which back then was also a subsidiary of the
same trading company as mentioned above.

Electronics

Partnership dating back to the 1960’s
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No. 04

Ioxus Inc.

Electronics No.4

Being able to successfully expand into the Japanese market and further invest by
launching a larger facility was significant, Ioxus’ success can be attributed to keeping
the best interests for both employees and the overall companies’ direction

Investment Alliance General Overview
Ioxus Inc.

USA

Business

JPN

Design and manufacturing
of fully integrated
ultracapacitor

Timing
2012

Power Systems Co., Ltd
(now: Ioxus Japan Co.,Ltd)

Business

Ultracapacitor
manufacturer

Amount

HQs

New York, USA

Undisclosed

HQs

Shiga, Japan

Revenue

USD 10.3 mil
(FY 2013)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

99

Headcount

Undisclosed

100%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Ioxus gained existing sales account of PS, gained physical sales
and presence in Japan, and also newly acquired 17 customers
including Japanese blue chip companies

Acquisition of talent and Ioxus acquired PS's ultracapacitor products and technologies, which
technology
were especially suited for automotive parts and desirable for Ioxus
Product / service
diversification

Ioxus now has an operation and a manufacturing facility of
ultracapacitor in Japan

Operational
Improvement

Ioxus significantly reduced procurement and management costs in
manufacturing, by swapped the manufacturing to/from Japan and
US to focus the product types in one factory, maximizing the
effectiveness

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

Ioxus’ CEO led the deal by top-down methods, and made many trips to
Japan in order to directly talk with PS and created clear understandings
with each other

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

As to gain PS’ existing business and technology, Ioxus were more than
willing to retain PS’ management and employees, and company structure
and systems were kept, though ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)
system has been renewed

Transport

Ioxus Inc. (hereafter “Ioxus”) is a capacitor (electrostatic energy storage) maker, whose product used in
the automotive, renewable energy, and industrial markets to store power. In 2012, Ioxus had sales
offices in China, Taiwan, and Europe but didn't have any overseas manufacturing locations. Not only
filling this gap, Ioxus had been considered entering the Japanese market, as for its attractiveness due
not only to the large market size, but also the strong automotive industry with top automotive makers
keen on advancing technologies.

Electronics

Ultra-capacitor maker aiming for offshore manufacturing

A chance encounter

Wholesale
Services

As a result of the alliance, Ioxus now has an operation and a manufacturing facility in Japan and showing
presence, also newly acquired 17 customers including blue chip companies while retaining all existing
business relations of PS.
Ioxus’s factory (Former PS’ factory) Further, PS's products and technologies, that are especially suited for
automotive parts and desirable for Ioxus, were acquired.
Consequently, Ioxus significantly reduced procurement and
management costs in manufacturing by focusing on certain product
types in one production facility, so as to maximize effectiveness of that
facility. To achieve this, Ioxus swapped the manufacturing to/from Japan
and US, to focus the product types in one factory, reduced cost for
procurement or managements, maximizing the effectiveness. This could
have been achieved, thanks for acquiring second manufacturing
locations out of US.
Additionally, Ioxus made further investment into PS's facilities 2 years post investment alliance after
experiencing success in the Japanese market by expanding and launching a larger facility.

Logistics

Lower cost, higher efficiency

Information

Ioxus’ intentions were to acquire PS' existing business and technology, thus, Ioxus were more than
willing to proceed in retaining management and employees to leverage existing critical resources
and expertise such as chief engineers and managers of sales, purchase, and quality insurance.
Moreover, company structure and systems, such as HR systems were retained. The only change
implemented was in the ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system a year after the investment
alliance, as to align the core business management to Ioxus’ HQ.

Other man.

Building on a good thing

Chemicals

At the time, Ioxus didn’t have a presence in Japan (not even through
Ioxus’s Ultracapacitor
distributors), however, through attending an industrial conference in
Washington DC where Ioxus’ CEO spoke about the intention to expand
to Japan and the East Asian market, this caught the attention of
company A (the largest shareholder of Power Systems Co., Ltd
(hereafter “PS”), who was considered of focusing on the core business,
and interested in selling its share on PS.
Upon hearing this intention, Ioxus was interested in acquiring PS who
was a capacitor maker well-recognized in the Japanese market
possessing good technology, along with the potential for acquiring
PS’ technology which was well-suited for the Japanese automotive industry.
In the negotiations that ensued, Ioxus’ views were reinforced that the Japanese automotive makers were
keen on improving technologies, and needed to adjust to local standards, thus Ioxus was confident about
setting up Ioxus’ first overseas manufacturing location out of US.
On negotiation, Ioxus’ CEO led the deal by top-down methods, and made many trips to Japan in
order to directly talk with PS and created clear understandings with each other.
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No. 05

NeoPhotonics Corporation

Electronics No.5

NeoPhotonics’ efforts to become self-sufficient on procurement has led to the
partnership with LAPIS, resulting in first acquisition of manufacturing facilities and
LAPIS’ products line-up, led to stable business expansion in Japan

Investment Alliance General Overview
NeoPhotonics
Corporation

USA

Business

JPN

Designer and
manufacturer of photonic
integrated circuit based
modules and subsystems

Timing
2013

LAPIS Semiconductor Co., Ltd.
(optical semiconductor business)

Business

Production of
semiconductors and LSIs

Amount

HQs

California, USA

Undisclosed

HQs

Kanagawa, Japan

Revenue

USD 250 mil
(as of 2013)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

3,000 (as of 2013)

Acquisition
of
business

Headcount

Undisclosed

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

NeoPhotonics was able to secure sales channels of semiconductors
in Japan inherited from LAPIS

Comprehension of
business customs

NeoPhotonics tactfully kept the essential assets of LAPIS, such as
contacts, connections with suppliers and customers, those partners
were retained harmoniously, contributed to the stable start of
operation in Japan

Acquisition of talent and NeoPhotonics obtained LAPIS’ skilled personnel in the
technology
semiconductor component manufacturing process

Operational
Improvement

NeoPhotonics acquired manufacturing facilities for component parts
used in Neophotonics’ semiconductor product, achieved stable
supply of products as planned

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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Both NeoPhotonics and LAPIS have had been well-acquainted and trusted
each others’ technology prior to investment alliance through joint
development dates back to 2007

2

Establish mutual
trust

3

Negotiations was moderated by the GM of NeoPhotonics Japan subsidiary,
Use of specialists
originally a long-term serving business manager at LAPIS, who acted as an
familiar with Japan
advisor and interpreter for both sides

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

PMI initiatives retained personnel of NeoPhotonics, and addressed that
NeoPhotonics may actively learn from the good points from LAPIS, which
could ease LAPIS’ employee’s mind

Logistics
Wholesale
Services

As NeoPhotonics intentions were to firmly establish foundations in Japan, PMI initiatives were not only
to retain responsible personnel from technical, manufacturing and sales divisions but also those
from HR, IT and accounting.
Another contribution factor to a smooth transition was the fact that NeoPhotonics’ global CEO was familiar
with Japan, and he understood how to communicate with people from the country, which greatly benefited
business transition and readiness. There was also the awareness that NeoPhotonics, despite being just
over decades old, inherited a LAPIS’ business with history dating over a century old. As such,
NeoPhotonics addressed that NeoPhotonics may actively learn from the good points from LAPIS, which
could ease LAPIS’ employee’s mind.

Information

Gradual and courteous change

Other man.

At the time, LAPIS’ parent company was considering of selling theiroptical semiconductor business, as
LAPIS’ business was not aligning with parent company’s business. NeoPhotonics once proposed the
business acquisition, and then LAPIS’ parent company officially announced request for proposal, among
several applicants, Neophotonics was chosen as a best partner.Negotiations in tabling and finalizing
the idea of an investment alliance was moderated by the General Manager (GM) of
NeoPhotonics Japan subsidiary, originally a long-term serving business manager at LAPIS, who
acted as an advisor and interpreter for both sides. As he realized the interests of both parties in mind
and knew LAPIS’ personnel, many of whom were his colleague over a long period, thus the GM moderated
the compromises of negotiation and PMI processes. Additionally, NeoPhotonics inherited LAPIS’ contracts
and licensing for manufacturing, thus vendors and customers of LAPIS were assured about the continuity
of the LAPIS’ business.

Chemicals

A moderator coordinating the deal

Transport

The NeoPhotonics Corporation (hereafter, “NeoPhotonics”) is a leading designer and manufacturer of
semiconductor component products, including optical modules and photonic integrated circuits (PICs).
NeoPhotonics was considering to become self-sufficient by securing supply of required product
components for own in-house manufacturing.
One of such candidate fitting NeoPhotonics’ criteria was Japanese company LAPIS Semiconductor Co.,
Ltd. (hereafter, “LAPIS”). NeoPhotonics and LAPIS had a relationship of joint R&D dating back 2007,
where NeoPhotonics highly evaluated LAPIS’ technology, and both sides have had been wellacquainted prior to investment alliance negotiations.

Electronics

An alliance to keep operations in-house

Acquiring facilities, skills and sales

NeoPhotonics’ PICs products

As a result of the alliance, NeoPhotonics was able to secure sales
channels in Japan inherited from LAPIS, and develop its first
components manufacturing business in-house.
NeoPhotonics tactfully kept the essential assets belonged to LAPIS’
employee, such as contacts, connections with suppliers and customers,
thus those partners were retained harmoniously, contributed to the
stable start of operation in Japan. Furthermore, NeoPhotonics was able
to obtain LAPIS’ skilled personnel in the optical component
manufacturing process too. Also, acquisition of manufacturing facilities
for components used in NeoPhotonics’ semiconductor product allowed
for the stable supply of products as planned.
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No. 06

Quantum Design, Inc.

Electronics No.6

From a dealer partnership to an investment alliance, Quantum Design acquired
IQUANTUM’s technology and product line-up and improved on it, which eventually led
to revenue growth and cost savings

Investment Alliance General Overview
USA

Quantum Design, Inc.

JPN

Manufacturing of
automated
temperature and magnetic
field testing platforms

Amount

HQs

California, USA

JPY 7 mil

Revenue

USD 83 mil
(as of Sep. 2008)

Headcount

137
(only in US)

Business

Timing
2008

Ownership
percentage

71%

IQUANTUM Corp.

Business

Production of lowtemperature refrigerating
system

HQs

Ibaraki, Japan

Revenue

JPY 17 mil
(as of Sep. 2008)

Headcount

3

Investment Alliance Merits
Acquisition of talent and Quantum Design Gained skilled engineer and patent of lowtechnology
temperature refrigerating system technology of IQUANTUM

Product / service
diversification

Quantum Design gained IQUANTUM’s low-temperature refrigerating
system technology and optional product line-up, which contributed to
increasing satisfaction for Quantum Design customers

Operational
Improvement

Acquired optional parts technology and expanded product coverage
range, with enhancing sophistication on former IQUANTUM products

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
investment
alliance objectives

3

Being the first instance of undergoing an investment alliance in Japan,
Use of specialists
Quantum Design utilized lawyers and alliance advisory specialists for
familiar with Japan
seamless negotiations

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Terms and conditions were documented and prudently negotiated by both
sides to arrive at a mutual agreement, specifically in the technology
transformation arm of IQUANTUM

Quantum Design recognizes the importance of the technology arm of
IQUANTUM. As such, Quantum Design was flexible in arranging for the
skilled staff of IQUANTUM to continue as technical advisors to continue
enhancing the technology

Further, in leveraging QD’s established purchasing
processes, IQ product costs could be further reduced,
with these savings directly adding to QD’s profit
margin.
In addition, the component technology acquired from
IQ is regarded as a prized asset within QD, as this
technology can be applied to the development of new
products for future QD products.
Customers viewed the investment alliance between
QD and IQ in a positive light, as IQ’s products, which
were originally excluded from QD’s product warranty,
are now covered after they became QD products. In
addition, QD headquarters regards this alliance as a
success, as this high-tech option product line was
acquired with a relatively small investment.

Services

IQUANTUM’s low-temperature
refrigerating system

Wholesale

Positive view expressed by existing customers after the investment alliance formation

Logistics

As QD acquired those IQ’s products which were developed for the QD product line, QD was able to
provide high value-added products to their customers. This was extremely valuable in promoting the
sales of QD products globally, which contributes to increasing benefits to QD customers. Moreover, as
now QD has direct access to IQ’s products, it became possible to upgrade the IQ products in a way
reflects QD’s design methodology, thus enhancing the sophistication in both function and design.

Information

Revenue growth through optimized parts product line-up

Other man.

As the investment alliance was a first instance for QD, lawyers and alliance advisory specialists
were contracted for the legal procedures.
During negotiations, a topic brought onto the table was the separation of IQ business units. Through
prudent negotiations, a mutual agreement was reached whereas non-QD related business units
were spun off into a newly established company prior to the formation of the investment alliance.
In addition, the transfer of technology from IQ to QD was an important area where statements of
agreements were negotiated by both sides and the outcomes were documented. As a result, an
arrangement was reached whereas the skilled IQ engineers would remain as contracting advisors
and continue with their line of work.

Chemicals

Flexibility and transparency in pre-deal negotiations

Transport

Quantum Design, Inc. (hereafter “QD”) is a manufacturer of automated temperature and magnetic field
testing platforms, headquartered in San Diego, CA, USA. IQUANTUM Corp (hereafter “IQ”) had been
developing measurement options for QD products. This development led to a dealer partnership
proposal from QD based on the aim of making IQ’s products available to the worldwide QD customer
base.
After the dealer partnership was established, IQ requested financial support from QD through the
purchase of 10% of IQ stock, which later led to further acquisition of IQ stock. QD Japan valued this
opportunity and presented it to QD headquarters, who also found it beneficial, as the acquisition of IQ’s
products filled an important gap in the QD product lineup. As such, QD's Japanese corporate unit
proactively headed negotiations, while obtaining advice from headquarters as necessary.

Electronics

From dealer partnership to investment alliance
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No. 07

Schneider Electric SA

Electronics No.7

Schneider Electric entered an investment alliance while deeply understanding the
culture and strategy of with its partner, Digital Electronics (famous in the HMI industry).
Schneider gained Digital’s sales channels, technology, and human resources

Investment Alliance General Overview
Schneider Electric
SA

FRA

Business

Provides facility
management and
automation tools

JPN
Formed
2002

Digital Electronics
Corporation

Business

Develops and produces
factory automation tools

Amount

HQs

Hauts-de-Seine, France

Undisclosed

HQs

Osaka, Japan

Revenue

EUR 24 bil
(FY2012)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

140,000
(as of 2012)

100%

Headcount

746
(as of 2012)

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to
customer base in
Japan

Schneider gained access to Digital’s existing sales channels to Japanese
markets, achieved sales growth in Japan

Acquisition of
talent and
technology

Satisfied with existing highly skilled employees in terms of solid and longterm employment

Product / service
diversification

Schneider gained ownership of Digital’s HMI technology

Brand acquisition

Schneider gained Digital’s brand image, which was well-known in the HMI
industry

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
Schneider and Digital had an existing complementary relationship, as
investment
Schneider was a generalist of automation tools, and Digital is a specialist of
alliance objectives HMI, and shared future views and business plans

3

Schneider placed importance on sharing its culture with its partner
Use of specialists
company, communicating in a familiar and effective manner with local
familiar with Japan
Japanese staff

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Schneider’s policy was to retain existing management if they could share
Schneider’s vision and aim, as existing management possess industry
experience and are highly valuable

Services

Schneider’s first benefit after entering an alliance with Digital was gaining access to Digital’s technology.
As expected as an initial aim, Digital was specialized in HMI, this greatly contributed to enhancing
Schneider‘s existing product line-up. Also, Schneider gained access to Japan’s expansive markets
through Digital’s existing sales channels, achieved sales growth in Japan.
Schneider was also satisfied with the quality of Digital’s employees. Schneider thinks that to hiring a
high-capability talent is the key issue, not only in Japan but in many cross-boarder expansion. Digital’s
employee held and presented a very solid, long-term thinking process, and Schneider noticed the
beneficial synergies it generated. Furthermore, Schneider obtained Digital’s “Proface” brand, which was
already familiar to global customers.
Schneider is continuously looking for new partners in Japan and recognizes that active partnership may
lead to success in Japan. Schneider’s future planning involves many business opportunities in Japan
revolving around its strengths, such as smart-grids and smart-city projects, and also return the outputs of
experiences in Japan to Schneider’s global business.

Wholesale

Acquiring sales growth, brand-name, technologies, and talents

Logistics

Schneider's PMI policy was to retain existing management, should they share business vision
and aim. Schneider retained Digital’s corporate structure and left its management. Schneider places
importance in sharing its company culture with its alliance partners. Schneider’s top management
regularly visits Japan, and prudently communicated with Digital employees, or provides various
opportunities for Digital employees to be trained overseas.

Information

Sharing company culture is a key factor of PMI

Other man.

The most important element to consider prior to forming an investment alliance within Japan is
synergetic effect between the two parties. Schneider’s relationship with Digital Electronics Corporation
(hereafter “Digital”) dated back to the 1970s. Schneider then realized the potential of a
complementary relationship with Digital, as Schneider was a generalist of automation tools, and
Digital is a specialist of HMI (Human-Machine Interface: a technology of handling devices, such as touch
panels) technology. Thus, potential synergetic effect between Schneider and Digital; Digital’s access to
Schneider’s global sales networks, and Schneider’s brand and technology acquisition of Digital,
recognized as beneficial for both parties.
The key element in cementing an investment alliance is
Digital’s Factory Automation
to share the company's future view and good
tools“Proface”
business planning. Negotiations between Schneider
and Digital followed a top-down approach with their
respective representatives. The executives of these two
companies held straightforward talks and decided to
form the alliance.

Chemicals

Consider complementally relations and sharing of future views

Transport

Schneider Electric SA (hereafter “Schneider”) is a leading company in energy management who required
electronic equipment, such as automatic management system, to increase the value of their products. To
obtain these equipment, Schneider considers entering into an investment alliance a possible option in
regards to inorganic growth.
Schneider recognizes Japan as a large economy possessing highly skilled and educated human
resources, technical technology, and high quality standards. Japan is a very important market,
representing a gateway to Asia, and also enjoys good relations with France as a country.

Electronics

Japan, a gateway to Asia
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Sino-American Silicon Products Inc.

No. 08
Electronics No.8

Recognizing the potential for expansion to, Sino-American Silicon Products ventured
into an investment alliance with CSC, implementing an effective restructure and
turning CSC profitable after just 9 months after the acquisition

Investment Alliance General Overview
TWN

Sino-American
Silicon Products Inc.

Business

JPN
Timing
2012

Silicon wafer
manufacturing

Covalent Silicon Corporation
(now: GlobalWafers Japan)

Business

Semiconductor silicon
wafer manufacturing

HQs

Niigata, Japan

Revenue

JPY 33 bil
(FY 2011)

Headcount

1,400
(2011)

Amount
HQs

Hsinchu, Taiwan

Revenue

JPY 45.2 bil
(FY 2011)

Headcount

1,883
(2011)

JPY 28 bil
Ownership
percentage

100%

Investment Alliance Merits

ASIA

Access to customer
base in Japan

SAS gained local sales channels and built closer relations to
Japanese companies through CSC, achieved three-fold sales
growth in Japan

Access to customer
base in Asia

Post acquisition, SAS is now exporting CSC products overseas as
well, generating revenue for SAS

CSC's technology is being utilized in SAS' global R&D, as CSC has
Acquisition of talent and
unique technologies in wafer manufacturing which SAS did not
technology
formerly possess
Product / service
diversification

As both SAS and CSC possessed different areas of silicon wafer
manufacturing, SAS gained a different product line-up

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

SAS’ managements directly discussed with the management of CSC, and
talked how they could make a fruitful alliance of SAS and CSC, found CSC
managements could share SAS HQs’ vision, finally created mutual trusts

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

SAS applied operational changes in a tactful manner to seek the synergy
effect with CSC. Managements of CSC were kept, while operational
organizations and procurements are changed

An expression of interest and a changing of hands

Wholesale
Services

After implementing various business operational changes, SAS’
efforts generated some tangible results. With cost of CSC products
being reduced aggressively, this turned CSC operations profitable in
9 months after the investment alliance, and ever since then, CSC’s
operations are profitable.
Moreover, SAS' total revenue from Japan had increased three-fold
since the addition of CSC. This was in part due CSC’s local sales
channels, which enabled SAS to built closer relations to Japanese
companies.
Also, as SAS and CSC possessed products in different areas of
silicon wafer manufacturing, so there were no product overlaps and
now former CSC products are exported to overseas from Japan. means SAS gained a different product
line, thus expanded the semiconductor business.
Lastly, CSC's technology is being utilized in SAS' global R&D, as CSC has unique technologies in wafer
manufacturing which SAS did not formerly possess.

Logistics

Rewarded with positive results and outcomes

Information

SAS’ managements set direct discussions with
SAS’s silicon wafer
the managements of CSC, and talked how they could improve
CSC, and make a fruitful alliance of SAS and CSC. SAS found
that they could share future business visions of SAS’ future operation
in Japan, including the way to vitalize CSC, which aligned SAS HQ’s
vision. As created mutual trusts upon these meetings, and
nevertheless to say, CSC’s managements were familiar with
Japanese business culture, SAS found no reason to change them,
thus kept the CSC’s managements.
As part of the PMI, SAS applied operational changes in a tactful
manner to seek the synergy effect with CSC. SAS attempted to
reconstruct the organization of CSC, gradually createed flat and
effective organization, as well as integrated overlaps in overseas offices. Additionally, CSC's existing
procurement, sales management and R&D business processes were centralized to SAS’, and
procurement and sales pricing were rolled up SAS’ HQ in Taiwan and the US branch.
In regards to procurement, supplier changes were made to keep costs down and SAS also implemented
a database system in supporting local business operations. Then, SAS utilized the global sales network
to enhance the export of CSC products.

Other man.

A tactful and effective changes on operation

Chemicals

CSC was a subsidiary of company A, a manufacturer of ceramics, semiconductor materials, LED panels
etc. As company A decided to focus on the main business of ceramics in 2012, the silicon manufacturing
subsidiary, CSC, was to be sold to other company in the industry.
As SAS was asked for interest, SAS considered CSC’s advanced technologies in the silicon wafer
manufacturing industry, as well as patents and the capacity for production, SAS regarded merits to gain
a synergy effect by utilizing CSC's assets and gain future market expansion.

Transport

Sino-American Silicon Products Inc. (hereafter “SAS”), specializes in silicon products and is the largest
manufacturer of silicon wafers in Taiwan. Since establishment in 1981, SAS has experienced both
organic and inorganic growth, formed several investment alliances to gain product-lines and
technologies, in the USA, Germany, China, and Taiwan, while the alliance with Covalent Silicon
Corporation (hereafter “CSC”) would be the first instance in Japan.

Electronics

Ideas of expansion into the Japanese market

SAS’ sales growth（2007-2014)
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No. 9

Autoneum Holding AG

Transport No.1

Results in a joint R&D activities, and JV operations all over the world generating a
sales growth, Autoneum and Nittoku have come a long way since the initial venture,
owing to the active efforts from both sides to foster and maintain ties with each other

Investment Alliance General Overview
Autoneum
Holding AG

CHE

Business

JPN

Supplier of automotive
parts

Timing
-

Nihon Tokushu
Toryo Co., Ltd.

Business

Supplier of automotive
parts and paint materials

Amount
HQs

Zurich, Switzerland

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

CHF 1.955 bil
(2014)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

10,681
(2014)

Headcount

Undisclosed

20%
9.43%

Investment Alliance Merits

ASIA

Access to customer
base in Japan

Around 25% of Autoneum’s net sales are generated through
Japanese clients’ OEMs, an obvious result of the long-standing
partnership with Nittoku

Access to customer
base in Asia

Autoneum and Nittoku formed 7 JVs in the US, China and India, with
more than 2,500 employees, to cater for Japanese car makers'
global locations

In the effort to establish and maintain communications, the regular
Acquisition of talent and exchange of resident engineers have been organized, thus
technology
Autoneum and Nittoku is sharing their technologies, such as
acoustic paint technology

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

Autoneum and Nittoku’s history dated back to 1967, when a license
partnership agreement was concluded, both companies created deep
relations and trust since then

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Though Autoneum and Nittoku has no direct PMIs such as dispatch of
directors or management change, Autoneum and Nittoku are both
conducting various joint operations at headquarters-level, as well as in JVs

A sound approach in entering the Japanese market

Chemicals
Other man.

To penetrate Japanese automotive market outside Japan, Autoneum had a long relation with Nihon
Tokushu Toryo Co., Ltd. (hereafter “Nittoku”), a company making automotive parts and paint materials,
who became Autoneum’s first investment alliance in Japan.
Autoneum and Nittoku’s history dated back to 1967, when a license partnership agreement was
concluded. Autoneum understood the complexities of a non-Japanese company being a supplier to
Japanese automotive firms, as technical and commercial decisions were usually made within Japanese
headquarters. After watching the success in partnership, Autoneum decided to proceed the investment
alliance with Nittoku to reinforce the links between two companies.
As per 30th September 2014, Autoneum is the largest shareholder of Nittoku, currently holding 9.43%
stake of Nittoku.

Transport

Autoneum Holding AG (hereafter “Autoneum”) is a global market and technology leader in acoustic and
thermal management solutions for vehicles. Autoneum currently has locations in more than 20 countries
worldwide, with the extent encompassing investment alliances in associate companies, as well as
minority shareholdings.

Electronics

A global leader in automotive acoustic technology

Remain independent, act together

Wholesale
Services

The fostered partnership and investment alliance with Nittoku led to the success, as around 25% of
Autoneum’s net sales are generated through Japanese clients’ OEMs. This result is an obvious fruits
from the alliance with Nittoku, as it was impossible for a non-Japanese company to be a supplier of
Japanese companies without a strong base in Japan.
Additionally, Autoneum and Nittoku have acted as one entity in
Autoneum's underbody
implementing several committees and working groups to
shield made of Ultra-Silent
increase the effectiveness of the alliance, such as holding joint
R&D for acoustic technologies, forming a combined team to
address commercial issues, and having regular joint meetings.
Moreover, the holding of shares go both ways may ensure a
stable foundation for the alliance, thus Nittoku is now possessing
1.14% in Autoneum’s share as per 31st March 2014.
Consequently, Autoneum and Nittoku are acting as “one global
family”, supporting each other.
As a fruits of long-lasted partnership for more than 40 years,
Autoneum and Nittoku formed 7 JVs to cater for Japanese car
makers' global locations, of which have been formed in 6
countries across the globe, including the US, China, and India,
with more than 2,500 employees in the JVs, further contributing
to generated a revenur for both Autoneum and Nittoku.

Logistics

Being “one global family”

Information

Though Autoneum is the largest acting shareholder, this did not prompt the dispatch of directors or
management change in Nittoku, but instead of PMI, Autoneum and Nittoku are both conducting
various joint operations at headquarters-level, as well as aforementioned JVs. This is because
Autoneum regards knowledge exchanges and increased transparency in communication paths to be the
solution. In the effort to establish and maintain communications, the regular exchange of resident
engineers have been organized at an operational-level, while the same is being done at a managementlevel through the exchange of strategies, dedicating the necessary time and resources to execute and
realize these business goals.
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No. 10

C.L.N. Group

Transport No.2

C.L.N. Group was able to source and acquire Excel Rim Co., Ltd as a partner of its
Wheel Division to supply high technological contents used in the manufacturing of
aluminium rims for high end motorcycle

Investment Alliance General Overview
C.L.N. Group

ITA

Business

JPN

Production of automotive
components

Timing
2010

EXCEL RIM Co., Ltd.

Business

Manufacturing of
motorcycle alloy rims

HQs

Tokyo, Japan
(now: Shiga, Japan)

Amount
HQs

Turin, Italy

JPY 3 bil

Revenue

EUR 1.5 bil
(FY 2013)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

8,600

Acquisition
of
Business

Headcount

50

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

The established customer network (Japan and Overseas OEs) and
world wide after market channels were an attractive feature for CLN
to form an investment alliance with Excel Rim

Product / service
diversification

CLN was able to satisfy its initial objective of gaining manufacturing
presence for aluminum rims in Japan and South East Asia and
made a breakthrough in establishing direct channels to major
Japanese bike makers

Operational
Improvement

Excel Rim had established overseas presence before the alliance,
that was strengthened further more thus gaining a broader sales
reach in EU, India etc.

Brand acquisition

CLN secured Excel Rim’s brand name, which is well-known in the
industry and is a key success factor to gain new motorcycle
customers Overseas

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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3

Actual management and decisions are steered by two representative
Use of specialists
directors, one from CLN Italian HQ whilst the other being a Japanese, who
familiar with Japan
are familiar with world wide motorcycle industry including Japan

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

CLN retained existing processes and operations to run their course, sharing
a multinational approach to world market strategy

Transport

C.L.N. Group (hereinafter “CLN”) is one of the leading international players in stamping and assembly of
metal components for automotive (“MA Division”), in steel wheels (“MW Division”), in steel distribution
and service centers (“SSC Division”) and in fine blanking (“MFB Division”).
CLN has 53 production sites, 4 continents: CLN processed 1,250,000 tons of steel and reported a
consolidated turnover of EUR 1.5 Billion (FY 2013).

Electronics

Delivering auto components in 4 continents

Sourcing appropriate alliance partner candidates

Information
Logistics
Wholesale
Services

For the first couple of years, no significant changes were introduced in the organization of ER: the
support from CLN-MW side being mostly on finance matters and overseas sales, such as sharing
a multinational approach to world market strategy, and allowing existing process and operations
to run their course.
Excel Rim Japan’s
In a second phase, under the leadership of the
Manufacturing site in Shiga
Board of Directors (composed by Italian and
Japanese managers and professionals) of ER,
according to the strategy of MW, some changes
were introduced in the business model.
Currently two representative directors,
one from CLN Italian HQ whilst the other being
a Japanese, who are familiar with world wide motorcycle
industry including Japan, are working closely to steer
the company in the day by day.

Other man.

Changes made where appropriate

Chemicals

Besides producing automotive and truck wheels, CLN’s Wheel Division (hereinafter “MW”) is active in
the niche business of spoke rims for motorcycle, being OE supplier in EU and USA.
CLN already had long lasting business relationship with Japanese Industry (e.g. Topy, Unipress,
Marubeni Itochu Steel) and understanding of business environment, therefore MW was facilitated in
approaching RK-Excel Co.,Ltd. (hereinafter “RK”, a former manufacturer of motorcycle chains & rims).
The selection process was facilitated by the fact that very few competitors are active worldwide and that
RK’s “Takasago Excel Rim” brand is by many players recognized to be the market leader.
Through the investment alliance process, RK’s rim business (e.g. offices and plant in Japan, one JV in
Malaysia) was de-merged, and a new company, Excel Rim Co., Ltd.(hereinafter “ER”) was created, and
acquired by CLN-MW.

A win-win situation for both
ER’s “Takasago Excel Rim”
branded motorcycle rim product

CLN was able to satisfy its initial objective of gaining
manufacturing technology for aluminum rims and made a
breakthrough in establishing direct channels to major
Japanese motorcycle makers. This could be achieved by the
fruits of investment alliance, as CLN-MW could obtain ER’s
established customer network, world wide after market
channels, high quality products and brand name.
ER’s brand name, which is well-known in the industry, was surely a success factor to gain new bike
manufacturers (e.g. in India, Indonesia, Thailand, Europe), thus CLN secured ER’s company name and
brand name worldwide.
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No. 11

Fives

Transport No.3

Fives’ foresight into the industry landscape and subsequent formation of the
investment alliance to address client needs were rewarded with the acquisition of new
sales channels and Decker’s (today Fives Filling and Sealing K.K.) unique technology

Investment Alliance General Overview
Fives

FRA

Business

JPN

Design and supply of
machines, process
equipment and
production lines

Timing
2010

K.K. Decker
(now: Fives Filling and Sealing K.K.)

Business

Production of sealing and
filling equipment

Amount

HQs

Paris, France

Undisclosed

HQs

Kanagawa, Japan

Revenue

EUR1.626 bil
(FY 2013)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 1.5 bil
(FY 2013)

Headcount

8,000

Headcount

42

100%

Other investment alliance case in Japan:
Sandvik Sorting Systems (in 2007)

Investment Alliance Merits

ASIA

Access to customer
base in Japan

Fives gained sales channels to local companies, especially for
automotive companies, which resulted in a 20% sales growth in
Japan

Access to customer
base in Asia

Fives increased overseas sales from the existing Japanese
companies by leveraging channels within their Japanese
headquarters, gaining 5 new major clients

Acquisition of talent and
technology

Fives acquired unique automotive technologies, the filling and
sealing technology especially suited to Japanese automotive
company

Operational
Improvement

Fives and Decker are exploring a joint R&D approach and
standardization of their products in filling and sealing industry, led
to the effective operation

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
investment
alliance objectives

Fives acknowledged and stated the potential benefits with Decker, such as
a geographical complementally relationship which has no overlap of sales
channels and Decker’s unique technologies which specialized in
automotive

2

Establish mutual
trust

Fives’ bridging director intentionally visited Decker’s clients and banks, to
commit and assure that Decker’s mode of operations will be kept the same

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Fives retained Decker’s management to utilize local know-how, while
implementing a global reporting system to help analyze the available
information

Logistics
Wholesale

Before forming the investment alliance, Fives visited Decker’s clients and banks, to commit and
assure that Decker’s mode of operations will be kept the same. As for PMI processes, Fives
retained Decker’s management and Decker, which is now called Fives Filling & Sealing K.K. (hereafter
“FFSKK”) remained autonomous operation-wise, whilst cooperating with one of Fives’ business unit in
the same industry (“Filling | Sealing”). Also, R&D practices and products are undergoing, with periodic
meetings for the exchange of information. It’s clear that the factors which led to a successful investment
alliance are the retention of previous management and operations in utilizing existing knowledge. In
Addition, Fives implemented a global reporting system to help analyze the available information
as well as to support better decision making.

Information

PMI standardization and talks to reorganize distribution channels

Other man.

In efforts to further expand, Fives pursued the sealing and filling business, a division of the automotive
industry, where Fives had the highest market share in the world. Prior to the alliance, Fives and K.K.
Decker (hereafter “Decker”) were not yet acquainted but knew of each other as players in the same
industry. However, Fives and Decker had a strong case for an alliance, as they were shared a
strategic geographical complementally relationship and Decker’s unique technologies which
suited to a large Japanese automotive company.
In 2007, Fives made a cold-call with Decker’s CEO (and owner). As he expressed intentions of
retirement and selling his stocks of Decker, Fives led to the negotiation of investment alliance.

Chemicals

Japanese counterpart focused on negotiation transactions

Transport

Fives is an engineering company with operations spread over 30 countries worldwide, with businesses
of production and sales of manufacturing lines for Aerospace, Aluminium, Automotive and manufacturing
industries, Cement, Energy, Logistics, Steel and Glass sectors.
Fives’ filling machines
Fives was planning to enter the Japanese market, and Fives
considered investment alliance with firms already familiar with
Japanese market, laws and regulations, whilst having existing
distribution channels, as it seemed more effective than entering
alone. Thus, Fives initially acquired a Japanese subsidiary of
Swedish company in 2007 which gave it a foothold in Japan.

Electronics

Successful attempt at market entry through investment alliances

Acquiring Japanese sales channels and expanding sales under own brand.
Services

Benefits to Fives from the investment alliance included gaining a foothold in Japan with its own brand,
especially for automotive companies, which then resulted in a 20% sales growth in Japan. Further,
FFSKK had technology adapted to certain Japanese businesses (especially large automotive
companies), which now Fives then inherited as a result. Finally, it was able to expand sales to other
Japanese firms, for both local and overseas orders, as Japanese firms tend to decide procurements in
their Japanese headquarters, gaining 5 new major clients.
Fives gained a synergy effect from its business in France which operates
Fives’ sealing machines
in the same industry, such as results in joint R&D, and the use of
Decker’s technology is contributing to the Fives group’s product
development capabilities.
For FFSKK, the sales became globalized, and clearer sales targets were
achieved after integration. Employees also became more conscious of
budgeting, sales, and long term planning activities. The growth in
FFSKK is making a profitable return on Fives and future attempts at
further foreign expansion by utilizing Fives’ networks looks promising.
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No. 12

GKN plc

Transport No.4

GKN set up its global strategy to diversify products and geographical portfolio, entered
into an investment alliance with its long-term partner Tochigi Fuji Sangyo, and
achieved success in sales growth, access to technology and development in synergy

Investment Alliance General Overview
GKN plc

GBR

Business

JPN
Timing
20022006

Engineering

Tochigi Fuji Sangyo KK
(now: GKN Driveline Japan Ltd.)

Business

Production of automotive
systems and components

Amount
HQs

Worcestershire, UK

Undisclosed

HQs

Tochigi, Japan

Revenue

GBP 6.634 bil
(2006)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 47.6 bil
(As of March 2004)

Headcount

40,000
(2006)

33%100%

Headcount

1,333
(As of March 2004)

Investment Alliance Merits

ASIA

v

Other investment alliance case in Japan:
Acquisition of a factory (in 2000)

Access to customer
base in Japan

Gained the trust of Japanese automotive companies. GKN has now
obtained several new client accounts and its Japanese revenues
have grown 5 times larger than prior to the investment alliance

Access to customer
base in Asia

By securing contracts with Japanese automotive companies’
businesses based overseas, GKN succeeded in launching a new
factory in Thailand

Acquisition of talent and GKN acquired 100 skilled former TFS engineers who possessed the
technology
technical know-how in power transfer units
Product / service
diversification

GKN acquired product-lines and technology in power transfer units

Operational
Improvement

GKN integrated its facilities in Japan and achieved cost effective
operations. GKN also acquired companies in Europe shared similar
technologies to TFS, generating a synergy with integration of
development procedures

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
GKN’s management discussed the future business of TFS, led to TFS
investment
owner’s decision to sell his shares
alliance objectives

2

Establish mutual
trust

GKN and TFS were in a long-time JV partnership relationship, thus both
managements already acquainted each other, fostered relations and
mutual trusts

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

GKN decided to initially retain TFS’ existing organization, then gradually
replaced systems for functions such as the decision making procedure,
documentation management, and employee evaluation

Wholesale
Services

Enhanced presence resulted in acquisition of sales, technology and synergy

Logistics

GKN has a flexible approach to PMI, adapting the process to best suit the acquired company. In the PMI
for acquiring company A’s factory, GKN installed its own systems and hired new staff to handle finances
and HR etc. However, in the TFS case GKN acquired the entire company, so GKN decided to initially
retain TFS’ organization gradually replacing systems such as the decision making process,
documentation rule, and employee evaluation, in a controlled manner. Furthermore, the former TFS
management team was retained as consultants for several years.

Information

Flexible PMI adapted to the circumstance

Other man.

In 1985, GKN launched a JV company with Tochigi Fuji Sangyo KK (hereafter “TFS”). In the late 1990’s,
company A (a parent company of TFS) decided to focus on its core-business and GKN acquired
company A’s factory in 2000, attributing this success to existing business relations.
In 2002, company A intended to sell their stakes in TFS. This was
Former TFS factory, now
positively received by GKN, as this helped GKN to achieve its
Operated Under brand of
geographical diversification strategy, and acquire TFS’s power transfer
“GKN Driveline”
unit technology (PTU: a joint that delivers engine torque in AWD cars).
GKN’s management discussed the future business of TFS with
TFS’s management, leading to TFS’ owner deciding to sell his
shares. Also, GKN and TFS were in a long-time JV partnership
relationship, thus both teams were already acquainted each other.
An investment alliance team at GKN’s UK HQ & APAC HQ in Singapore
undertook due-diligence, deciding to acquire 33% of TFS’s share in
2002, leading to 100% ownership in 2006.

Chemicals

A win-win deal rooted in mutual trust

Transport

GKN plc (hereafter “GKN”) is a British engineering company with more than 250 years of history.
Currently, GKN has 4 business divisions: automotive; aerospace; sinter metals (processing of powdermetals); and land systems (power management solutions).
In the automotive division, GKN has a leading 40%+ share in drive-shafts, the mechanism that delivers
torque from the engine to the wheel. Since the 1980s, GKN has diversified its product portfolio, to
include hybrid and electric solutions. From a geographical perspective, GKN initially focused on Europe
& the US, but, realizing a global footprint was key to competitiveness, GKN began to penetrate other
markets. Japan was particularly significant in this plan.

Electronics

Attempting to diversify products and geographical portfolio

GKN succeeded in acquiring manufacturing capabilities in Japan, and established a credible and
substantial presence in Japan. The approach helped the company gain the trust of Japanese automotive
companies, thereby gain several new client accounts. The team increased its revenue in Japan by 5
times over results prior to the investment alliance with TFS. Cross-sales to former GKN and TFS
customers is generating revenue as customers are inclined to select the same company for other
components owing to developed relationships and trusts.
GKN’s test track in Oyama, Tochigi GKN also secured contracts with Japanese automotive
companies’ businesses overseas, and succeeded in launching a
new factory in Thailand. Product-wise, GKN acquired the
product-line and technology for PTUs by securing 100 skilled
engineers at TFS. Following the investment alliance, GKN
integrated facilities at the former factories of company A and TFS,
allowing for more cost effective operations. Also, GKN acquired
several companies in Europe with similar technologies to TFS,
and is achieving synergies by integrating development
procedures.
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KILANG RANTAI S.A. SDN BHD

No. 13
Transport No.5

Kilang acquired the products, branding, technology, and R&D capabilities of RK Japan
(a famed brand in the industry and long-term partner of Kilang) by forming an
investment alliance with them; resulting in sales growth both in Japan and overseas

Investment Alliance General Overview
KILANG RANTAI
S.A. SDN BHD

MYS

Business

JPN

Manufacturing of
motorcycle chains

Formed
2010

RK EXCEL co., ltd.
(now: RK Japan co. ltd. )

Business

Manufacturing of
motorcycle chains

Amount
HQs

Penang, Malaysia

JPY 900 mil

HQs

Saitama, Japan

Revenue

MYR 252 mil

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 200 mil

Headcount

600

Acquisition
of
90%
business

Headcount

110

Investment Alliance Merits

ASIA

Access to customer
base in Japan

Kilang acquired RK’s sales channels in Japan, which contributed to
sales growth in Japan by 20%

Access to customer
base in Asia

RK’s standard motorcycle chains products, other than Japan’s latest
models, can be exported to other countries as competitive products

Acquisition of talent
and technology

Kilang acquired RK’s motorcycle chain technology and is now
performing R&D in Japan

Product / service
expansion

Gained RK’s enriched product line-up of motorbike chain

Brand acquisition

Gained RK’s brand recognition, which is renowned around the world

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
investment
alliance objectives

Kilang wished to secure access to Japan’s market and gain RK’s
technology, while RK wished to sell its chain business

2

Establish mutual
trust

Kilang and RK enjoyed a pre-existing long-term relationship of 20 years,
proof of Kilang and RK’s mutual trust and respect over the years

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Though Kilang’s managing director took the role of RK’s chairman, daily
operations are managed by RK’s former managements who are retained,
with RK’s former system still intact and minor adjustments made to
administration

Services

Kilang was able to acquire RK’s motorcycle chain technology, and now performs their R&D operations in
Japan, which was made possible with RK’s acquired assets.
Kilang also acquired new sales channels in Japan after the alliance, and gained more opportunities to
interact and communicate with new customers, particularly with those in Japan, contributed to sales
growth in Japan by 20%.
RK’s brand recognition is renowned around the world, and its
Kilang’s motorcycle chains (2) acquirement strengthened Kilang’s position in the industry. Kilang
decided to continue using its own brand within ASEAN regions
including Malaysia, where it is a household name, while using RK
for the rest of the world.
In the end, Kilang was able to successfully realize the alliance’s
potential synergy benefits. One of the most prominent effects to
result from this was that some of RK’s standard motorcycle chains
products, other than Japan’s latest models can now be exported to
other countries as competitive products.

Wholesale

Acquire products, brand, and technology; conduct R&D in Japan for overseas markets

Logistics

Previously, RK’s business consisted of chain and rims. RK was then split into two separate entities; with
half the company forming “RK Japan co. ltd.”, taking over the chain business. 90% of RK Japan’s stock
was then acquired by Kilang in this alliance. On PMI process, though Kilang’s managing director took
the role of RK’s chairman, daily operations are managed by RK’s former managements who are
retained, with RK’s former system still intact and minor adjustments made to administration.
Kilang is satisfied with RK’s hard working staff.

Information

Confidence in local management personnel

Other man.

The investment alliance’s success can be attributed to the 20 year-long partnership between Kilang
and RK. Kilang respects RK as the company owes its technical base to RK, in effect contributing to
“what Kilang is today”. Kilang proved its sincere commitment to ensure the success of RK’s future
business by creating opportunities and generating the desired synergy benefits, thus fostering mutual
trust.

Chemicals

Long term relationships with a commitment to success generates synergy

Transport

KILANG RANTAI S.A. SDN BHD (hereafter ”Kilang”) is a leading manufacturer of motorcycle chains in
Malaysia. For its overseas expansion, Kilang considered focusing efforts in both alliances and green
field investments. Existing relations with possible alliance candidates and local laws and regulations will
prove to be the deciding factor to proceed with. Kilang’s previous experience with investment alliances
was with a Malaysian firm operating in the same industry.
Kilang regards Japan as a convenient location to acquire new
Kilang’s motorcycle chains (1)
technology and a good environment to develop new products, and was
seeking a business chance in Japan. Kilang has been working together
with RK EXCEL co., ltd. (hereafter “RK”) since 1992 in a technical
partnership and maintained good relations.
As RK wanted to sell its chain business, Kilang thought it was a very
good opportunity to gain entry into Japan and acquire RK's
technology at the same time. Kilang initially grew by using RK’s
technology, and based on its quality, Kilang believed acquiring RK’s
assets may contribute to its future success. This alliance with RK was
Kilang’s first investment alliance overseas.

Electronics

Pre-existing technical partnership encouraged investment alliance
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No. 14

Kolbenschmidt GmbH

Transport No.6

Kolbenschmidt successfully gained valuable production capabilities and “Kaizen”
know-how through the acquisition of Microtechno’s piston business, whilst carrying out
the PMI process in a unified collaborative manner

Investment Alliance General Overview
Kolbenschmidt
GmbH

DEU

JPN

Business

Research and
Development, production
and sales of piston parts

HQs

Baden-Württemberg,
Germany

Revenue

EUR 659 mil
(FY2013)

Headcount

4,861
(FY 2013)

Timing
2003

Microtechno Corporation
(Piston business)

Business

Production of automotive
engine parts

HQs

Hiroshima, Japan

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 6.3 bil
(FY2013)

Acquisition
of
business

Headcount

200
(FY 2013)

Amount
JPY 1 bil

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Kolbenschmidt acquired automotive piston parts production
capabilities in Japan, achieving 250% sales growth in 10 years

Kolbenschmidt acquired Microtechno’s employees possessing highAcquisition of talent and
quality in efficiency ("Kaizen" know-how), and established the most
technology
productive manufacturing plant among global Kolbenschmidt

Operational
Improvement

Kolbenschmidt acquired “Kaizen” methodology, and increased
operational effectiveness in developing countries by using
Microtechno’s factory operation model

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

Kolbenschmidt actively fostered collegiate atmosphere, made developed
joint R&D teams, and staffs’ exchange programs between Japan and
Germany

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Kolbenschmidt retained the existing corporate structure, staff and
managements due to their valuable and continued contribution to the
success of the business

Kolbenschmidt’s
piston parts in Japan

Services

Kolbenschmidt was satisfied with the professional and productive qualities of Japanese employees, and
the high operational standards of the factories. Former Michrotechno plants have been the most
productive plant among the all plants of Kolbenchmidt, for seven out of nine years since the investment
alliance.
As the "Kaizen" know-how for process development has increased the operational efficiency of factories
globally, Kolbenschmidt exported much of the Japanese factory operation model, which was adopted
overseas and to developing countries such as China and Mexico.
Kolbenschmidt’s sales of piston products in Japan has been
Kolbenschmidt’s Manufacturing line
rapidly increased, growing 2.5 times larger compared to 10
years ago.
Also, formerly Microtechno was mainly selling for company B,
now Microtechno has succeeded in gaining new customers
beyond company B and diversifiying customer portofolio.
These cultivation of new customers are giving very good profit
to Microtechno, finally making Kolbenschmidt’s investment
profitable and a success.

Wholesale

Acquired ’Kaizen’ methodology for production led to increased enterprise value

Logistics

Kolbenschmidt investigated Microtechno’s existing businesses, and agreed with Microtechno to transfer
its piston business to Kolbenschmidt.
Also, Kolbenschmidt retained the existing corporate structure, staff and managements.
Kolbenschmidt saw this as the success factor in allowing it to gain and retain highly skilled talent. While
management and employees were retained, HR, IT and other shared serves systems were merged into
Kolbenschmidt Global team. Moreover, Kolbenschmidt actively fostered a collegiate atmosphere,
emphasizing the team spirit. To achieve this, Kolbenschmidt made developed joint R&D teams, and
staffs’ exchange programs between Japan and Germany.

Information

Preserved organizational structure to retain local talent

Other man.

Kolbenschmidt’s investment alliance partner, Microtechno Corporation
(hereafter “Microtechno”) was developing and producing piston parts for
motor vehicles, same business as Kolbenschmidt. Microtechno was a
subsidiary of a large Japanese car manufacturer (hereafter “company” B).
Since the 1990s, company B wanted to concentrate on their main business,
and sell Mictrotechno’s business. At the same time, company A wanted to
acquire a reliable piston parts manufacturer in Japan. Thus, company A
initiated a cooperation between Kolbenschmidt and Microtechno, to secure
procurement of piston parts. Firstly, Microtechno became Kolbenschmidt’s
licensed partner in 1998, eventually leading to the investment alliance.

Chemicals

Investment alliance talks initiated by strategic partners

Transport

Kolbenschmidt GmbH (hereafter “Kolbenschmidt ”) has been in the business of supplying engine control
parts and was in a strategic partnership with its largest global customer, a large American car
manufacturer (hereafter “company A”) since 1996. Kolbenschmidt has formed investment alliances in the
past worldwide, such in China and Czech Republic.
Kolbenschmidt saw promise in Japan’s piston industry and sought to acquire local know how in order to
manufacture in Japan. They identified investment alliance as a means to do so.

Electronics

Satisfying global demand with Japanese manufacturing know-how
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No. 15

Merida Industry Co., Ltd

Transport No.7

Through an established and ongoing sales partnership, the trust between Merida and
Miyata contributed to smooth and quick negotiations in finalizing the investment
alliance, resulting in rapid increase in sales between 2009 to 2013

Investment Alliance General Overview
Merida Industry
Co., Ltd

TWN

Business

JPN

Manufacturing and sales
of bicycle

Timing
2010

Miyata Cycle Co. Ltd.

Business

Manufacturing and sales of
bicycle

Amount
HQs

Changhua, Taiwan

JPY 150 mil

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

TWD 24.2 bil
(2012)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 3.3 bil
(2010)

Headcount

3,768
(2012)

Headcount

51

30%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Merida branded bicycles’ sales in Japan has been increasing rapidly
between 2009 to 2013

Product / service
diversification

Merida regarded Miyata’s high-quality branded bicycle products and
Merida’s sports type and reasonably priced bicycles were not
overwrapped thus would not be a competition relation even shared
the sales channel and were in a complementary relation

Operational
Improvement

Thanks for the increased OEM manufacturing of Miyata’s bicycle,
Merida’s factory’s operating rate has increased, thus operational
effectiveness of Merida’s factory has been risen

Brand acquisition

For Merida, Miyata’s bicycles, which had a long history of global
sales and thus had a brand recognition, was attractive and became
a significant factor for Merida to decide investment alliance

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

Merida and Miyata’s partnership was previously established, and Merida’s
founder trusted Miyata, as Merida's founder learnt the ways to improve
production effectiveness in Miyata in his youth, believed Miyata as a
reliable partner

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

After investment alliance, Merida sent two directors to Miyata, but as
agreed, Miyata's company structures were retained, and actual operations
were kept as they were

Services

Miyata’s “EX-CROSS Street”
branded urban bicycle

With Merida evaluates the result of investment alliance as a
success, Merida’s sales in Japan has been rising steadily as
expected. For instance, Merida branded bicycles’ sales in Japan
has been increasing rapidly between 2009 to 2013, which is helping
to raise both Merida and Miyatas’ employees’ motivation as well.
For Merida, Miyata’s bicycles, which had a long history of global
sales and thus had a brand recognition, was attractive and became
a significant factor for Merida to decide investment alliance
Further, Merida’s handling of Miyata's OEM manufacturing
increased, and generating greater revenue for Merida. With gaining
increased OEM business from Miyata, Merida’s factory’s operating
rate has increased, thus operational effectiveness of Merida’s
factory has been risen.

Wholesale

A boost in sales growth through counterpart’s sales channels and products

Logistics

In 2010, both companies agreed that Merida would acquire 30% of Miyata’s share from Miyata’s parent
company. After investment alliance, Merida sent two directors to Miyata, but as agreed, Miyata's
company structures were retained, and actual operations were kept as they were.

Information

Without reinventing the wheel

Other man.

After viewing the sales partnership as a success, Merida decided to strengthen relations through capital
ties. Merida further reviewed the sales plan of Miyata, and convinced in Miyata's capability and
dedication to promoting Merida’s brand in Japan.
Another reason for driving the investment alliance was the trust with each other. Merida and Miyata’s
partnership was previously established, and Merida’s founder trusted Miyata, as Merida's
founder learnt the ways to improve production effectiveness in Miyata in his youth, thus could
believe Miyata as a reliable partner. Merida also respected Miyata’s management team, believing their
capabilities from past experiences and hence agreed not to change Miyata's company structure,
management or personnel management system. As a result, negotiations proceeded smooth.

Chemicals

Established trust driving smooth negotiations

Transport

“MIYATA sports” branded high-quality
Merida Industry Co., Ltd (hereafter “Merida”) is a Taiwanbicycle
based global leading manufacturer of bicycles, selling
Merida branded bicycles all over the world.
Japan is one of the target markets where Merida was seeking
the opportunity to expand. Since 2009, Merida is expanding
sales in Japan by forming sales partnership agreement with
Miyata Cycle Co. Ltd. (hereafter “Miyata”). Then, Merida
continuously sought for the possibilities that Merida could
further increase the sales in Japan.
Merida regarded Miyata’s high-quality branded bicycle
products and Merida’s sports type and reasonably priced
bicycles were not overwrapped thus would not be a competition relation even shared the sales channel
and were in a complementary relation. In turn, Miyata could expect global sales growth and improve
operational effectiveness by utilizing Merida’s networks.

Electronics

Complementary relationship and mutual expansion scenarios
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No. 16

Wärtsilä Oyj Abp

Transport No.8

A world leader in marine technology and manufacturing, Wartsila is always in search
for expansion opportunities globally and enhance product offerings, achieved
opportunity to grasp Japan Marine Techno Technologies’ very rare sealing product

Investment Alliance General Overview
Wärtsilä Oyj Abp

FIN

Business

JPN

Production of diesel and
natural gas engines,
propulsion systems,
power plant solutions

Timing
2002

Japan Marine
Technologies Ltd

Business

Production of seals of ship
shafts

Amount

HQs

Helsinki, Finland

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

EUR 4.654 bil

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 4 bil

Headcount

18,663

Headcount

210

100%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

By adding sales size and product-line of JMT, Wartsila expanded its
sales in Japan

Acquisition of talent and By adding JMT’s talents specialized in sealing products, Wartsila
technology
Japan’s total personnel figure increased three-fold

Product / service
diversification

Wartsila acquired JMT’s lip-type seal products and technologies,
diversified its product offerings

Operational
Improvement

Wartsila and JMT are taking joint R&D for technology improvement,
such as water pressure resistance, contributing to producing synergy
and enhancing Wartsila’s product line

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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3

Use of specialists Wartsila resided IT experts team and integration team from Finnish HQ in
familiar with Japan Tokyo for the duration of the PMI process

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Since Wartsila trusted the way JMT ran operations, JMT’s management
(including its former CEO) and personnel were retained

Logos of Wartsila and JMT

Logistics
Wholesale

JMT first became a subsidiary for Wartsila in 2002, and became part of Wartsila Japan in 2007. As far
as organizational changes, JMT’s management (including its former CEO) and personnel were
retained, since Wartsila trusted the way JMT ran operations. On the other hand, existing JMT
systems were gradually integrated into Wartsila’s enterprise resource planning software, which is done
over a three-year period.
The PMI process was implemented by IT experts team and integration team from Finnish HQ who
resided in Tokyo for the duration of the process. Wartsila believes that a smooth integration process
can be implemented by retaining local personnel and giving them the responsibility, while HQ carries out
management by objectives, such as financial KPIs.

Information

Phased integration in ensuring operations fall perfectly in line

Other man.

Japan’s Marine Technologies Ltd. (hereafter “JMT”) manufactures seals that prevent water seeping into
the ship’s engine room through the propeller shafts. There are two types of such seals, the “lip-type”, and
“face-type”. The former type is only manufactured by three companies in the world, one of them being
JMT. Wartsila’s global HQ is aiming to acquire this sealing technology and at the same time, diversify its
products with the intent to supply its entire range of marine engine related components. Wartsila’s
marine engine department HQ at Finland acted to consider who should be the investment alliance
counterpart from among three makers, found JMT was the most feasible decision and hence,
commenced negotiations exclusively with JMT. As Wartsila could benefit in gaining JMT’s product line,
while JMT could access Wartsila’s established distribution network, negotiations went smoothly as both
parties could share a mutual benefits.

Chemicals

Intentions to diversify product offerings

Transport

Wärtsilä Oyj Abp (hereafter “Wartsila”) is a Finnish corporation dealing
in the development, manufacture and support services of marine
engines and power plants, with operations in more than 70 countries
worldwide. In global expansion efforts, Wartsila’s purposes are: (1) to
expand overseas markets and (2) to acquire new technologies. Wartsila’s
entry to Japan began in 1984 with its full Japanese subsidiary and still
regarding Japanese market as important, as Japanese clients tend to
choose high quality ship components, which suits Wartsila’s strength.

Electronics

Global marine powerhouse’s expansion efforts

Successful outcomes from a successful merge
Services

Wartsila’s Toyama factory
(former JMT factory)

As an initial aim, Wartsila acquired JMT’s “lip-type” seal products
and technologies, diversified its product offerings. Though the
products of Wartsila and former JMT differs, joint R&D can be taking
place partly for technology improvement, such as water pressure
resistance, contributing to producing synergy and enhancing
Wartsila’s product line.
JMT’s sales have grown significantly with its reliance on Wartsila’s
global sales strength. On the same note, by adding JMT’s figures,
Wartsila Japan’s personnel increased three-fold and its sales
increased.
Notably, JMT achieved a significant reduction in its costs with the integration of its overseas bases of
operations with Wartsila’s offices. Furthermore, JMT switched from relying on the capacity of traders to
direct sales by connections made through Wartsila, led to increased profitability, finally contributing to
Wartsila Japan’s benefit as well.
At the same time of adding JMT to its group, Wartsila also acquired a British company which produces
“face-type” seal, meant now Wartsila has both two types of seals in its product-line.
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No. 17

Air Liquide S.A.

Chemicals No.1

Air Liquide’s investment alliance success story hinged upon the reliance on their local
subsidiary, who were well-versed in the business culture. This resulted in more
efficient local sales channels, and strengthened ties with partner companies

Investment Alliance General Overview
Air Liquide S.A.

FRA

Business

K.K. Kaneko Shokai

JPN

World leader in gases,
technologies and services
for industry and health

Timing
2008

Business

Dealers of High-pressure,
liquefied petroleum and
medical gases

Amount

HQs

Paris, France

Undisclosed

HQs

Niigata, Japan

Revenue

EUR 15.2 bil
(2013)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

50,000+
(2013)

Headcount

Undisclosed

5%

Other investment alliance cases in Japan:
Total more than 50 companies

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Created more efficient local sales channels and strengthened ties
with partner companies, with 20 cases of investment in local partner
companies

Comprehension of
business customs

Gained personnel possess stronger ties in local sales channels,
closely attached to the region and capable to provide closer services
in meeting customer demands

Operational
Improvement

Reduced forwarding costs due to alliance with logistics companies,
by leveraging logistics companies’ capabilities on effective
transportation

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

Kaneko was a long-term partner of Air Liquide, and mutual trust was
fostered over the years. Air Liquide’s local subsidiary drives the investment
alliance negotiations based on deep understanding of local business
custom and local business culture

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

In Kaneko’s case, existing organizational structure and management
system was preserved, and at the same time, the exchange of employees
was formed to foster collegiality

Logistics
Wholesale
Services

After ALJ forms an investment alliance, ALJ would carefully investigate whether to retain partner
companies’ structure and management systems etc. In the case of Kaneko, investment alliance was
proposed on the basis of a 40-year partner relationship with ALJ, and ALJ retained Kaneko’s
company structure, as ALJ Kaneko has well-developed know-how in local sales channels. Also, In
Kaneko’s case, ALJ acts as a business partner, providing advice on sales strategy, and human resource
management system.
Also, ALJ often arranges for the exchange of employees with investment alliance partners. These
exchanges are usually agreed upon during negotiations, and further details are discussed after formation
of the investment alliance. In Kaneko’s case, an engineer and a sales staff were transferred from ALJ.

Information

ALJ and Kaneko: from partnership to investment alliance

Other man.

As gas products are delivered with various methods according to the demands of the customers, locally
within customer proximity. Thus, ALJ has contracted investment alliances to gain regionally-based local
sales channels with Japanese companies, especially among regional distributors for accomplishing this
reason. In this kind of cases generally, investment alliances are formed with established partners. The
investment alliance with regional distributors is common in Japan, as the business in Japan requires
intense local channels and face-to-face tie is critical.
K.K. Kaneko Shokai (hereafter “Kaneko”) was one of those local distributors, who had strong local
connection and large share in Niigata prefecture.

Chemicals

Improving process efficiency through investment alliances

Transport

Air Liquide S.A. (hereafter “Air Liquide”) is a world leader in gases, technologies and services for industry
and health, and is utilizing investment alliance globally, whilst the aims differs on each locations and
cases. Air Liquide’s HQ and local subsidiary will co-operate the investment alliance process, from
feasibility-study and negotiations, through to closure. based on deep understanding of local business
custom and culture.
In Japan, Air Liquide Japan Ltd.
Images of Air Liquide plant
(hereafter “ALJ”) sources investment
alliance opportunities with various
aims, such as (1)acquiring
regionally-based sales channels,
(2)improving transportation
efficiency by leveraging logistics
companies, (3)sourcing joint
research and development partners,
(4)co-sharing facilities within the
same industry, and (5)seeking new
market, new business growth.

Electronics

Globally forming investment alliance, whilst local subsidiary leads alliance negotiations

Stronger ties and a boost in local sales channels
The alliance enabled the acquisition of sales channels closely attached to the region, with the added
ability to provide closer services in meeting customer demands.
In a gas industry, securing a stable supply is important as gas is an inevitable material for the clients’
operation, thus, reliable operation closely tied with the client is important. To achieve these sensitive and
dense services, instead of starting from scratch, the investment alliance with regional distributor utilizing
existing infrastructures granted lowered costs and provided greater efficiency, and so was the case of
Kaneko.
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No. 18

Royal DSM N.V.

Chemicals No.2

With investment alliance negotiations drawing out over a period of years, the
continued initiatives and perseverance from DSM Engineering Plastics and Mitsubishi
Chemicals ensured outcomes that worked well for both companies’ business

Investment Alliance General Overview
NLD

Royal DSM N.V.

JPN

(DSM Engineering Plastics)

Business

Production of engineering
plastics

Timing
2010

Heerlens, the Netherlands

Amount

HQs

(DSM Engineering plastics
HQs: Singapore)

Revenue

EUR 1.3 bil

Headcount

(DSM Engineerg plastics)

~ 2,000
(DSM Engineerg plastics)

Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation
(Polymer division)

Business

Production of chemical
materials

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Acquisition
of
Business

Headcount

Undisclosed

Investment Alliance Merits

ASIA

Access to customer
base in Japan

DSM acquired the polyamide business from MC and as the result
the access to former MC’s customer base. DSM is leveraging it to
expand the business not only for MC’s product lines but also DSM’s
brands

Access to customer
base in Asia

Utilized DSM’s channel to sell more MC’s polyamide product lines

Acquisition of talent and Acquired high-technology brand of MC and polyamide copolymer
technology
production capability
Product / service
diversification

DSM added MC’s polyamide products to its product lines

Brand acquisition

DSM acquired MC’s “Novamid®” brand, as it had a great brand
value among Japanese manufacturers

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
DSM wanted to strengthen its polyamide business in Japan. On the other
investment
hand, MC wanted to strengthen polycarbonate business in Europe
alliance objectives

2

Establish mutual
trust

Not only mutual trust between negotiation teams, but also top
management’s involvement is the key success factor

Other man.

DSM’s Global Plant Locations

Information

DSM’s HQ has a specialized team dedicated to forming
investment alliances. When DSM faced potential
deal killers, the discussion between top management
did play a crucial role to solve issues and to form
the alliance.

Chemicals

Top-managements took initiative

Transport

DSM Engineering Plastics (hereafter “DSM”) is a part of DSM, a Dutch-based multi-national corporation
in life sciences and material sciences. DSM actively forms investment alliances globally with the aim to
supplement its geographical operations and product lines.
Whether or not this investment alliance accelerates to achieve strategic intent for both companies was
the critical success factor. The investment alliance provided the complementary relationship between
DSM and Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation’s Polymer Division (hereafter “MC”) in terms of both product
lines and geographical strengths. DSM wanted to strengthen its polyamide business in Japan, as
DSM is one of major global polyamide suppliers but did not have a strong footprint in Japan. On
the other hand, MC has strength in polycarbonate products and wanted to expand and
strengthen its business in Europe market. Through the investment alliance formation, MC’s
polyamide department was transferred to DSM, and conversely, DSM’s polycarbonate business to MC.

Electronics

A complement opportunity to gain strength in business

Understand the difference, implement pragmatic changes

Services

Since the investment alliance was formed, DSM has been growing its sales at Japanese customers that
were part of MC’s customer base. Japanese customers have been showed strong interests in
purchasing DSM’s brand products which are available globally. Part of the reason was that Japanese
automotive or electronics companies started to secure globally standardized products for procurement.
This trend became stronger after the lessons of Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011. Now Japanese
companies are using DSM brands in overseas locations as well. Nevertheless to say, acquisition of MC’s
well-regarded brand “Novamid®” was of great gift in regards of gaining popularity.
In addition, Japanese customers regard this investment as DSM’s
“Novamid®” brand products,
strong commitment to Japanese market. After the investment alliance,
now sold under DSM’s name
DSM also invested to establish an R&D site in Yokohama, which is
bringing numbers of new business opportunities for joint development
with Japanese customers. On top of that, DSM succeeded in grasping
its initial purpose to acquire Japanese customer base especially in
Japanese automotive industries.
Overall, DSM recognized that much of the merit of investment alliances
with Japanese businesses is the attractive technological strength of
Japanese businesses, thus DSM has intentions on forming investment
alliances actively in future.

Wholesale

Expansion, sales increases, and more to come in future

Logistics

During PMI process, main issues were: (1) to understand how MC ran the business while understanding
the cultural differences between Europe and Japan, (2) to integrate the business processes to manage
the product line, and (3) to improve the profitability at the same time. DSM decided to maintain MC’s
“Novamid®” brand, as it had a great value among Japanese manufacturers.
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No. 19

Huntsman Corporation

Chemicals No.3

Sharing the same views on the downstream manufacturer’s foresight into a growing
polyurethane products market, Huntsman proceeded with an investment alliance to bolster
the presence and achieved a 20% sales growth in its polyurethane department operations

Investment Alliance General Overview
Huntsman
Corporation

USA

Business

JPN

Global manufacturer and
marketer of differentiated
chemicals

Timing
2013

Nippon Aqua Co., Ltd.

Business

Construction and sale of
insulation material

Amount

HQs

Utah, USA

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

USD 11.079bil

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 9.825 mil
(FY 2013)

Headcount

12,000

Headcount

415

20%
20%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

In adopting Aqua’s sales channels that serve Japanese businesses,
particularly auto manufacturers, Huntsman achieved 20% sales
growth in its polyurethane department operations

Product / service
diversification

Huntsman succeeded to add Aqua, one of downstream
manufactures specializing in foam insulation, into its group and
added its finished products

Investment Alliance Success Factors

84

2

Establish mutual
trust

Huntsman’s Japanese division personnel worked together with Aqua’s
corporate development department teams, leading to smooth negotiations

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Huntsman did not make particular adjustments to Aqua’s HR management
and organization, based on Huntsman’s policy to keep managements and
systems for companies operating in growing markets

Other man.
Information
Logistics

Nippon Aqua Co., Ltd. (hereafter ”Aqua”) is one of such downstream manufactures specializing in foam
insulation, to whom Huntsman originally sold polyurethane materials. Aqua expected to go public after
strengthening of the financial structure and diversification of shareholders, thus requested the
investment. This situation led to the decision that Aqua sounded out the investment alliance to
Huntsman’s Japanese subsidiary, who began considerations based on the policy to accept the proposal
of allocation of its new shares to a third party (20%).
In Huntsman’s view, this could satisfy two objectives: (1) strengthen the alliance and adding
manufacturers further downstream into its group, which was aligning with its global strategy, and (2)
enhance sales growth in Japan through improving trade ties with Aqua.

Chemicals

A promising opportunity emerges

Transport

Huntsman Corporation (hereafter ”Huntsman”) is a manufacturer of differentiated chemicals and sells
raw materials used for manufacturing various chemical products. Of the four main departments, the
polyurethane department generates 70% of Huntsman’s global revenue.
Huntsman forms investment alliances globally and is mindful of extending its supply chain, strengthening
alliances with both upstream manufacturers who supply chemical substances for its products and
downstream manufactures who manufacture finished products.
As Huntsman realizes that Japanese
Huntsman’s polyurethane products used in automotive parts
market is attractive in regards of
polyurethane products, such as in
thermal insulator of automotive
industries, Huntsman is seeking for
chances of investment alliances to
encounter with large business
opportunities in Japan.

Electronics

Alliances with upstream/downstream manufacturers to extend supply chain

Alignment of objectives in reaching an alliance
Wholesale
Services

As Huntsman relies on divisional organizations and entrusts the actual negotiation process to local
parties, the Japanese division personnel worked together with Aqua’s corporate development
department teams towards forming this investment alliance, leading to smooth negotiations. In
addition, as both companies had prior dealings and were well acquainted with one another, there was a
natural alignment of objectives on both sides.
Upon formation of the alliance, Huntsman kept Aqua’s HR management and organization however,
Huntsman sent an external director who would provide advice on management through board
meetings. This is based on Huntsman’s policy to keep managements and systems for companies
operating in growing markets.

Bountiful results from a successful alliance
As expected, Huntsman succeeded to add Aqua, one of downstream manufactures specializing in foam
insulation, into its group and added its finished products.
As a result, Huntsman was able to enhance its presence in Japan to a degree beyond its initial
expectations. For a foreign owned firm, its achievement in adopting Aqua, a Japanese enterprise into its
group, led to the expansion of sales channels that serve Japanese businesses, particularly auto
manufacturers. Japanese companies tend to prefer deals with Japanese companies, so gaining
channels of Aqua and showing a presence was a significant achievement.
Notably, Huntsman achieved a 20% sales growth in its polyurethane department operations with the
formation of the investment alliance with Aqua.
Also, Huntsman and Aqua’s investment alliance has been broadcasted on several newspapers and
industry magazines, further contributed for Huntsman to gain brand rating in Japan.
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No. 20

Lupin Ltd.

Chemicals No.4

Lupin acquired Kyowa in 2007 to address the growing generic opportunity in the
Japanese pharmaceutical market. It aimed to leverage Kyowa’s strengths in
manufacturing & marketing domestically and create value by adding Lupin’s strengths
in R&D and global marketing.

Investment Alliance General Overview
Lupin Ltd.

IND

Business

JPN

Research & development
and production of branded
and generic medicines

Timing
200708

Kyowa Pharmaceutical
Industry Co., Ltd.

Business

Research & development
and production of generic
medicines

Amount

HQs

Mumbai, India

Undisclosed

HQs

Osaka, Japan

Revenue

INR 110.86 billion
(FY 2013-14)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 15.92 billion
(FY 2013-14)

Headcount

15,000

Headcount

425

Majority
100%

Investment Alliance Merits

Other investment alliance case in Japan:
I'rom Pharmaceutical (in 2011)

Access to customer base
in Japan

Kyowa has since experienced double digit growth, contributing to the
success of Lupin-Kyowa alliance

Comprehension of
business customs

Lupin understood the Japanese generic market environment,
requirements and the regulatory framework

Acquisition of talent and
technology

Lupin retained Kyowa’s employees, who were proficient in their
technologies and skills of generic medicines, and they were in sync with
Lupin’s plans

Product / service
diversification

Lupin has been able to add value trough its strengths in R&D and
global marketing leading to major synergies by adding Kyowa’s
strength in product development and manufacturing

Operational Improvement

R&D and manufacturing processes are conducted in both India and
Japan at Kyowa's facilities to optimize resource allocation

Brand acquisition

Lupin retained the “Kyowa” brand since it was well recognized in
Japanese market

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
investment alliance
objectives

Lupin analyzed and discussed the synergy effect with Kyowa, found that
product line-up was synergistic, and Kyowa had quality manufacturing
capacities and was active in world’s second largest market – Japan

2

Establish mutual
trust

Lupin invited Kyowa's executives to Lupin's India facility and started from
partnership contract for manufacturing and joint R&D

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

The management and company structure of Kyowa was retained. Also, Lupin
management regularly visit Kyowa’s town-hall meeting to communicate and
exchange views to maintain synergy

Wholesale
Services

Local personnel and sales channel retention, and R&D led to double digit sales growth

Logistics

The investment alliance with Kyowa was successful immediately as Kyowa employees were proficient in
their technologies and skills, and were favorable to cooperate with Lupin. Lupin management visited
Kyowa’s town-hall meeting to communicate and ease concerns of Kyowa employees. The
managements and company structure of Kyowa were retained. Also, Lupin decided to retain
“Kyowa” as a brand in order to maintain brand recognition and existing customers.
To enhance the synergy, Kyowa and Lupin are working together, and exchanging R&D and
manufacturing personnel. Now Lupin conducts R&D and manufacturing for the Japanese market, and
R&D specialists are sent to/from India and Japan, to enhance their expertise.

Information

Quality control through R&D and manufacturing personnel exchanges

Other man.

In the case of Kyowa, Lupin went through the database and analyzed potential pharmaceutical
companies in Japan and made a short list. With the help of consultants, Lupin visited Japan and met 6
companies, assessed their facilities and infrastructure.
Finally Lupin chose Kyowa as its product line-up was in sync with Lupin, had quality manufacturing
and was active in the Japanese market.
Lupin invited Kyowa's executives to Lupin's India facility, which impressed the Kyowa executives.
Both companies' executives succeeded to foster mutual trust, and made a partner contract for
manufacturing and joint R&D in 2005. After further cultivated mutual trust by joint R&D, Lupin
proposed the investment matters later.
In 2011, Lupin acquired I'rom Pharmaceuticals in 2011, by aiming to acquire generic syringe business
and sales channels with big hospitals.

Chemicals

Foster mutual trust by step-by-step approach

Transport

Lupin Ltd (hereafter ”Lupin”) manufactures and exports branded & generic medicines to various
countries globally. Lupin wanted local partners who knew the local regulations and market environment
to ensure smooth and quick operations.
In 2002, Lupin was developing a global business strategy and
Lupin’s plant in Goa, India
identified Japan as one of the key potential growth markets that it
would seek to enter given the fact that Japan was the 2nd largest
pharmaceutical market in the world and the Japanese government
sought to encourage the adoption of generic medicines, which
indicated future market growth. Lupin formed its first overseas
investment alliance with Kyowa Pharmaceutical Industry Co., Ltd.
(hereafter “Kyowa”). Thereafter, Lupin has made several acquisitions
be it Japan, Australia, Philippines, South Africa, Germany and Mexico.

Electronics

Entry into investment alliances to skip regulatory and setup costs

Lupin has been successful in the Japanese market, given the way it has managed and leveraged
Kyowa’s manufacturing and marketing operations, working with its managers and employees who were
well aware of the market, existing sales channels, new technology and formulations.
Kyowa’s sales growth (2008-2014) Currently, the technological expertise of Lupin and Kyowa has been
merged, and R&D and manufacturing processes are conducted in both
India and Japan at Kyowa's facilities to optimize resource allocation.
By utilizing Kyowa’s assets accompanied by talents and directly
acquiring Kyowa’s products and brands, Lupin was able to become
better aware of Japan’s style of business communication and achieved
double digit CAGR of 11% in the last 5 years. Lupin-Kyowa alliance is
now one of the most profitable generics businesses in Japan.
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The Dow Chemical Company

No. 21
Chemicals No.5

Dow successfully integrated Ryosho’s sales channels and technical capabilities into
its own operations, by refining each improvement with PMI processes, and increased
sales of its pesticide business in Japan

Investment Alliance General Overview
The Dow Chemical
Company

USA

Business

JPN

R&D, Manufacturing and
distribution of chemical
products

Timing
20000106

Ryosho Nozai K.K.

Business

Distribution of pesticides

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

JPY 9.2 bil
(2006)

Headcount

120
(2007)

Amount

HQs

Michigan, USA

Undisclosed

Revenue

USD 57 bil
(2013)

Headcount

53,000
(2013)

Ownership
percentage
39.4%51%
100%

Investment Alliance Merits

Access to customer
base in Japan

Acquiring Ryosho’s sales channels, client relationships deeply
rooted in the local users and agricultural associations, who have
significant influence on pesticides purchase, led to sales growth in
Japan by 20%

Comprehension of
business customs

Acquired Ryosho’s employees’ know-how about the pesticide
market of Japan, which requires deep understanding about the key
contacts of local sales channels, such as agricultural associations

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

Dow and Ryosho’s relationship has a long history, thus already fostered
mutual trusts

3

Dow completed its integration processes within a short period in Ryosho’s
Use of specialists case. The CEO of Dow Japan took a top-down approach towards managing
familiar with Japan integration; assisted by Japanese directors acting as a communication
buffer

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Dow refined its PMI process – implementing simple changes first, and
taking its time for others. The timing and depth of PMI process will be made
for each alliance case, and so was the case of Ryosho

Logistics
Wholesale
Services

Dow moderated the PMI process – implementing simple changes first, and taking its time for
others. Simple changes were the integration of accounting and IT systems, while the it took its time
integrating HR management. As a principle, Dow maintains the business culture of its partner company,
while gradually encouraging the adoption of Dow’s business culture over time.
In Ryosho’s PMI process, the operational IT system was
Dow Agro Science’s pesticide
integrated Dow’s existing system. On the other hand, Ryosho’s
product, now sold in Japan’s
existing business culture kept intact, with no changes to staffing.
local agricultural association
Dow actively tried to keep Ryosho’s personnel and treat them
with same as Dow employee, with taking several years to
integrate HR treatment, to secure the benefits gained from
the investment alliance, as its strong sales channels were
directly attached to each employee.
On driving PMI, Dow Japan’s CEO’s top down approach
fueled the drive for the alliance, as he could communicate
directly with Dow US HQ. In addition, Japanese directors
acted as a buffer of communications, easing cultural
differences became success factor.

Information

Implementing a moderate and effective PMI process

Other man.

The relationship between Dow and Ryosho goes back to 1980’s, thus already fostered mutual
trusts. Dow wished to penetrate Japanese market, which is the third largest market in the world, and
enter into investment alliances with firms that have strong sale backgrounds, and Ryosho possessed
many sales specialists for its pesticides. Ryosho also wished to enter investments alliances with global
firms; as facing needs for more R&D capabilities.
Dow has an investment alliance specialist team located at it’s US headquarters. This specialist team and
respective local subsidiaries will investigate the deal, and in Ryosho’s case, the president of Dow Japan
(an expat from US headquarters) took initiative and led negotiations.

Chemicals

Investment alliance with long-term trading partner

Transport

The Dow Chemical Company (hereafter “Dow”) began its pesticide business in early 1960’s, by
establishing JV company, Dow Elanco, which became a 100% subsidiary of Dow in 2000 and now
renamed as “Dow AgroSciences”. Dow expanded its pesticide business through investment alliances,
such as the cases with Elanco or Rohm & Haas. In Japan, Dow started pesticide business from 1970’s,
initially through distributors, then combining the sales of Dow’s own subsidiary.
Dow is revitalizing their pesticide business strategies locally, and need new and different strategies. In
Japan, it is important for companies to establish strong ties with Japanese agriculture industrial
associations to penetrate the agriculture market, as these associations have strong control over the
agriculture sectors. Ryosho Nozai K.K. (hereafter “Ryosho”) is an example of distributor possessing
sales channels with them.

Electronics

Sought business partners with an existing sales network to penetrate Japanese market

Enjoy sales growth by grasping locally rooted sales channels

Dow Agro Science’s
pesticide product

Reaping the fruits of its investment alliance with Ryosho, Dow gained
access to former Ryosho’s sales channels and client relationships,
deeply rooted in the local users and agricultural associations, who
have significant influence on pesticides purchase.
These know-hows and assets, grasping key contacts of the local sales
channels were rooted in Ryosho’s employees. These connections
contributed to sales growth of Dow pesticide business in Japan by 20%.
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No. 22

Alpha MOS

Other man. No.1

The long-term partnership between Alpha MOS and Primetech, as well as the
understanding and willingness to provide practical support in entering the Japanese
market, ensured a successful establishment of operational bases for Alpha MOS

Investment Alliance General Overview
Alpha MOS

FRA

Business

JPN

Analytical instrumentation
of sensing of odor, taste
or chemical profile

Timing
2009

Primetech Corporation
(sensory analysis devices division)

Business

Manufacturer and
distributor of high
technology life-science
research equipment

Amount

HQs

Toulouse, France

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

EUR 6.4 mil
(FY 2009)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 1.3 bil
(FY 2009)

Headcount

68

Acquisition
of
business

Headcount

32

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Alpha MOS became able to sell products and directly deal with food
processing client after taking over Primetech’s business, increased
its sales in Japan and now 33% of global sales are generated in
Japan

Comprehension of
business customs

Alpha MOS acquired and strengthened the customer support service
by acquiring Primetech’s direct contact channels, led to the result of
earning the trust of customers

Alpha MOS acquired the potential opportunity to develop the unique
Acquisition of talent and
technology related to sensory analysis which focused on food
technology
processors and drug manufacturers

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

Negotiations went smoothly as both sides were clear on business objectives,
whilst having the support and trust that had developed through 15+ years of
partnership

3

Use of specialists
familiar with Japan

Alpha MOS appointed the former chief of Primetech’s sensory analysis devices
division as a representative director

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Alpha MOS respected the discretion of Primetech in handling the business,
though management activities such as accounting and HR assessment are
managed by AM’s standard

Wholesale
Services

Base of operations for entry into the Asian market

Logistics

Since 1993, AM had began selling to the Japanese market by utilizing Primetech Corp (hereafter
“Primetech”) as a distributor channel. This scenario helped AM to realize a potential doorway to learn
about Japan’s unique commercial practices and acquiring the expertise to do so. Thence, AM had the
mindset of spreading the brand through a direct sales.
As such, AM initiated to acquire Primetech’s retail business in sensory analysis devices. This was
favorably accepted by Primetech, as Primetech could realize the benefit to concentrate on their main
business of medical equipment wholesale. These negotiations went smoothly without obstacles as
both sides were clear on the business objectives, whilst having the support and trust that had
developed through 15+ years of partnership.
Following the formation of the investment alliance, AM continued to respect Japan’s unique business
practices that Primetech had exhibited by appointing the former chief of Primetech’s sensory
analysis devices division as a representative director, and respecting the discretion of Primetech
in handling the business, though management activities such as accounting and HR assessment
are managed by AM’s standard.

Information

Developed business under trust and right leader

Other man.

Japanese market has clients having an especially unique and demanding product requirements
compared to other countries, thus Japanese market is a suitable market for AM’s high quality
instruments, generating major source of AM’s sales revenue.
In addition to that, these requirements could be the potential chances of joint R&D with food processors
and drug manufacturers, which motivated AM to set up direct operation in Japan. For these contexts, AM
is convinced that the Japanese market is an important test bed for product trials and improvement,
before introducing to customers globally.

Chemicals

Inclinations to enter a unique market

Transport

Alpha MOS (hereafter “AM”) is a French-based, analytical instrumentation company set up in 1993 to
develop, manufacture and market devices related to sensory analysis, chromatography, and
environmental solutions (measuring instruments that analyze taste, smell, and color-related elements for
chemical content, safety, and food quality control). AM’s developments are well-known worldwide, many
of which have been patented and sold worldwide to clients in various industries ranging from food
processing to cosmetics.

Electronics

At the forefront of analytical instrumentations

AM became able to sell products and directly deal with food processing client after taking over
Primetech’s business, increased its sales in Japan. This sales growth was further supported by earning
the trust of customers, as AM acquired and strengthened the customer support service by acquiring
Primetech’s direct contact channels.As a result, now 33% of AM’s global sales are generated in Japan.
Now, AM is expecting further sales growth in Japan, by
Alpha MOS’ sensory analysis
proposing another usage scenes of AM’s sensory analysis
products
solutions out of its native food processing or cosmetics
businesses. AM’s HQ now perceives Japan as a strong base of
operations for its Asian market entry strategy, and will further
utilize and rely on Japanese operation to gain Asian market
business, started from gaining a foothold in the South Korean
market.
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No. 23

Atlas Copco AB

Other man. No.2

In looking to further expand to Japan, Atlas Copco’s alliance with Fuji presented a
differentiated offering in the product line-up and expanded customer segments, by
performing effective PMI which distinguishes the things changed and unchanged

Investment Alliance General Overview
Atlas Copco AB

SWE

Business

Fuji Industrial
Technique Co., Ltd.

JPN

Production of Industrial
equipment

Timing
2005

Business

Production of air tools

Amount
HQs

Stockholm, Sweden

Undisclosed

HQs

Osaka, Japan

Revenue

SEK 84 bil

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 28.72 mil
(2013)

Headcount

40,159

Headcount

98

100%

Investment Alliance Merits

ASIA

Other investment alliance case in Japan:
Total 4 companies

Access to customer
base in Japan

Atlas Copco added the sales revenue of Fuji to its account, and both
Atlas Copco and Fuji’s sales moderately grew, besides the effect of
the economy decline in 2008

Access to customer
base in Asia

Atlas Copco products have experienced increased sales especially
in China and south east Asia by using Fuji’s sales channels in Japan
and Asia

Product / service
diversification
Operational
Improvement

Brand acquisition

Atlas Copco obtained Fuji’s products, and Atlas Copco expanded 510 newly developed Fuji brand of products globally, allowing
products to have a wider spread and expanding customer segments
Atlas Copco and Fuji standardized production lines, promoted
gradual transformation for improving efficiency, consolidated
overlapping overseas sales channels and achieved efficient
operation
Atlas Copco obtained Fuji’s brands, which were famous in the
industry

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

The negotiation was smooth from beginning, as relations between the Fuji CEO
and Atlas Copco Japanese branch CEO started already in the 1990s

3

Use of specialists
familiar with Japan

Atlas Copco formed a due diligence team, consisting of Swedish, US and Japanese
employees, to utilize inter-company experiences and bridge two companies

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Atlas Copco decided that treatments for employees such as HR systems of Fuji
were retained, while on operational side, Atlas Copco installed enterprise resource
planning systems to Fuji, and integrated quality controls and accounting systems

Services

AC’s air tool product

Wholesale

Expansion in product line-up providing a wider spread to customers

Logistics

When the deal began in 2005, AC formed a due diligence team, consisting of Swedish, US and
Japanese employees, to utilize inter-company experiences and bridge two companies. As far as
PMI goes, Fuji’s management and personnel were retained, by keeping Fuji as a separate corporate
entity and preserving the brand image. Further, treatments for employees such as HR systems were
retained, without drastically modifying the system. On operational side, AC and Fuji standardized
product lines, promoted gradual transformation to improve efficiency, consolidated overlapping overseas
sales channels, installed enterprise resource planning systems of AC to Fuji, integrated quality controls
and accounting systems.

Information

Headway for new things to come

Other man.

Fuji Industrial Technique Co., Ltd. (hereafter “Fuji”) specializes in the manufacture of air tools, which are
machines that run on compressed air. In 2005, an investment alliance opportunity presented when Fuji’s
CEO considered retirement and was seeking for suitable successor of the company. As such,
investment alliance proposals were presented to companies operating in the same industry as Fuji,
including AC. As the CEOs of both Fuji and AC’s Japanese branch were acquainted since the
1990s through their presence in the air tools industry, talks of an investment alliance naturally started,
since both companies had similar products but different customer segments, as AC produced high-ends
and Fuji differentiated offer, thus AC could aimed acquiring different segment product-lines and
technologies from Fuji. Ultimately, AC’s potential for an increased presence in the Japanese market,
gaining Fuji’s brands, which had a fame in the air tools market, as well as the acquisition of Fuji’s
overseas business to gain new sales channels in Asia were the key drivers considered.

Chemicals

An alliance opportunity approaches

Transport

Atlas Copco AB (hereafter “AC”) is an industrial tools company founded in Sweden in 1873, and
specializes in compressors, industrial tools, ground construction and mining equipment and building
construction machinery. AC manufactures in 80 plants across 20 countries, and is looking at expansion
opportunities by forming investment alliances at the countries’ branch level, as well as from HQ’s
operational departments.
Thus far, AC has formed around 120 investment alliances over a 30-year period; 4 of which were in
Japan, including business transfers and global counterparts placing their Japanese branch offices under
AC’s umbrella, resulting in a scale that employs 750 people in Japan.

Electronics

Manufacturing industrial tools around the globe through investment alliances

AC added the sales revenue of Fuji to its account, and both AC and Fuji’s
sales moderately grew, besides the effect of the economy decline in 2008.
So far, AC products have experienced increased sales especially in China
and south east Asia by using Fuji’s sales channels in Japan and Asia.
Furthermore, AC obtained Fuji’s products and brands, which were famous
in the industry. Also, AC expanded 5-10 newly developed Fuji brand of
products globally, allowing products to have a wider spread and
expanding customer segments.
Overall, in staying true to the initial goal by successfully gaining Fuji’s lowend product line, AC was able to cover a wide range of products from the
high-end to the low-end.
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Bosch Packaging Technology

No. 24
Other man. No.3

Bosch Packaging Technology acquired Eisai Machinery (Japan, US, Germany,
China), a specialist for the development, manufacture and sales of inspection
machines and equipment in April 2012 in order to respond to the increasing needs for
the safety of pharmaceutical and food products worldwide

Investment Alliance General Overview
Bosch Packaging
Technology

DEU

Business

JPN

Development, manufacturing
and sales of Packaging
systems for pharmaceutical
and food products

Timing
2012

Eisai Machinery
Co., Ltd

Business

Development, manufacturing
and sales of Inspection
machineries for
pharmaceutical products

Amount

HQs

Baden-Württemberg,
Germany

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

Undisclosed

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

Approx. 6,100
(Global)

Headcount

Approx. 150 (Global:
as of March of 2012)

100%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer base
in Japan

Eisai Machinery (hereinafter EM) established a leading position with
substantial market share in the field of inspection machines. After the
acquisition, Bosch Packaging Technology (hereinafter Bosch PA) expanded
this business further on a global scale

Product / service
diversification

With this acquisition, Bosch PA broadens the product and service portfolio
for inspection technology worldwide. Bosch PA continues to develop new
solutions

Acquisition of talent and
technology

The know-how and experience accumulated by the EM associates mainly in
Japan, are the base for further development of the business. Therefore,
Bosch PA established global Center of Competence for Inspection
Technology in Japan

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
investment alliance
objectives

Bosch PA strategy to offer a full range portfolio to customers is matched with EM’s
need to respond to global market demands

2

Establish mutual
trust

Mutual trust established over years of business cooperation between Bosch PA and
EM

3

Use of specialists
familiar with Japan

President of Bosch PA Japan, German nationality, has substantial experiences with
business, culture and language in Japan. At the same time, he is well accustomed
with global business and networked within global Bosch PA

Information
Logistics
Wholesale

“We want to build on the experience we have accumulated
in Japan over the years and offer our customers around the
world technology that is ‘Invented for life’ ”, said Joachim
Baczewski, President of Bosch PA Japan.
Mr. Baczewski is a German nationality, and has
substantial experiences with business, culture and
language in Japan. At the same time, he is well
accustomed with global business and networked
within global Bosch PA.

Other man.

Automated Inspection Machine

Chemicals

Global Center of Competence of Inspection Technology

Transport

The Bosch division Packaging Technology (hereinafter “Bosch PA”), based in Waiblingen (Germany) is
one of the leading system providers for packaging and process technology. In more than 15 countries
worldwide it develops and produces complete solutions for the pharmaceutical, food and confectionery
industries. Bosch Packaging Technology K.K. (hereinafter “Bosch PA Japan”) is the subsidiary of the
Bosch division Packaging Technology. Bosch PA Japan was founded in 1982 and has been a
substantial player in the Japanese market.
Eisai Machinery (hereinafter “EM”) had developed, manufactured and sold inspection machines as well
as equipment for more than 40 years. EM inspection technologies and machines had gained a high
reputation over the years in the pharmaceutical industry.
Long before the acquisition of EM by Bosch PA in April 2012, both companies had built business
relationship. In order to participate in the world-wide market growth, EM clearly recognized the need
to have a global business set-up. Bosch PA provides a world-wide network of manufacturing sites,
sales and service locations. At the same time, Bosch PA clearly understood the necessity to expand
its inspection portfolio in order to offer a full-range solutions to customers.
Immediately after the acquisition in April 2012, a PMI (Post Merger Integration) project was started and
lasted for 18 months. Bosch PA considered this PMI not only for the integration of business processes
and regulations of both companies’ , but also for strengthening bonding associates. The PMI project
consisted of 16 working groups with members from Bosch PA as well as EM associates from all four
sites (Japan, US, Germany, China). In parallel to daily activities, six global workshops were held. PMI is
essential to leverage sustainable synergies.

Electronics

Background of strategic investment, execution of acquisition and integration

Services

In the Japanese pharmaceutical industry, highest quality
requirements and standards are established. EM
inspection technology was grown by the EM associates
together with pharmaceutical companies under these strict
requirements. Accordingly it is designed to even cope with
the world-wide highest demands. Technology is intrinsically
connected to the people who developed and work with it.
Based on this Bosch PA established its global Center of
Competence (CoC) for pharmaceutical inspection
technology in Japan.
In 2014, the site needed to be relocated from the former
location to a Bosch site over a distance of 70km. Out of the
more than 100 associates nobody resigned due to this
relocation.
After the acquisition, the CoC announced its vision
“Become Global No.1 provider of Inspection Technology
Pharma”. In order to fulfill this vision, Bosch PA continues
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to invest in developments.

Bosch Musashi plant

No. 25

Erwin Halder KG

Other man. No.4

By setting out clear business objectives, Halder successfully achieved a smooth
investment alliance with Okaheld, granting them direct feedback from customers,
which then resulted in an effective sales environment with a stable sales growth

Investment Alliance General Overview
Erwin Halder KG

DEU

JPN

Business

Manufacturing of clamping
equipment, hammers and
standard parts

HQs

Baden-Württemberg,
Germany

Revenue

EUR 30.6 mil
(FY 2011)

Headcount

200
(FY 2011)

Nippon Okaheld Co., Ltd
(now: Roemheld Halder Co. Ltd.)

Business

Import and distribution of
clamping equipment,
hammers and standard
parts

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 184 mil
(FY 2011）

Headcount

6
(FY 2011)

Timing
2011
Amount

50%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Halder gained effective direct control of the Japanese business and
eliminated the dependency for sales intermediaries

Comprehension of
business customs

Halder acquired customer base of JV partner, Roemheld, and
enjoying the sales growth derived from cross-sales

Operational
Improvement

Leveraged detailed customer feedback, which led to effective sales
growth throughout Japan

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
Intentions and business goals of the investment alliance were clearly
investment
communicated and agreed upon by both sides, which ensured smooth
alliance objectives negotiation procedures

3

Prior to the takeover, Halder hired and positioned a new Japanese director
Use of specialists who was accustomed to Okaheld’s business, also had prior work
familiar with Japan experience in other German company and a sound command of the
German language

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Halder preserved Okaheld's existing organizational structure, and only
made several operational changes. The name change of the company was
viewed in a positive light and motivated Japanese employees

Transport

Erwin Halder KG (hereafter “Halder”) had an established reputation for developing clamping equipment,
hammers and standard parts and was already in partnership with Nippon Okaheld Co., Ltd. (hereafter
“Okaheld”) since the 1980s.
Back then, Okaheld was a 50/50 JV between Mr. Okazaki (the CEO of Okaheld) and German company,
Roemheld GmbH. Moreover, Halder and Roemheld GmbH already had existing ties through a 50/50 JV
in South Korea.

Electronics

Investment alliance initiated through close existing ties

Smooth negotiations through clear intentions

Wholesale
Services

As Halder gained effective control of the business and eliminated the dependency for sales
intermediaries. Halder absorbed the sales procedure within company structure, also installed new IT
equipment, results in improvement of sales effectiveness. Also Halder succeeded in cutting marginal
costs formerly paid for intermediaries, and reducing prices upon selling allowed Halder to acquire new
customers.
Halder also obtained and utilized direct and dense feedback from customers, which then resulted in an
effective sales environment with a stable sales growth.
In addition, strengthened ties with Roemheld
Clamping products of Halder
GmbH meant the acquisition of a new customer
base. Initially, Halder and Roemheld GmbH were
manufacturing different products but with
overlapping customers. Thus, by furthering their
bonds in Japan, Halder could enjoy cross-sales
from Roemheld’s existing customer base.

Logistics

Reaping the benefits through customer centricity

Information

Halder preserved Okaheld's existing organizational structure, but made some important changes in
a tactful manner, such as changing the director and company name, as well as operational changes that
boosted productivity (e.g. installing new IT equipment). As expected, Halder experienced a smooth
transition as its Japanese employees were also flexible and very open to new ways, whilst quickly
adapting to the new changes put in place.
The name change of the company was viewed in a positive light and motivated Japanese
employees, as it emphasized stronger ties between German and Japanese manufacturers.
The newly appointed director, Mr. Amanuma, was hired 6 months prior to the takeover, and
positioned to work with Mr. Okazaki to learn Okaheld’s business. Mr. Amanuma had a long work
experience in Germany, and a sound command of the German language, thus was an ideal
candidate for the role of leading the business of German company’s subsidiary.

Other man.

In with the new, but not out with the old

Chemicals

Negotiations were smooth as business goals were clearly communicated and agreed upon by
both sides. Halder always intended for a hands-on approach in managing the business, and awaited for
a similar opportunity to recreate their JV success in South Korea. After catching word of Mr. Okazaki’s
planned retirement by selling his remaining Okaheld stocks, Halder seized the opportunity and proposed
to acquire them instead.
Despite having previous investment alliance experiences in Germany, and making JV in South Korea,
this was Halder’s first overseas case of acquiring existing company. As such, Halder hired acquisition
specialists who were recommended by the Chamber of Commerce in Germany.
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No. 26

Glen Dimplex Ltd.

Other man. No.5

Glen Dimplex targeted Japan as a potential market and successfully partnered with
Globally, not only establishing a foothold in Japan, but by leveraging existing sales
channels, were able to acquire and utilize assets for operations worldwide

Investment Alliance General Overview
Glen Dimplex Ltd.

IRL

Business

JPN
Timing
200607

Manufacturing of
consumer electrical
heating goods

Globally Corporation
(now: Dimplex Japan Ltd.)

Business

Import and retail of Heating
products

Amount

HQs

Dublin, Ireland

JPY 390 mil

HQs

Hokkaido, Japan

Revenue

EUR 1.6 bil

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

8,500

Headcount

Undisclosed

65%
100%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Dimplex’s market entry into Japan, and the utilization of Globally’s
local retail sales channels helped achieved sales growth in Japan

Operational
Improvement

Dimplex could form partnerships with large Japanese electronics
makers, acquiring business know-how, such as sales network
structure, after-sales service system, and designing of specification
of products and utilizing those assets for Dimplex’s operations
worldwide

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

Dimplex approached Globally gradually to form relations, checking the
match in company culture, and initially establishing a JV company, which
then led to the investment alliance proposal after seeing the success of the
JV

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Dimplex placed much importance on the relations of people and stability of
the company’s management, thus does not prefers rapid changes to
systems and the organization, and business decisions were left to the
Japanese side

Finding the right match

Information
Logistics
Wholesale

Dimplex’s formed a team, led by the CEO and several internal members, to head-up the investment
alliance negotiations, thus ensuring a smooth and informed process. In this effort, Dimplex decided for
the partnership to be initiated with the establishment of JV company, thus “Glen Dimplex Japan”,
a 49-51 JV of Dimplex and Globally was formed in 2005.
After observing the JV’s success such and both companies considered the future possibilities of merits
to cooperate further, Dimplex decided to further relations with Globally by directly acquiring 65% of
Globally’s shares in 2006 and eventually a full acquisition in June 2007. After which, the former JV
business was merged with Globally and renamed “Glen Dimplex Japan”.
As for the PMI process, Dimplex placed much importance on the relations of people and stability of
the company’s management, thus does not prefers rapid changes to systems and the
organization, and business decisions were left to the Japanese side.

Other man.

Step-by-step in both partnership and change management

Chemicals

For years, Dimplex had sought opportunities to enter the Japanese market under direction of the CEO’s
initiatives. Reason being, Japan is the third largest economy in the world and Dimplex was convinced of
the potential business opportunities.
For this initiative, Dimplex reached out to “Enterprise Ireland”, an Irish government body which aims to
support international business to/from Ireland, and held several meetings with potential partner
candidates in Japan, one of which was Globally Corporation (hereafter “Globally”), a Japanese company
operates import and retail of heating products.
Dimplex placed heavy emphasis on the match of company culture in the partner-seeking process
and felt that Globally’s way of business, perspectives, and company culture resonated well, which then
led to the furthering of discussions.

Transport

Glen Dimplex Ltd. (hearafter “Dimplex”) is an Irish-based manufacturing company of heating goods.
Established in 1973, Dimplex has the world's largest electrical heating business and operations worldwide, with subsidiaries in more than 30 countries all over the world.
Since the 1990s, Dimplex has utilized investment alliances for overseas expansion, starting from the
acquisition of a German electrical heating business, with over 20 investment alliances formed to date.

Electronics

Providing heating and ventilation solutions around the world

Opportunities amount through Globally partnership
Services

As per initial objective, Dimplex achieved an entry into the Japanese market through Globally, an
importer and retailer of heating goods with local retail sales channels all over Japan, thus helped
Dimplex’s to achieving sales growth in Japan.
Through these direct sales routes, Dimplex introduced
several
new products to cater for the Japanese market and
Dimplex’s heating products
enriched the product line-up, which contributed to the sales
growth of Dimplex’s products in Japan. These product-line
expansion included several types of heating products,
including heat pumps utilizing the renewable energy
solutions.
And by utilizing Globally’s channels with large Japanese
electronics makers, Dimplex could even form partnerships
with those companies, acquiring business know-how, such
as sales network structure, after-sales service system, and
designing of specification of products, and utilizing those
assets for Dimplex’s operations worldwide.
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No. 27

HAWE Hydraulik SE

Other man. No.6

In a coincidental alignment of business interests when considering to establish an
operating base in Japan, HAWE, in acquiring former Daido’s hydraulic equipment
business, expanded the hydraulic machinery businesses into a lucrative venture

Investment Alliance General Overview
HAWE
Hydraulik SE

DEU

Business

JPN

Manufacturer of
technologically advanced,
high-quality hydraulic
components and systems

Timing
2011

HAWE Daido
Hydraulics Co., Ltd.

Business

Selling Hydraulic products
to industrial customers

Amount

HQs

Bavaria, Germany

Undisclosed

HQs

Aichi, Japan

Revenue

EUR 280 mil
(FY 2013)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

1,747

Headcount

34

80%100%

Investment Alliance Merits

ASIA

Access to customer
base in Japan

HAWE gained manufacturing ability of hydraulic equipment, gained
direct access to Japanese companies’ HQ and expanded sales, now
has deals with all three major Japanese global companies in
hydraulic machinery and machine tools

Access to customer
base in Asia

HAWE gained Japanese clients’ overseas businesses, as Japanese
clients highly evaluated for HAWE’s ability to manage the supply of
products to overseas, while clients can remain stationed in Japan

HAWE acquired skilled personnel possessing specialty on hydraulic
Acquisition of talent and
business, especially in technical perspective, from Daido and
technology
secured necessarily resources to launch operation

Investment Alliance Success Factors

100

The negotiations proceeded smoothly largely due to common intentions
and old ties based on agency agreements between HAWE and Daido,
dates back to 1977

2

Establish mutual
trust

3

A Japanese person who expressed both Japanese and non-Japanese
Use of specialists
business culture was scouted as the CEO of JV (then HAWE Japan), acted
familiar with Japan
as a moderator on negotiation and PMI

Transport

HAWE Hydraulik SE (hereafter “HAWE”) is a globally expanding manufacturer of hydraulic equipment
mainly used as components for construction machinery and machine tools operating in 14 countries. In
an effort to expand the business, HAWE deemed the Japanese hydraulics market as an attractive
venture due to the significance in size and manufacturing technology.
Another reason for expansion into the Japanese market is due to the needs for HAWE to respond to
customer requests in a timely manner, to deal with Japanese companies’ HQ directly.

Electronics

The need for a base of operations in Japan

A fortunate coincidence

Wholesale
Services

HAWE acquired skilled personnel possessing specialty on hydraulic business, especially in technical
perspective, from Daido and secured necessarily resources to launch operation. After HAWE gained
manufacturing ability of hydraulic equipment, gained direct access to Japanese companies’ HQ and
expanded sales, now HAWE has deals with all three major Japanese global companies in hydraulic
machinery and machine tools. These results now making HAWE Japan’s hydraulic machinery
businesses into one of the most lucrative business among HAWE worldwide, making more than one
third sales revenue in APAC including Japan.
HAWE also gained Japanese clients’ overseas businesses as well. For instance, when supplying
products to Japanese clients’ overseas factories in China, Europe and the US, HAWE Japan serves as
the window of Japanese customer services operations, which was evaluated highly for the ability to
manage the supply of products to overseas factories, using the Japanese language, while clients can
remain stationed in Japan. For overseas business, HAWE Japan and HAWE’s other branches are now
cooperating to follow and support customers.

Logistics

New window for Japanese clients, new benefits

Information

As HAWE was a family business with a culture that stresses ties
HAWE’s operating site in Nagoya
among employees and sales agents, HAWE allowed several
years’ time to transition installing new IT server or account
systems. Also, in order to coordinate the cultural differences
between HAWE and Daido regarding work following the
investment alliance, a Japanese person who expressed
both Japanese and non-Japanese business culture was
scouted as the CEO of JV (then HAWE Japan), in order to
adapt personnel to the European-style of work that can be
conducted in remote environments, or work efficiently under allocated time. Also, HAWE is positively
fostering exchanges of employees, which German HQ’s staff visiting Japan once a month.

Other man.

A suitable candidate for transition activities

Chemicals

Back in 1977, HAWE entered into an agency agreement with HAWE Daido Hydraulics Co., Ltd.
(hereafter “Daido”). In the 2000s, HAWE considered establishing an operating base in Japan,
coincidentally Daido also thought to focused on main business of mechanical engineering.
As both companies expressed common interest, they
The flow of investment alliance
agreed to establish a 80:20 JV, HAWE Daido
2007: business
2011: 100% acquisition
Hydraulics Co., Ltd. And take Daido’s hydraulic
acquisition from Daido
of JV and rename to
and establishment of JV
“HAWE Japan”
equipment business in 2007. Later in 2011, HAWE
acquired the 20% share on JV, renamed the now
Daido
HAWE
HAWE
100% subsidiary as “HAWE Japan Ltd.”. The condition
to allow HAWE to acquire 100% share was already
20%
80%
100%
documented in 2007. The whole negotiations
HAWE Daido
proceeded smoothly, largely due to common
HAWE Japan
Hydraulics
intentions and old ties based on agency
agreements between HAWE and Daido.
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No. 28

Experian plc

Information No.1

Experian’s investment alliance with A-Care led to the successful expansion of new
services in Japan, sales growth and ROI improvement. The alliance benefited greatly
from the engagement of A-Care’s management and employees

Investment Alliance General Overview
Experian plc

IRL

Business

JPN

Data analytics service for
credit information and
marketing etc.

Timing
201012

A-Care Systems, Inc.

Business

Email based Marketing
support services

Amount

HQs

Dublin, Ireland

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

USD 4.7 bil
(2013)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

17,119
(2013)

Headcount

180
(2013)

88.5%99.90%

Other investment alliance case in Japan:
Altovision (in 2012)

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Experian achieved revenue growth after gaining Marketing Service
capabilities of A-Care Systems

Leveraged key assets and human talent of former A-Care’s
Acquisition of talent and
managements and employees, such as former A-Care’s CEO, to
technology
start new marketing services business

Product / service
diversification

Successful launch and execution of new marketing services
business in Japan

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

Experian’s relationship with A-Care began as a joint product development
and joint sales partnership

3

Use of specialists A-Care’s CEO was requested to continue handling the business as he was
familiar with Japan the expert in marketing services

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Experian and A-Care formed a joint PMI team, ensuring all employees were
engaged in the PMI process

Logistics
Wholesale

The PMI process was generally performed by Experian Japan, which identified all necessary actions
and formed joint teams consisting of both Experian and A-Care. This means of engaging A-Care
employees in the PMI process allowed the employees to feel a sense of ownership and inclusion in
the process.
Furthermore, as Experian Japan was new to marketing services in Japan, Experian agreed that ACares' CEO, Mr. Arita, who was an expert in marketing services, was best suited to continue
leading the business, and was appointed as the new CEO of Experian Japan.

Information

Delegating PMI process to local resources

Other man.

A-Care Systems, Inc. (hereafter “A-Care”) was already operating marketing services business in Japan,
with notably higher revenue and better products than competitors. Experian concluded that optimal
synergy can be achieved with A-Care due to the transferability of their technology and commercial
position.
In Japan, partnerships are generally formed before investment alliance negotiations. In the case of ACare, as Experian had an existing joint product development and sales partnership, negotiations
were performed smoothly. Also, Experian hired an investment alliance manager, who had various
experience in forming alliances in Asia.

Chemicals

Targeting A-Care Systems as a predecessor to its marketing services business

Transport

Experian plc (hereafter “Experian”) is a global company, providing data analytics service for credit
information and marketing. Experian has sought investment alliances all over the world, with over 45
offices, in order to gain inorganic growth.
Experian’s Japan branch was established in 2003, delivering “Credit Services” (Research on companies’
credit information), “Decision Analytics” (Risk management analysis) and “Marketing Services” (Analytics
optimizing the investment on marketing).
In 2007, Experian Japan decided to strengthen its “Marketing Services” division and identified
investment alliance as a means to do so. Experian Japan studied selected investment alliance
candidates for their revenue, profit and company size, looking carefully at their products, services and
synergistic effects of an alliance.

Electronics

Growing through investment alliances

Successfully achieving growth targets
Services

Experian successful launched new marketing
services business in Japan, and achieved revenue
growth, after gaining Marketing Service capabilities
of A-Care. Experian Japan succeeded in adding
many new service lines in Japan, thanks to ACare's existing capabilities. One of the key merit
was the acquisition of talent. Experian leveraged
key assets and human talent of former A-Care
managements and employees, such as former ACare’s CEO, to start new marketing services
business.
Also, Experian formed investment alliance with Altovision, a Marketing Service specialist in 2012,
enabling Experian to provide further range of services.
Experian holds A-Care’s employees in high regard, based on their hard work and invaluable
contributions for whole Experian business. Experian found that the high standards of employees
as the good practices, and one of the concealed merits of investing in Japanese companies.
A chart of Experian’s service line-up
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No. 29

salesforce.com, Inc.

Information No.2

salesforce successfully expanded its “ecosystem” in Japan, attracting system
integrators or independent software vendors to salesforce and making minority
investments aimed at the creation of synergic partnerships

Investment Alliance General Overview
USA

salesforce.com, inc.

Business

TeamSpirit Inc.

JPN

Development of
Customer Relationship
Management platform

Timing
2011

Business

Development of Enterprise
Resource Planning

Amount

HQs

California, USA

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

USD 3 bil
(FY 2013)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

9,800
(2013)

Minority
Investment

Headcount

20
(2013)

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Other investment alliance case in Japan:
total 20 companies

salesforce formed strong relationships with 20 partner companies,
contributing to the increase in the number of companies utilizing
“force.com” platforms, thus expanded salesforce’s “ecosystems”

salesforce gained superior and diverse skillset to salesforce’s
Acquisition of talent and
resource pool, by attracting independent software vendors and
technology
starting them on software development for “force.com” platform

Operational
Improvement

Investment alliance counterparts are introduced to sales
departments in SFDC Japan, creating synergy in sales activities

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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The negotiation was smooth, as TeamSpirit favorably regarded the deal, as
the investment from SFDC, a famous giant company in the industry, meant
the honor and the proof for credibility of Teamspirit

2

Establish mutual
trust

3

Salesfocrce’s CTO and senior director of Corporate Development &
Use of specialists Salesforce Ventures, who has various experiences in investment deals and
familiar with Japan worked for a long time in IT companies and investment funds prior to
salesforce, took charge of investment alliance

Transport

salesforce.com, Inc. (hereafter “SFDC”), a cloud giant of CRM (Customer Relationship Management), is
considering two investment alliance strategies for expanding its business: (1)“M&A”: a 100% buyout,
aimed to acquire core-technology of SFDC, such as a stand-alone CRM software company;
(2)”Investment”: a minority stake holding, aimed to partner with SIers (System Integrators) or ISVs
(Independent Software vendors), and to expand ‘ecosystems’ of SFDC’s platform, “force.com”. SFDC
formed numerous investment alliances in US, Europe, etc.

Electronics

Acquiring and integrating core skills and systems to expand “ecosystem”

Market size and tech innovation still perceived as leading attractions for investment

Wholesale
Services

SFDC formed strong relationships with TeamSprit
and more than 20 partner companies, contributing to
the increase in the number of companies utilizing
“force.com” platforms, as well as expanding SFDC’s
“ecosystems”.
Also, SFDC has gained superior technologies by
attracting independent software vendors and
starting them on software development for the
SFDC platform which introduces a diverse skillset to
SFDC’s resource pool.
Furthermore, counterparts are introduced to sales departments in SFDC Japan, creating synergy in
sales activities.
SFDC believes that Japanese IT companies hold a positive regard to being invested in by notable
foreign IT companies, as it is considered as an honorable recognition from those giants.

Logistics

Strong partnership ties and synergies achieved through investment alliance

Information

SFDC actively attends as an board observer on partner company, and helps partner company to reform
corporate structure. In case of TeamSpirit, SFDC enhanced TeamSpirit to change its business model
from SIer to the provider of SaaS (“Software as a Service”: a web-based on-demand software
distribution), by telling business know-how or KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) of SaaS. Also, SFDC
dispatched the professional of start-up company administrator as COO of TeamSpirit, and provoked
Teamspirit’s improvement on managements.

Other man.

Helping partner company to reform corporate structure

Chemicals

SFDC is reaping increasingly high sales in Japan, ranking globally as the second most important market
following the U.S, with advanced Japanese technology as a main attributor.
In Japan, 20 investment aliances have been formed with SIers, (e.g. Uhuru Corp., TerraSky, and Pasona
Tequila), and with ISVs (e.g. TeamSpirit, Sansan and HottoLink).
In the case of TeamSpirit Inc. (hereafter “TeamSpirit”), an SFDC salesperson was aware of TeamSpirit’s
interest in changing its business focusing on development of applications for "force.com" platform, and
SFDC proposed the investment alliance. The negotiation was smooth, as TeamSpirit favorably
regarded the deal, as the investment from SFDC, a famous giant company in the industry, meant
the honour and the proof for credibility of Teamspirit. In other cases, many potential investment
alliance are brought to SFDC through venture capitals, or emerges from existing clients of SFDC in
Japan.
Potential investment alliance candidate companies are examined as to whether they can collaborate on
SFDC’s platform and offer new and interesting technologies. The CTO of SFDC Japan branch would
carry out these technical examinations. Also, a senior director in Japan branch, only a person in
charge of corporate development stationing outside of US headquarters, who has various
experiences in investment deals and having worked a long time in IT companies and investment
funds prior to SFDC, took charge as well.

Logos of SFDC’s partner companies
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No. 30

Swissport International Ltd.

Logistics No.1

With thoughts on further expansion and entry into the Japanese market, Swissport
could achieve this with ShinMaywa Ground Services through the aid of a business
partner who shared the same goals, boosting its sales figures in Japan by 5 times

Investment Alliance General Overview
Swissport
International Ltd.

CHE

Business

JPN

Provider of ground and
cargo handling service

Timing
2006

ShinMaywa Ground Services Ltd.
(now: Swissport Japan Ltd.)

Business

Provider of ground and
cargo handling service

Amount
HQs

Zurich, Switzerland

Undisclosed

HQs

Osaka, Japan

Revenue

EUR 31 mil
(FY 2012)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

40,000

Headcount

50

100%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Swissport Japan now has a sales figure 5 times greater than what
was generated in 2006, with the number of personnel reached a 7
fold increase too, thus demonstrating a high return from the
investment alliance

Comprehension of
business customs

SPI acquired SGS’ operational licenses in major Japanese airports
and existing know-how of operations

SPI acquired former SGS Japanese workers, who had very high
Acquisition of talent and
aptitudes and smoothly adjusted to new operation standards of SPI,
technology
thus the transition could happen smooth and quick

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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3

A Japanese major trading company, who already had a business with SGS
Use of specialists
and interested in aviation related business, acted as a matchmaker and
familiar with Japan
moderator of the investment alliance

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Brands and operating procedures used by SPI were quickly adopted on
PMI. On the other hand, former SGS’ personnel evaluation and
compensation systems were gradually transformed

Swissport’s ground handling
service image (1)

Services

As overseas airline companies are always seeking for
reasonable independent ground handling provider, there was a
Swissport’s ground handling
abundant needs for SPJ to gain those businesses, also being
service image (2)
helped with SPI’s sales channels with overseas airlines. SPJ
newly acquired contracts in airports such as Chubu international
in 2007 and Narita in 2010, acquired 10 new global airline
customers. These trends have been accelerated by recent
growth of number of tourist visiting Japan, and flourishing of
LCCs (Low Cost Carriers). In addition, as the aptitudes of
Japanese workers at SPJ are very high and smoothly adjusted
to new operation standards of SPI, the transition could happen
smooth and quick, thus SPI only needed minimum investment
for HR. Also, as seeing business expansion in SPJ, SPI
recognized that SPJ employees are motivated well after the
investment alliance.
As a result of the alliance, SPJ now has a sales figure 5 times greater than what was generated in 2006,
with the number of personnel reached a 7 fold increase too, thus demonstrating a high return from the
investment alliance.

Wholesale

Experiencing high returns on investment

Logistics

After formation of the investment alliance, SPI and SPJ worked
together in the gradual transformation of core business
processes which needed to be addressed. In particular, brands
and operating procedures used by SPI were quickly adopted
by SPJ to have a streamlined mode of operations with SPI
worldwide. On the other hand, former SGS’ personnel evaluation
and compensation systems served the purpose initially and
continued to be used, but was gradually transformed to accommodate
with SPI’s global evaluation and compensation processes.

Information

Immediate and gradual transformations

Other man.

Marubeni Corporation (hereafter “Marubeni”), a Japanese major trading company, who already had a
business with SGS, was interested in expanding into the aviation related business but did not have a
capability, thus sought for a potential partner. Considering SPI’s position and scale in the industry,
Marubeni thus examined the likelihood of partnering with SPI. Coincidentally, SPI had interested in
acquiring SGS, as SGS secured the operational licenses in major Japanese airports and know-how of
existing operations. Hence, Marubeni acted as a matchmaker and moderator between SPI and SGS.
and proceeded the negotiation.
Convinced the potential profit growth, SPI acquired 100% of SGS’ share in 2006, renamed SGS as
“Swissport Japan Ltd.” (hereafter “SPJ”). Later in 2007, Marubeni took 49% share of SPJ.

Chemicals

A matchmaker brought the deal into real

Transport

Swissport International Ltd. (hereafter “SPI”) is the world’s largest provider of ground and cargo handling
services with operations expanding into around 270 airports in 45 countries. Back in 2005, SPI was
active in around 170 airports globally with limited operations in Asia, which were South Korea,
Singapore, and the Philippines. It was for this reason that SPI considered further expansion and entry
into the Japanese market, considering market expansion opportunity for independent ground handling
companies. Meanwhile, ShinMaywa Ground Services Ltd.’s (hereafter “SGS”) parent company, a major
Japanese machinery manufacturer was considering the sale of this non-core airport ground handling
operation business as a strategic decision.

Electronics

Right place, right time
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No. 31

Toll Holdings Limited

Logistics No.2

Toll Holdings successfully expanded the Japanese operations which includes 10% of
the global headcount whilst carefully managing the local environment and mode of
operations to enhance collegiality between Australia and Japan

Investment Alliance General Overview
Toll Holdings
Limited

AUS

Business

JPN Footwork Express Co., Ltd
(now: Toll Express Japan Co., Ltd.)

World-class integrated
logistics provider

Timing
2009

Business

Transportation, logistics
and warehouse
management

Amount
HQs

Victoria, Australia

Undisclosed

HQs

Osaka, Japan

Revenue

AUD 6.49 bil
(FY 2009)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

AUD 800 mil
(FY 2010: Group total)

Headcount

30,000+

35%100%

Headcount

5,500+
(Group total)

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Toll successfully established a presence in the Japanese market
consisting of a direct network of over 75 branches which are
generating profitable sales, achieved sales growth in Japan

Acquisition of industry
knowledge

Toll acquired 5,500+ employees who are well-connected to local
sales channels and have a sound understanding of conducting
business locally

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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Management personnel from Australia are tasked with visiting and
overseeing over 75 local Japanese branches to communicate with local
employees

2

Establish mutual
trust

3

Use of specialists To cope with English communication gaps, Toll hired interpreters to keep
familiar with Japan clear communication channels between Australia and Japan

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

After careful consideration of employment laws in Japan, Toll decided to
retain Footwork’s HR systems in Japan which serves the purpose locally

Wholesale
Services

Fast acquisition of over 75 local sales channels and 5,500+ skilled employees

Logistics

Currently, a total of 4 management personnel from Australia are tasked with visiting and
overseeing over 75 local Japanese branches to communicate with local employees.
Also as an initiative to promote a global culture, Toll organizes frequent employee exchanges between
Japan and Australia and provides free English lessons to Footwork employees.
As for PMI procedures, Toll experienced a communication gap as not many existing employees could
speak the English language. To bridge this, Toll hired interpreters to keep clear communication
channels between Australia and Japan.
The most significant issue concerning the PMI process, however, is related to HR matters as
employment laws in Japan are quite unique and strict, hence, Toll decided to retain Footwork’s HR
systems in Japan which serves the purpose locally.

Information

Facilitating communications to improve collegiality between employees globally

Other man.

The due diligence procedure took 2-3 months, which was considered brief in comparison. All
negotiations were made between Toll and company A, and an agreement was reached in 2009.
After the investment alliance, Footwork was renamed to Toll Express Japan Co., Ltd in 2012. Also,
structural/managerial changes were made to Footwork and implemented consequently through the expat
management teams from Toll headquarters.

Chemicals

Efficient procedures result in rapid setup in the Japanese market

Transport

Toll Holdings Limited (hereafter “Toll”) is an Australia world-class integrated logistics provider. Toll has a
numerous 120 previous occasions in expanding business through investment alliances, including 30 that
have been made outside of its native country (in places including UK, US, South Africa, Singapore,
China, Hong Kong, Italy and France).
Toll considered the Japanese market as a crucial expansion due to its market size and importance in the
APAC region, and thus, Toll was seeking for potential partner companies to launch the business. The
investment alliance with Footwork Express Co., Ltd (hereafter
Toll’s Motortrucks
“Footwork”), the logistics company, became the first case for Toll
to deploy a foothold in Japan.
Toll purchased a Singapore-based logistics company that owned
35% of Footwork stocks in 2006. Thus, Toll became a
shareholder of Footwork and began to consider strengthening
ties with the company to improve its services in Japan. Toll then
initiated negotiations with Japanese company A, the major
shareholder (who was owning a 60% stake) to acquire Footwork.

Electronics

Entry into the Japanese market via acquisition of a subsidiary

Toll Express Japan’s office

Overall, Toll finds the progress of its alliance with Footwork highly
satisfactory, and regards this a profitable investment.
As forecasted prior to the alliance, the merits from establishing a
foothold in Japan was significant. Toll was able to generate
profitable sales smoothly and gained a direct network of over 75
branches and 5,500+ employees connected to local sales channels,
achieved sales growth in Japan as a result.
Consequently, Japan became a very important market for Toll as
Toll Japan now hires about 10% of global Toll employees.
Moreover, Toll is very pleased with their venture into Japan as it is a stable and safe country to do
business. Customers are loyal, whilst also fulfilling contracts and paying bills in a timely manner, thus,
keeping business risks at a minimum.
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No. 32

Avnet, Inc.

Wholesale No.1

Avnet’s Japanese subsdiary, who was more sensitive to Japan’s business culture, led
negotiations with Unidux Inc. to bring rapid sales growth and product acquisition in
Japan

Investment Alliance General Overview
Avnet, Inc.

USA

Business

JPN

Sales of semiconductors,
electronic parts, electronic
equipment and software

Timing
2010

Unidux, Inc.

Business

Sales of semiconductors,
electronic parts, electronic
equipment and software

Amount

HQs

Arizona, USA

JPY 12.9 bil

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

USD 19,160 mil
(FY2010)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 400 mil
(FY2010)

Headcount

15,000
(As of June, 2010)

Headcount

300
(As of March, 2010)

100%

Other investment alliance case
in Japan: Internix K.K. (in 2012)

Investment Alliance Merits

ASIA

Access to customer
base in Japan

Rapid expansion of semiconductor sales in the Japanese market

Access to customer
base in Asia

Gained overseas sales of Japanese clients by connection of Unidux,
as Japanese manufacturer prefers to deal with other Japanese
companies

Acquisition of talent
and technology

Acquired Unidux’s sale channels and connection with Japanese
semiconductor makers, rooted in employees

Product / service
diversification

Added latest Japanese high-quality semiconductor products to its
line-up, thanks to Unidux’s strong connection with Japanese
semiconductor makers

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

The Avnet Japan subsidiary took a prudent negotiation approach with
Unidux to ease employee concerns about the investment alliance

3

Avnet knew sale channels belonging to individual staff are important in a
Use of specialists
semiconductor trade industry, so the Japanese subsidiary considered
familiar with Japan
Japanese company culture and led negotiations with Unidux

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Avnet and Unidux’s carefully analyzed geographical sale channels and
integrated their overseas subsidiaries. Also, though retained Unidux’s
independency as an entity in Japan, some overseas entities are merged
and operating as one entity

Logistics

After forming the investment alliance, both companies are in the midst of integrating their respective
subsidiaries. Taking into account their difference in sale channels (Avnet sale channels cater to nonJapanese industries, while Unidux mainly caters to Japanese industries), the process calls for carefully
identifying and separating these channels for effective results. Also, though Avnet retained
Unidux’s independency as an entity in Japan, some overseas entities in south east Asian countries are
merged and operating as one entity, to deliver effective and clear customer service.

Information

Respective sale channels were separated during PMI process

Other man.

Avnet has experience with over 100 worldwide investment acquisitions. Although it had a specialized
M&A team at its US headquarters, Avnet decided to leave negotiations to its Japanese subsidiary,
who were more in tune with the local business culture. In the semiconductor distributuion industry,
individually staff owned sale channels are important, so Avnet Japan took prudent negotiation styled
around this fact. Thanks to their efforts, they managed to soothe Unidux’s concerns and uneasiness, and
succeeded in reaching an agreement.

Chemicals

Japanese subsidiary led negotiations

Transport

Avnet, Inc.(hereafter “Avnet”) is a world-wide semiconductor distribution company operating in North
American, European and Asian markets.
In 2005, Avnet acquired a British company and its Japan subsidiary, so Avnet could expand into the
Japanese market. To address some issues surrounding market entry, Avnet decided to enter into an
investment alliance with Unidux, Inc (hereafter “Unidux”), who's sales numbers were several times larger
than Avnet, to rapidly expand their sales in Japan.

Electronics

Utilized investment alliances to rapidly expand sales

Acquiring Unidux sales channels and rapidly expanding sales in Japan
Wholesale
Services

Avnet successfully increased sales in Japan by acquiring Unidux’s sale channels. This was a huge
accomplishment for Avnet, as it represented a potential new market to expand in, compared to the
saturated market in North America and Europe.
The success in sales growth especially boosted the confidence of former Avnet Japan staff who
witnessed firsthand the struggle and eventually, the success of its company in overcoming Japans
cultural barriers.
Results from successfully forming the alliance also included an increase in global sales, as Japanese
manufacturer prefers to Deal with other Japanese companies. The partnership with Unidux opened the
door for Avnet to reach these formerly inaccessible companies.

Acquiring the latest Japanese product information, and high-technological products
Avnet’s semiconductor product line-up

The biggest merit for Avnet in forming this investment
alliance was the acquisition of latest Japanese
product information. Thanks to Unidux’s strong
connection with Japanese semiconductor makers,
Avnet successfully added Japanese high-quality
products to its line-up.
This was very important for Avnet, as the quality of its
products line-up is a vital factor to differentiate with
rivals in distribution company.
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Belchim Crop Protection S.A.

No. 33
Wholesale No.2

Acknowledging and accommodating to Ishihara Sangyo’s business practices brought
about a collaborative spirit, encouraging innovation and successful R&D outcomes,
and as a result, doubled product lines and Belchim’s revenue since alliance formation

Investment Alliance General Overview
Belchim Crop
Protection S.A.

BEL

Business

JPN
Timing
2008

Distributor of crop
protection products

Ishihara Sangyo
Kaisha, Ltd.

Business

R&D and production for
crop protection products

Amount
HQs

Vlaams-Brabant, Belgium

Undisclosed

HQs

Osaka, Japan

Revenue

EUR 204 mil
(As of October 2008)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 83.594 bil
(As of March 2014)

Headcount

165

Headcount

1,180
(As of March 31st 2014)

20%
4.46%

Investment Alliance Merits
Belchim and ISK are now conducting voluntary exchanges of
Acquisition of talent and
personnel encouraged knowledge exchange, enhancing the share of
technology
both companies’ knowledges

Product / service
diversification

Belchim expanded numbers of its ISK products line from 5-6 to 1012, also Belchim and ISK conducted joint R&D activities in certain
crop protection products, developed 3 improved products suited for
the European market

Operational
Improvement

Belchim and ISK could start joint R&D to make new products, by
utilizing and sharing Europe market's demand from Belchim to ISK

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

Belchim and ISK has long relations derived from sales partnership, and
after seeing each others’ importance, they stepped into investment, as
investment can make deeper mutual understanding, trusts and make “onefamily” relationship

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Though Belchim and ISK’ company remained independent and unchanged,
both companies started joint operation as exchanges of personnel, or
regular meetings of both companies in development and marketing
divisions

Services

Focusing on targeted areas produces results

Wholesale

In terms of operations, apart from sending a director to ISK, Belchim
acts as an ordinary shareholder. However, Belchim started joint
R&D with ISK, making new products by sharing Europe market's
demand from Belchim to ISK. To perform this R&D, Belchim and ISK
started cooperation, such as exchanges of personnel
encouraging knowledge sharing, and regular meetings of both
companies in development and marketing divisions. This
ensured a strong co-working environment between both companies.
Belchim recognized that the main success factor in the negotiation’s
success was Belchim’s spirit in adapting to Japanese business
customs, allowed time for ISK to make grave decisions.

Logistics

A scene ISK staff promoting ISK’
products to Spanish customers
of Belchim

Information

Initiatives to foster knowledge exchange

Other man.

Relations between Belchim and ISK dated back to the early 1990's, where Belchim distributed products of
a certain US based crop protection company. Later, ISK acquired this US company and taken a decision
in retaining Belchim as their European distributor, as there ware a needs for ISK to secure sales channels.
To make a stronger relation, ISK invested in Belchim’s stock of 25%. The second step of investment
alliance came from Belchim side, as ISK too wanted to secure ISK’ product procurement, as ISK products
had a strengthen in European market. At the same time, ISK wanted stronger funding base for R&D, thus
the investment from Belchim to ISK may be the merit for Belchim, as ISK’s innovative ability may enhance
expansion of ISK’s product line. In an effort to maintain and strengthen the relationship, Belchim made an
investment alliance with ISK in 2008 by 4.46% of ISK’ share. Belchim finds that relation combining
investment generates more growth than cooperation agreement, as investment can make deeper
mutual understanding, trusting each other and make companies being one-family relationship.

Chemicals

Accommodating to customs and practices

Transport

Belchim Crop Protection S.A. (hereafter “Belchim”) is a distributor of crop protection products which
started in Belgium, and expanded sales channels by building up local subsidiaries through greenfield
investments, as well as utilizing investment alliances. Belchim already established several investment
alliances, including two in European countries before setting eyes on Japan, also in India with a
manufacturer of agro-chemical products in 2009. To strengthen existing ties with manufacturers, Belchim
formed investment alliances with Ishihara Sangyo Kaisha, Ltd (hereafter “ISK”), a Japanese company
performs R&D and production for crop protections.

Electronics

Sowing seeds through investment alliances

Belchim’s move in delivering European market demands to
ISK ushered joint product R&D activities to be conducted in
certain crop protection products, resulting in developing 3
improved products suited for the European market. Further,
ISK began exporting more products to Belchim, increasing
Belchim’s distribution of ISK products, 5-6 in 2008 now
expanded to 10-12 in 2014. By gaining ISK’s new products
and receiving commission on the sales, Belchim
experienced an increase in sales, doubled its revenue of
ISK products after the investment alliance.
Overall, Belchim was able to enter into closer cooperation with ISK, and as an overall, satisfied in
investment alliance with ISK. Belchim recognizes the significant merits in working together with a
Japanese company, as Japanese companies are among the most innovative company in the sector, and
the most successful in R&D outcomes.
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ISK’ crop protection products
which are distributed by Belchim

Tan Chong International, Ltd.

No. 34
Wholesale No.3

The combined foresight to develop the transportation and automobile business in the
ASEAN region led to an investment alliance between both Tan Chong International
and Zero Group

Investment Alliance General Overview
Tan Chong
International, Ltd.

SGP

Business

JPN

Motor vehicle distribution
service and manufacturing

Timing
201314

Zero Co., Ltd.

Business

Transport/logistics firm
transporting automobiles
across Japan

Amount
HQs

Singapore

Undisclosed

HQs

Kanagawa, Japan

Revenue

HKD 9.15 bil
(FY 2013)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 67.6 bil
(FY 2014)

Headcount

3,317
(2013)

23%51%

Headcount

1,073
(2014)

Investment Alliance Merits
ASIA

Access to customer base
in Asia

Combining Tan Chong’s footprint in South East Asia and Zero's
speciality in logistics, resulted in establishment of business
alliances to develop an automobile value chain in ASEAN, with a
focus on Thailand

Acquisition of talent and
technology

Tan Chong leveraged Zero's specialized capability in logistics,
integrated with Tan Chong’s broad presence across Asia

Operational
Improvement

Zero's expertise in the vehicle logistics and human resource
management business will be beneficial to the improvement of cost
competitiveness and quality standards in Tan Chong’s ASEAN
business operations

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
investment
alliance objectives

Tan Chong and Zero had a discussion on future strategies, such as
combination of both companies’ specialties, including expansion and
establishment of a capital and business alliance in South East Asia

2

Establish mutual
trust

Tan Chong and Zero had a long business relationship, even at a senior
managerial level, and Tan Chong had confidence and mutual trust in Zero’s
management

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Zero maintained its public listing on the TSE, and both parties entered into
a capital and business alliance agreement around future business
cooperation in setting up additional joint ventures

Zero’s Truck

Services

Country map of
TCIL and Zero's alliances

Wholesale

Utilizing acquired capabilities and next steps

Logistics

TCIL and Zero agreed to maintain Zero’s listed status, and
entered into an agreement around future business cooperation
in setting up additional joint alliances in South East Asian
countries. TCIL held a minority stake of 23% in Zero, prior to
the tender offer for Zero shares. TCIL acquired up to a 51% stake
in Zero via a tender offer, while retaining the employees and
board structure.
TCIL respected Zero’s status as a public company, retaining
the management structure of both companies. TCIL and Zero
considered opportunities for further collaboration and improved
synergies.

Information

Maintaining the counterpart’s public listing and furthering synergy

Other man.

From a long history of doing business with Zero, TCIL had confidence and mutual trust in Zero’s
management. Amicable discussions led to value creation, and consideration of various strategies
that could leverage on the strengths of both companies, including expansion and establishment
of alliances in South East Asia.
TCIL believes that the success factors to forming a successful investment alliance is to maintain a good
relationship with the counterpart, and considering ‘value creation’ for both sides.

Chemicals

Understanding and creating value for each other

Transport

Tan Chong International Limited (hereafter ”TCIL”) has a long history of distributing, assembling and
retailing Japanese cars and trucks. TCIL has strong connections with Japan as TCIL’s core business is
exporting and distributing Japanese cars and trucks from Japan throughout the Asian region.
TCIL continuously seeks and evaluates opportunities to expand business in Asia, and because
Japanese cars were part of the key offerings, furthering ties with its Japanese partner specializing in the
vehicle transportation business, Zero Co., Ltd. (hereafter “Zero”), was a logical decision.
TCIL and Zero also considered that a partnership would have strategic effects for both sides, TCIL and
Zero examined the combination of TCIL’s footprint in South East Asia and Zero's expertise in logistics in
allowing both companies to create complementary synergies, explore new opportunities, and enjoy
increased long term financial returns.

Electronics

Common goals and complementary capabilities

Through the acquisition, TCIL was able to realize Zero's
expertise in the vehicle logistics and human resource
management business, which improves cost competitiveness
and quality standards in TCIL’s ASEAN business operations.
TCIL and Zero established alliances in Singapore and Thailand,
to develop an automobile value chain with a focus on vehicle
transportation and after sales service.
In addition, when Zero’s human resource management
business is fully integrated with TCIL’s ASEAN business
networks, this will give rise to a new scope of business. In light
of this, the next steps would be to maximize the collaborative
benefits in ASEAN from the formed alliance.
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Ashfield Commercial & Medical Services

No. 36
Services No.1

By bridging cultures and allowing CMIC MPSS to retain the heritage, employees were
able to continue serving customers with established know-how, rewarding Ashfield
with an average annual sales growth of 45% in Japan

Investment Alliance General Overview
Ashfield Commercial
& Medical Services

GBR

Business

JPN

Consulting, outsourcing,
etc. in healthcare services

Timing
2014

CMIC MPSS Co., Ltd.
(now: CMIC Ashfield Co., Ltd.)

Business

Contract sales service of
medical products

Amount
HQs

Leicestershire, UK

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

USD 1.7 bil

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 51 bil

Headcount

8,500+

Headcount

4847

20%
100%
49.9%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Ashfield was able to utilize existing CM’s infrastructure and
knowledge to gain a fast entry into the Japanese market, led to 45%
sales growth

Comprehension of
business customs

Ashfield could utilize CM’s existing sales channels, efficient
relationship built with local Japanese pharmaceutical companies

Brand acquisition

Ashfield utilized the brand recognition of CM, which is well-known
and preferred Japanese pharmaceutical companies, as Japanese
clients prefer the business with Japanese CSOs

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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Ashfield proposed the investment alliance two year after formed a technical
partnership, after observed stable and high annual sales growth and trust in
each other and both sides found that the partnership was a success

2

Establish mutual
trust

3

Ashfield could bring smoothnegotiation through the bridging director, now
Use of specialists Representative Director of CM, who is well-versed with British and
familiar with Japan Japanese business customs, moderated both sides to overcome cultural
differences

Transport

Ashfield Commercial & Medical Services (hereafter “Ashfield”) provides consulting, outsourcing, etc. in
healthcare services. As part of a global strategy to achieve geographical diversity and seek growth,
Ashfield formed initiatives to expand overseas. This resulted in a global expansion, a majority of which
were achieved through investment alliances with approx. 30 companies in 15 years, so as to achieve a
quicker break-even than greenfield investment. Japan was the second largest market in the world, and
was being one of the target location of Ashfield.

Electronics

Seeking growth and diversity worldwide

A sharing of interests

Information
Logistics
Wholesale

As for valuations on due-diligence, Ashfield relied on both consultants and the own prior experience in
forming investment alliances with other CSO companies. Additionally, the process was also made
smoother through the bridging director, now Representative Director of CM, who is well-versed
with British and Japanese business customs, moderated both sides to overcome barriers. In
essence, the main success factor in the negotiations were the clearly laid out terms of the alliance, so
both sides shared transparency and visibility in making decisions.
As a result of acquiring CM shares, board members were kept at an equal ratio between both sides and
CM was renamed into “CMIC Ashfield Co., Ltd.”

Other man.

Visibility and transparency

Chemicals

Ashfield and CMIC MPSS Co., Ltd. (hereafter “CM”) were
A group photo of MRs of CMIC Ashfield
acquainted in a medical conference of CSOs (Contract Sales
Organizations) in 2011. Both companies were in complement
relations, as Ashfield had a service packages of CSO, such as
new types of contract MRs (Medical Representatives), and
strong connections with global pharmaceutical companies.
On the other hand, CM held strong local connections with
pharmaceutical companies in Japan, though this was through
a more traditional CSO, thus facing stiff competition. Ashfield
and CM formed a technical partnership agreement in 2012.
Ashfield observed stable and high annual sales growth
and trust in each other, found that the partnership was a success, Ashfield proposed the
investment alliance to realize deeper relations in 2014.

Two sides of the same coin
Services

As already seen that CM managed the business with a high
standard of execution, Ashfield was in peace of mind to retain
current CM mode of operations. On top of that, Ashfield was able to
utilize existing CM infrastructure and knowledge to gain a fast entry
into the Japanese market. On the same note, Ashfield’s existing ties
with global pharmaceutical companies also complemented with
CM’s existing sales channels, efficient relationship built with local
Japanese pharmaceutical companies, combined with recognition of
the CM brand name.
To achieve success in Japan, Ashfield positively utilized CMIC
Ashfield’s “two faces”, which originates both in UK and Japan. This
strategy resulted in a success, with keeps Ashfield’s connection with global pharmaceutical companies,
while utilize CM’s face of Japanese origin, as global clients tend to choose global company and
Japanese clients tend to choose Japanese company. So to say, CMIC Ashfield is working as an
“international company with Japanese heritage”, bridging oboth cultures and retaining an established
heritage.
These tactful strategies to suite with Japanese market has allowed Ashfield to maintain an average
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annual sales growth of 45% since the first business partnership in Japan.
A presentation scene of
CMIC Ashfield

No. 36

AXA SA

Services No.2

AXA, the world’s leading insurer, sought the Japanese market, promoted a tactful
“Think Global, Act Local” method of PMI settlement, and rapidly expanded locally
rooted sales channels, gained clients’ support and enjoyed fruitful growth in Japan

General Overview of Investment Alliance
AXA SA

FRA

Business

JPN

A global insurance and
asset management
company

Timing
2000

Nippon Dantai Life Insurance
Co., Ltd. (now : AXA Life
Insurance Co., Ltd.)

Business

A life insurance company

Amount

HQs

Paris, France

JPY 200 bil

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

EUR 91 bil
(2013)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 551 bil
(2013)

Headcount

157,000
(2013)

Headcount

7,270
(as of Sep. 1999)

100%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

AXA reached critical mass by acquiring Nippon-Dandai’s customer
base

Comprehension of
business customs

AXA gained Nippon-Dantai’s local-based knowledge and recognition
by utilizing the business assets of which operated in the second
largest life insurance market in the world

Operational
Improvement

AXA achieved continuous sales growth and a successful turnaround
from a continued topline decline by leveraging Nippon-Dantai’s
customer base such as Chambers of Commerce and Industry (CCIs),
large corporations, and public entities

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

AXA maintained the original high-yield credited rates of Nippon-Dandai's
insurance policies with its customers while increasing in capital for a
trustworthy relationship with customers and business partners

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

AXA advocated a global strategy to adopt good customs in each country
and enhance cultural fusion. To achieve this, AXA delivered its core values
and business philosophy to all employees by setting up face to face
meetings for all Japanese managers in Paris

Fast method of acquiring locally rooted channels

Information
Logistics
Wholesale

“Think Global, Act Local” was AXA’s key global theme at the time of the Nichidan acquisition. AXA
advocated a global strategy to seek the “best practices” for each company, adopt good customs in
each country, and enhance cultural fusion. To comply with this strategy, the PMI with Nichidan has
been performed by taking all the necessary time. For example, AXA regards the insurance business as a
“people business”, and so the quality and motivation of each employee are important, and the Company
strives to make them proud of working at AXA. To achieve this and utilize the talents of its employees,
AXA delivered the core values and business philosophy to all employees by setting up face to
face meetings for all Japanese managers in Paris. AXA has established AXA’s and Nichidan’s
integrated HR system, which is a fair HR scheme. It evaluates all employees not based on their former
positions but rather on each person’s expertise and competency.

Other man.

“Think Global, Act Local”

Chemicals

A press conference of investment
Nippon Dantai Life Insurance Co., Ltd. (hereafter ”Nichidan”) was
alliance of AXA and Nichidan
a company that served customers through a strong customer
base in business relationships with Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (CCIs), public entities, and large corporations. With the
aim of acquiring this strong customer base and expanding
business in Japan, AXA formed an investment alliance with
Nichidan in 1999 by securing 100% of its shares. Subsequently,
in 2000, AXA and Nichidan were integrated.
Upon forming the investment alliance, AXA maintained the original high-yield credited rates that
Nichidan promised to its customers while increasing in capital, so as to maintain its trustworthy
relationship with its customers and thus establish a stable business operation. Consequently, AXA
managed to retain most of the former business relationships of Nichidan.

Transport

AXA is an insurance company based in France that serves 103 million clients in 56 countries, with
prevailing operations in both developed countries and developing countries. AXA aims to extend its
presence in the Japanese life insurance market, which ranks second in the world. AXA’s entry into Japan
began in 1994, firstly with a greenfield investment and the launch of AXA Life Insurance Co., Ltd. AXA
also launched AXA General Insurance in 1998 as well as AXA Direct Life in 2010.

Electronics

The world’s leading insurer seeking the Japanese market as an opportunity

Growth achieved by leveraging business base and developing new opportunities
Services

AXA Life Japan is strong in rural areas and has 511 accounts out
of 514 CCIs nationwide. They are its largest customer base and
support sales growth. At the same time, AXA further leveraged
business relationships with large corporation and public entities.
+116,000
Highest
ever!
Besides utilizing Nichidan’s business assets, AXA has successfully
developed new sales channels such as brokers, bancassurance,
2.28
and an online-based life insurance company called AXA Direct Life.
The contribution of these new sales channels has increased while
responding to the evolving needs of customers.
Another reason for AXA’s continuous growth in Japan is AXA’s
unceasing investment especially in the digital area. For instance,
2.16
AXA introduced new digital tablets in 2014 for sales
representatives to improve not only their sales productivity but also
the customer experience with AXA.
2011 2012 2013 2014
Finally, AXA has effectively utilized Nichidan’s business assets and contributed to people and
communities in Japan by implementing customer-centric actions. As proof of this, AXA Life Japan
became a material contributor to the Group by representing around 10% of AXA’s total revenue in the
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Life & Saving sector while increasing the number of customers in Japan.
Growth of Number of customers of
AXA Life (in million customers)

No. 37

Cimpress N.V.

Services No.3

Considering the size of the Japanese market and the synergy of combining of
Cimpress' technology and Plaza Create’s local sales channels, the investment
alliance resulted in Cimpress’ successful business launch in Japan

Investment Alliance General Overview
Cimpress N.V.

NLD

Business

JPN

Supplier of printed and
promotional material and
marketing services

HQs

Limburg, Netherlands

Revenue

USD 1.3 bil
(FY 2014)

Headcount

5,000+

Timing
2012

Plaza Create Co., Ltd.

Business

Provider of business
services in photographs
and videos

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

JPY 18.5 bil

Headcount

2,265

Amount
USD 5 mil
Ownership
percentage

20%
100%
17.35%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Cimpress leveraged PC’s business assets such as printing shop
networks across Japan, creating a strong presence in Japan

Product / service
diversification

Some of PC’s existing businesses, such as the online order system
for digital photo printing, photobooks and New Year’s cards were
transferred into the JV of Cimpress and PC

Operational
Improvement

Cimpress acquired PC’s know-how in customer relations, especially
prevalent in the Japanese business culture, is being utilized by
Cimpress globally thus contributing to improve service quality and
improving customer satisfaction, driving customer obsession as a
mindset

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

Cimpress selected PC as its alliance partner in Japan, due to the cultural fit
in being open to entrepreneurial and international business, to secure a
collaborative working relationship

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Cimpress influenced the JV business strategies for alignment, while
maintaining existing personnel in carrying out day-to-day operations, as
well as joint-operations

Services

An office scene of PC,
stating the merits of partnership with
Vistaprint (a Cimpress brand)

Wholesale

Playing to their strengths

Product Sample from Vistaprint Japan

Logistics

Following the newly established JV, Cimpress began to
influence JV’s business strategies for alignment, while
maintaining existing PC’s management and personnel
in carrying out day-to-day operations. For Cimpress,
the JV structure was a best-of-breed combination of
Cimpress know-how and global scale, and PC’s existing
infrastructure, creating a structure that worked well for
both sides. Cimpress regards that the success of the
alliance was due to the time taken understanding each
other in negotiation and post-merger process

Information

Best-of-breed in catering for both sides

Other man.

To begin the search for a domestic partner in Japan who had complementary capabilities, as well as the
potential to establish joint operations that enable Cimpress to become truly “local” in the Japanese
context, Cimpress first engaged an external party in conducting a market study to identify candidates,
and it was through this process that Plaza Create Co., Ltd. (hereafter “PC”) was short-listed for further
discussions. A provider of a network of photo-printing shops, PC was finally selected due to the
cultural fit in being open to entrepreneurial and international business, and PC could assist
Cimpress understanding the Japanese business practices and market expectations.
As a result, an alliance was concluded between the two companies in November 2013, through
formation of a 51-49 JV with Cimpress and PC, as well as Cimpress’ direct 17.35% investment into PC,
making it the 2nd largest shareholder in PC, and strengthening relations even further.

Chemicals

Finding the right partner

Transport

Cimpress N.V. (hereafter “Cimpress”), is a global leader in printed and promotional material and
marketing services provider, as well as marketing services. With operations in 16 countries serving more
than 16 million customers a year, Cimpress’ expansion was done both organically and through external
transactions, including 6 investment alliance instances.
Entry into the Japanese market for Cimpress was largely due to the size of the market as well as the
focus in the market on high-quality products, which suited Cimpress' product offering. However, much
thought was given to this by testing the waters abroad for over 5 years prior to the decision in 2012 to
establish operations within the country.

Electronics

Testing the waters before taking a dip

In combining Cimpress’ advanced technology on printing and
PC’s existing local printing shop networks across Japan,
excellent infrastructure and extremely hardworking and welleducated employees, Cimpress acquired necessarily assets to
know how to play to the strengths and being competitive in the
Japanese market. As a result, Cimpress created a strong
presence in Japan through a collaborative working relationship.
Moreover, some of PC’s existing businesses, such as the online
order system for digital photo printing, were transferred into the
JV to streamline operations.
Also, Cimpress learnt from PC’s culture, which strongly focuses
on customer service and quality. In particular, Cimpress
acquired PC’s know-how in customer relations, especially
prevalent in the Japanese business culture, is shared within
Cimpress globally thus contributing to improve service quality
and improving customer satisfaction.
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No. 38

City Football Group Ltd.

Services No.4

In sealing a partnership with the Marinos, City Football Group was not only able to
establish a foothold on Japanese shores, but in working together, both were able to
accelerate growth through team reinforcement and sharing business know-how

Investment Alliance General Overview
City Football
Group Ltd.

GBR

Business

JPN

Management of Football
clubs

Timing
2014

Yokohama Marinos Ltd.

Business

Management of Football
club

Amount
HQs

Manchester, UK

Undisclosed

HQs

Kanagawa, Japan

Revenue

USD 560mil

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 4.32 bil

Headcount

600

Headcount

150

20%

Investment Alliance Merits

Access to customer
base in Japan

CFG gained a foothold in Japan, a physical team in the football
league of Japan, and CFG also acquired a sizable fan base

Operational
Improvement

CFG acquired the management skills and know-how of the Marinos,
such as marketing and operation of goods retailing, and managing
football schools for youths

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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The CEO, CFO and a key person of CFG already had strong connections
in Japan through previous encounters such as playing in the football league
of Japan, and establishing personal trusts with parent company of Marinos

2

Establish mutual
trust

3

Use of specialists CFG hired an ex-consultant specialist as a director to manage the overall
familiar with Japan deal

Wholesale

Placing it in with the Marinos

Logistics

In May 2014, CFG acquired 20% of the Marinos stock from company A. The reasons for CFG in
investing financially were to display long-term commitment to the Marinos; as well as to gain returns by
improving the Marinos’ operations. At the same time in forming the investment, CFG and company A
formed a global sponsorship partner agreement.

Information

Long-term commitment and a driven passing of knowledge

Other man.

Through an overseas sporting event in 2013, CFG and company A were acquainted and came to know
of each others’ business goals, providing CFG with the opportunity to both gain sponsorship from
company A and form an investment alliance with the Marinos.
Negotiations went smoothly, as the CEO, CFO and a key person of CFG already
CFG’s logo
had strong connections in Japanese football industry through previous
encounters. Through the numerous visits, personal trust was established with
company A and the Marinos. In addition, CFG hired an ex-consultant specialist
as a director to manage the overall deal. This deal was favorably regarded by
the Marinos, seeing how well the Manchester City team was managed, and the
Marinos deemed the alliance an honor and were highly supportive of it.

Chemicals

Stepping-over into Japanese shores

Transport

Etihad stadium, a
City Football Group Ltd. (hereafter “CFG”) is a UK-based football
home stadium of CFG
club management company, with clubs such as Manchester City
FC (UK), New York City FC (US) and Melbourne City FC
(Australia) under the wing. CFG has long relied on investment
alliances with local partners to expand globally as with the
aforementioned clubs. As the football league of Japan was
recognized as a large, well-organized league with huge growth
potential in Asia, thus CFG was looking for opportunities to form
alliances with Japanese football clubs.
Meanwhile, company A, the parent company of Japanese
football club Yokohama Marinos Ltd. (hereafter “Marinos”), was seeking partnership with a global football
club having the brand, marketing know-how, and management expertise in the football industry.

Electronics

Managing the beautiful game on a global scale

Services

CFG achieved a significant first step by gaining a foothold in Japan. Through Marinos, CFG also
acquired a sizable fan base, indirectly affecting the increase of fans in CFG’s affiliated teams.
CFG’s news announcing investment alliance Further, CFG acquired the management skills and know-how
of the Marinos, such as marketing and operation of goods
retailing, and managing football schools for youths. as both
companies are now exchanging information and improving
operational capability. On the other hand, Marinos gained
numerous assets from CFG, such as regular employee
exchange, sharing of scouts’ information of players, club
management expertise, analysis of players performance, as
well as improving coaching methods.
Moreover, gaining a team in the football league of Japan
meant a direct connection with the football association of Japan. This could potentially support CFG to
achieve further improvement, enabling more transfers to/from Japan and overseas, mobilizing fans, and
improving profitability. In this regard, CFG is eager to utilize the link with a football association of Japan
and propose reformation in the football league of Japan.
Lastly, through sponsorship with company A and alignment through the alliance, Company A became
sponsor of CFG, which was hailed as another great outcome.
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No. 39

Compass Group PLC

Services No.5

Compass successfully acquired Chiyoda and Polestar’s business by conducting
investment alliances with careful analysis and respectful treatment of existing
employees, led to a successful business expansion and brand acquisition

Investment Alliance General Overview
Compass Group
PLC

GBR

Business

Chiyoda Kyushoku
Services Co, Ltd

JPN

Food service and support
services

Timing
2011

Business

Food service and facility
management services

Amount
HQs

Surrey, United Kingdom

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

GBP 16.9 bil
(FY 2011)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

JPY 425 mil
(FY 2011)

Headcount

500,000 +
(FY 2011)

Headcount

90
(FY 2011)

90%

Investment Alliance Merits

Other investment alliance case in Japan:
Total more than 10 companies

Product / service
diversification

Compass acquired new business opportunities through existing
connections of Chiyoda and Polestar, in particular from group
companies of Chiyoda’s parent company

Brand acquisition

Compass acquired Polestar’s brand name, which was an
established brand of restaurant located in center of Tokyo

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

Compass agreed to retain employees as proposed by Chiyoda, since it
best utilizes existing resources and industry knowledge

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Compass introduced the HR scheme to recognize and value an individual’s
effort, which was favorably accepted by the employees

Emphasis on pre-deal analysis leads to clear outcomes

As expected, Compass expanded the business coverage
of food contracting/catering by forming investment alliance
with Chiyoda.
Compass inherited sales channels through existing
connections of Chiyoda and Polestar, in particular
from group of companies of aforementioned
Japanese shipping company.
Also, Compass acquired Polestar’s highly regarded
brand, and the presence of the restaurant in the
center of Tokyo.

Services

Enhancing presence and continuous improvement

Wholesale

Compass contacted Chiyoda Kyushoku Services Co, Ltd (hereafter “Chiyoda”) and Marunouchi Polestar
Co, Ltd. (hereafter “Polestar”), through the third-party introduction.
As part of this, Compass conducted negotiations with a large Japanese shipping company, a
shareholder of Chiyoda and Polestar. Conditions surfaced, such as to retain employees, which
Compass agreed to since it best utilizes existing resources and industry knowledge.
As for PMI, Compass introduced the Compass’ global operational standards and systems, which
improved operational quality and efficiency of Chiyoda's units. Additionally, the scheme to recognize
and value an individual’s effort was also favorably accepted by Chiyoda employees. Though
employees were retained, some part-time jobs had been integrated to streamline roles and
responsibilities.

Logistics

Successful business transformation through tactful consideration of conditions

Information

Nihon Kyushoku
Serivce

2011-2012

Fuyo

Sun Food Tokai

Sun Food

MFS

Chiyoda Kyushoku
Service
Marunouchi
Polestar

Compass Kyushu

Eishoku MDX

Eurest Japan

2002-2003

Other man.

Compass Group (Japan)

Japan has a sizable foodservice market, which is
ranked as one of the top ten markets worldwide.
As the market is fragmented in Japan, Compass
has been utilizing investment alliances formed with
more than 10 companies in the past 10 years.
Compass places emphasis on the initial analysis
and due-diligence steps, as well as to set clear
objectives of the investment alliance in seeking for
a complementary business that covers the
expansion need.
Additionally, as forming investment alliances needs
inevitable overhead and running costs regardless
of company size, the Compass Japan sets a
minimum revenue as a criteria for seeking potential
companies.

Chemicals

A group companies of Compass in Japan, acquired
by investment alliances (through 2002-2012)

Transport

UK’s global-leading food and support services provider, Compass Group PLC (hereafter “Compass”), is
one of the largest companies offers contract catering and facilities management services. Compass
favors an investment alliance to rapidly expand its global business. Compass’ goal is to keep increasing
its sales and implement cost reductions through reorganizations aimed at generating synergy. In addition,
investment alliances enables Compass to diversify and enter new business segments.

Electronics

Investment alliance expansion model as a viable option for growth

An interior of Polestar’s restaurant
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InterContinental Hotels Group PLC

No. 40
Services No.6

In securing relationships of AHR business partners and retaining AHR’s skillful
employees, IHG was able to expand 31 operations of hotel networks in secondary
cities of Japan, becoming the largest international hotel operator in Japan

Investment Alliance General Overview
InterContinental
Hotels Group PLC

GBR

JPN ANA Hotels and Resorts

(now: IHG ANA Hotels Group Japan)

Timing
2006

Business

Operation of hotels

HQs

Buckinghamshire, United
Kingdom

Revenue

USD 1.903 bil
(2013)

Headcount

120,000
(2012)

Business

Operation of hotels
(34 locations in Japan)

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

4,980

Amount

20%
74%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

IHG succeeded to gain 31 hotel locations initially in Japan especially
in local secondary cities, in addition to IHG’s former locations of
primary cities, achieved expansion of sales channels and sales
growth in Japan

IHG gained high-quality Japanese staffs of AHR. The execution level
Acquisition of talent and
is quite high, and AHR hotels are now one of the highest level of
technology
customer satisfaction among the IHG's worldwide operation

Brand acquisition

IHG acquired AHR's brand name, which already had a presence and
brand recognition in Japanese market

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

IHG took the closer communication with key business stakeholders of AHR,
such as suppliers or vendors, to keep the relation with them, as retaining
those existing relationships are important to secure sound and stable hotel
operation

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

As hotel business is a "people oriented business“, AHR employees were
retained, and IHG maintained local infrastructure/resources as much as
possible, though made gradual update of systems

Services

An exterior of “ANA
Intercontinental Hotel Tokyo”

Since commencing operations in 2006, the joint hotel group between
IHG and AHR is now the largest international hotel operator in Japan.
As planned, IHG succeeded to gain 31 hotel locations in Japan
especially in local secondary cities, in addition to IHG’s former
locations of primary cities, achieved expansion of sales channels and
sales growth in Japan.
In terms of operations improvement, IHG worked with the owners to the
hotels to invest in upgrading AHR’s hotels and facilities, etc., as well as
employee training, resulting in a higher level of employee engagement.
In Japan, strength of brand recognition was important, so it was
strategic for IHG to retain AHR's brand name, which already had a
presence in Japan, and high quality employees. Once they
understands the changes IHG wanted to instill, the execution level is
exceptionally high. This resulted in one of the highest level of customer
satisfaction of AHR hotels, among the IHG's worldwide operation.

Wholesale

Successfully coming out on top

Logistics

In 2006, IHG invested in AHR, and renamed it to "IHG ANA Hotels Group Japan“. As hotel business is
a "people oriented business“, AHR employees were retained, as IHG
A logo of IHG ANA Hotels
tried to win the hearts and minds of AHR employees, and allowed time to
Group Japan
accept IHG as a new partner. Also, since AHR's people were inherited,
steps were taken to preserve and upgrade the legacy of AHR, and IHG
maintained local infrastructure/resources as much as possible,
though made gradual update of systems, such as reservations,
performance review and measurements, in-house reporting systems etc.

Information

Preserving the legacy

Other man.

In 2006, parent company of ANA Hotels and Resorts (hereafter "AHR") appointed a new CEO and made
a decision to focus on their core airline business. This led to the search for a suitable external hotel
operator to run AHR. This presented an opportunity for IHG in the attempt to diversify the hotel business
and create a larger footprint in Japan by acquiring secondary cities’ hotels, which are difficult for foreign
companies, as entering the market from zero base is difficult and also the investment may not make pay
compared to the required resources.
IHG took the closer communication with key business stakeholders of AHR, such as suppliers or
vendors, to keep the relation with them, as retaining those existing relationships are important to
secure sound and stable hotel operation.

Chemicals

Seizing a rare opportunity

Transport

InterContinental Hotels Group PLC (hereafter "IHG") is a multinational hotels company with the world's
largest hotel group by number of rooms. IHG has 4,000+ hotels across 100+ countries.
IHG global business is predominantly is franchising of hotels as well as management of hotels. It has
been diversifying their owned assets to focus on hotel management, brand management and franchise
capabilities while leaving real property to local and international partners.
For IHG, Japan was one of the most attractive market, as Japanese people have a high level of
consumption in the industry, and although IHG already had several hotel operations in primary cities of
Japan prior to the investment alliance, however, IHG was unable to penetrate into the secondary local
cities which is also very lucrative in Japan.

Electronics

Multinational hotel company sets sights for Japan
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No. 41

JRF International Ltd.

Services No.7

JRF International and Hodogaya Contract Laboratories have entered into an
investment alliance to explore possibilities of enhanced scientific and business
interest exchanges across the Globe

Investment Alliance General Overview
GBR

JRF International Ltd.

JPN

Business

Contract research & allied
business

HQs

Bedfordshire, UK

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

Undisclosed

Timing
2014

Hodogaya Contract
Laboratories Co.,Ltd.

Business

Contract research

Undisclosed

HQs

Ibaraki, Japan

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

27
(2014)

Amount

12.4%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

JRF I and HJCL are introducing and sharing their client pool with
each other, with JRF I securing a number of contracts in Japan
through HJCL’s connections, achieving businesses worth half a
million dollars

Comprehension of
business customs

JRF I has sought help of HJCL in aligning quality system of JRF I
and its global partners for study execution in compliance with
Japanese expectation. Similarly HJCL will acquire knowledge about
specific studies of their interest to be undertaken in Japan

Both the organization will share their expertise and experience in
Acquisition of talent and
their relevant fields of research. They will also co-promote mutual
technology
research services to their client base

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

JRF I and HJCL’s representatives met at scientific conferences, started the
relations of both companies from a contract research business request for
JRF I at first hand

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

JRF I and HJCL have agreed to retain their mutual organizational
structures and management independence. However, frequent crossborder trainings, faculty upskills, lab visits, and employee exchanges are
organized to enhance benefits of the collaboration

Establishing relationships that go a long way
HJCL’s laboratory

Chemicals
Other man.
Information

JRF I’s interest in international expansion naturally led
them to focus on the Japanese market as Japan is
the one of the most scientifically advanced countries
in the world.
A first business opportunity in Japan for JRF I was ordered
from a parent company of Hodogaya Contract Laboratories
Co., Ltd. (hereafter “HCL”). HCL was a contract research
company similar to JRF I, and both representatives met
at scientific conferences, then stepped into a contract
research business request for JRF I at first hand.
On occasions, JRF I had a several meetings with HCL’s
parent company’s executive, and the discussions
expanded into the cooperation, as JRF I was seeking for
business opportunities in Japanese market.

Transport

JRF International Ltd. (hereafter “JRF I”), and their collaborating Contract Research partners are globally
acclaimed Contract Research Organizations. These organization undertake safety evaluation of agro
chemicals, pharmaceuticals and speciality chemicals. The laboratories are located in India, United Sates
and United Kingdom. JRF I has an established global client base of over 800 companies. JRF I has
strong strategic plan to expand its services in Japan.

Electronics

A quest for continuous improvement through international expansion

A steady approach to the investment alliance

Wholesale

Rewarded with positive results and outcomes

Logistics

Discussions around an investment alliance officially kicked-off in 2012, and JRF I and HCL agreed to get
into an investment alliance with a minority stake. As discussions progressed well, JRF I, a UK entity,
acquired 12.4% of HCL stock in 2014 and changed HCL’s name to Hodogaya JRF Contract Laboratories
Co., Ltd. (hereafter “HJCL”).
As far as PMI processes go, both companies agreed to retain their mutual organizational
structures and management independence. However, frequent cross-border trainings, faculty up
skills, lab visits, and employee exchanges are organized to enhance benefits of the collaboration.

Services

As a result of the alliance, JRF I and HJCL are introducing
and sharing their client pool with each other, with JRF I
securing a number of contracts in Japan through HJCL's
connections, with businesses worth half a million dollars
between 2011 and 2014 for itself and its global business
partners in India. By gaining contact with Japanese
companies, JRF I also gained new CRO business
opportunities from Japanese companies’ overseas
subsidiaries as well.
Moreover, the joint sharing of scientific expertise between
both sides, by exchanges of scientists, enabled JRF I to
learn scientific technologies from Japan. This started from
knowledge transfer, between HJCL’s to JRF I and vice
versa, which could not have been achieved previously.
Another achievement for JRF I was a knowledge transfer of
quality assurance specifically for Japanese market from HJCL’s talents. This was a great benefit to JRF I,
as JRF I could acquire more understanding of Japanese companies, and gaining a better understanding
of the landscape in Japan.
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HJCL booth presentation
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No. 42

Manpower Group Inc.

Services No.8

Manpower Group gained executive search capabilities in Japan by making investment
alliance with Legal Futures, by clearly setting the goals and utilizing know-how of
people, led to successful strengthen of service and customer acquisition

Investment Alliance General Overview
Manpower Group
Inc.

USA

Business

JPN

Staffing and recruitment
agency service

Timing
2013

Legal Futures Co., Ltd.

Business

Recruitment agency
offering legal and
compliance services

Amount
HQs

Wisconsin, USA

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

USD 20.25 billion
(FY 2013)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

30,000+

Headcount

4

52%

Investment Alliance Merits

Other investment alliance case in Japan:
2 other companies (in 2013)

Access to customer
base in Japan

Manpower gained the capability of executive search businesses,
and Manpower acquired numerous new client accounts, especially
in foreign law offices and corporate legal department of foreign
companies

Comprehension of
business customs

Manpower gained Legal Futures’ executive search service, which
those business skills are attached to Legal Future’s individual
executives and staffs

Brand acquisition

Manpower acquired Legal Futures’ brand recognition and power,
which was highly respected in executive search businesses

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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2

Establish mutual
trust

Manpower took into account the personality of the target companies
executives, determining whether relations were sincere before forming the
alliance

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

Operations were left in the hands of Legal Future’s management team, as
in the executive search business, people and networking skills were
essential

Logistics
Wholesale
Services

Manpower gained a 52% stake in Legal Futures in 2013, and had majority holdings in two other
companies in Japan. Manpower is considering of increasing its stake if Legal Futures and other two
companies show promising growth, and is keeping an eye on the firms’ performance. The former
company CEOs of each investment alliance partners continued their role and previous responsibilities as
COOs after forming their respective alliances.
Manpower’s standard PMI process are to adapt its methods to different situations. In personnel referral
industry, people and networking skills (such as negotiating and communicating) are essential,
thus retaining managers and personnel with the appropriate know-how is important. For this
reason, operational responsibilities were left almost entirely up to the managers at Legal Futures. In
addition, common business functions (finance, web marketing and IT systems) were integrated with
Manpower’s existing systems, to achieve more cost effective operations.

Information

Retain former CEOs to lead operations

Other man.

Manpower’s approach to forming investment alliances was to make a long-list of selected Japanese
companies of potential partner, then analyzing each candidate’s performance, specialty in services,
reputations in the market, and the personalities of each executives. Amongst these candidates,
Legal Futures Co., Ltd. (hereafter “Legal Futures”) was an executive search company led by a famous
UK lawyer, and was especially renowned and respected within Japan’s executive search industry.
Manpower’s goal behind forming an investment alliance with Legal Futures was to acquire a business
operation with expertise and know-how in its domestic industry, and acquire new services (i.e. executive
search business) which Manpower wished to explore. The benefit to Legal Futures was acquiring a
stable funding platform though Manpower Group. Manpower felt that negotiations were smooth, as they
both shared similar interests behind forming the investment alliance.

Chemicals

Define and share investment alliance benefits to ensure smooth negotiations

Transport

Manpower Group Inc. (hereafter “Manpower”) is a world leader in workforce solutions; offering staffing
and recruitment agency services.
Manpower considered forming global investment alliances as a method to differentiate its services from
its competitors, and to strengthen its market presence. Its global HQ had experienced acquiring
companies in the U.S. and India, and had been considering forming investment alliances with Japanese
businesses for some time.
Manpower recently considered expanding its “Executive Search” (a recruitment service for highly skilled
professionals, e.g., legal professions) through forming investment alliances worldwide, including Japan,
to increase its sales. Since 2013, Manpower has formed investment alliances with three Japanese
executive search companies.

Electronics

Differentiating services and enhancing market presence through investment alliances

Enhanced services led to acquisition of customers
By forming an investment alliance, Manpower gained Legal Futures’ know-how, internal resources, and
executive search business. Manpower succeeded in adding executive search as Manpower Japan’s new
service portfolio, and Manpower acquired numerous new client accounts, especially in foreign law offices
and corporate legal department of foreign companies, by strengthening its Executive search service.
Especially, business skills attached to people were important achievement, as people and networking
skills are essential in the executive search business.
Manpower also acquired Legal Futures’ brand name, which
Logo of Legal Futures, now operating
was highly respected in executive search businesses. Legal
under the Manpower’s “Experis” brand
Future is now operating under Manpower’s “Experis” brand,
integrated as part of Manpower’s service line-up. This means
that Manpower has enriched its total services quality by
adding Legal Future’s fame to Manpower group.
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Risk Management Solutions, Inc.

No. 43
Services No.9

In an effort to advance on insurance industries, Risk Management Solutions employed
a divestiture approach to align and focus resources to their core competences, and as
a result, obtaining a sales growth in Japan and overseas

Investment Alliance General Overview
Risk Management
Solutions, Inc.

USA

Business

JPN

Development of software
to quantify natural
disasters’ risks for
insurance companies

Timing
200612

OYO RMS Corporation
(now: RMS Japan Corporation)

Business

Consulting and Licensing of
software to quantify natural
disasters’ risks for
insurance companies

Amount

HQs

California, USA

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

Undisclosed

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

1,200+

Headcount

10
(2014)

80%
50%80%
100%

Investment Alliance Merits

Access to customer
base in Japan

Following the split of focus areas, RMS experienced increased
profits in keeping up with market growth in the property and casualty
insurance industry

RMS acquired Oyo’s abundant data on geological data of Japan,
Acquisition of talent and
along with 5 skillful engineers, enabled to deliver high-quality risk
technology
management services in Japan

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
The progress of the divestiture (company split) was smooth, as investment
investment
alliance negotiations were conducted in high spirits in providing mutual
alliance objectives support for the growth of each other’s business

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

RMS retained former Oyo’s HR evaluation system in its existing form, and
the unique Japanese work culture and ethics were being accepted by the
RMS HQ

Logistics
Wholesale
Services

The progress of the divestiture (company split) was smooth, as investment alliance negotiations
were conducted in high spirits in providing mutual support for the growth of each other’s
business. The aim for each side to focus on the core competency and strengthen that particular
business was well-received with employees. As RMS focused on serving insurance companies, while
Oyo focused serving the real estate industry and other businesses in general, this created a match of
meeting the needs for both sides.
The reasons that the business could operate smoothly following the split was due to the decision
that RMS retained former Oyo-RMS’ HR evaluation system in its existing form, and the unique
Japanese work culture and ethics were being accepted by the RMS HQ.

Information

A smooth transformation as a fruits of clear aim

Other man.

In the 2000s, Oyo-RMS had two core operations: (1) the consulting
business for assessing earthquake risk for private enterprises and realestate, (2) risk management business serving insurance companies.
Meanwhile, RMS HQ operations serving insurance companies based in the
80%
20%
US were experiencing significant growth, and RMS had intentions to lay out
⇒100% 20% ⇒0% 80%
this business as its core activity.
On the other hand, Oyo’s main clients were mainly public sectors, and
RMS
Oyowanted to expand the risk management business of earthquakes etc. for
private-sector companies, such as real estate companies.
Japan
RMS
Thus, the proposition to split Oyo-RMS into two entities was put forth from RMS, as RMS’ and Oyo’s
needs were matched. As a result, Oyo-RMS was split up in 2006: RMS Japan Corporation (hereafter
“RMS Japan”) (stake distribution, RMS:80% / Oyo:20%), targeting insurance companies, and new “OyoRMS” (RMS:20% / Oyo:80%) deals with real estate companies etc.

Investment alliance structure

Chemicals

Separating operations to efficiently address market needs

Transport

Risk Management Solutions, Inc. (hereafter “RMS”) is a company specializing in the development of
software to quantify earthquake risks, and also providing risk analysis consulting services. The Japanese
market has an inherently high demand for earthquake risk management due to the numerous
occurrences of earthquakes in the country, hence this gave rise to RMS’ intentions to gain a foothold.
However, as this was RMS’ first entry into an overseas market, attempts to do so alone had high risks
associated with it.
Oyo Corporation Co., Ltd (hereafter “Oyo”), is a Japanese company which specializes in the analysis of
geologically associated risks. Similarly, Oyo had also considered entry into the U.S. market, and the
acquaintance and sharing of goals between the CEOs of both companies led to the idea of launching JV.
Hence, both companies decided to establish the 50-50 JV between Oyo and RMS, “OYO RMS
Corporation” (hereafter “Oyo-RMS”) in 1998.

Electronics

Coincidental alignment of objectives lead to a joint venture

Focusing on core-business, making a desirable outcome
Oyo’s vast geological data, along with 5 skillful engineers on risk analysis model development, were
precious assets for RMS to deploy high-quality risk management services in Japan.
Following the split of focus areas, RMS experienced increased profits, keeping up with market growth in
the property and casualty insurance industry. The growth was spurred, as Japanese insurers are now
experiencing growth in handling overseas risks too.
RMS finally took over Oyo’s stake in RMS Japan, and made RMS Japan a 100% subsidiary in 2012.
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Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

No. 44
Services No.10

UL successfully added EMC Kashima into its group company, granting their
employees group benefits, in return for EMC’s testing division in Japan and a more
convenient location to approach clients

Investment Alliance General Overview
Underwriters
Laboratories Inc.

USA

Business

EMC Kashima, Inc.

JPN
Timing
2014

Independent safety
science company

Business

EMC (Electro-Magnetic
Compatibility) Testing

Amount
HQs

Illinois, USA

Undisclosed

HQs

Chiba, Japan

Revenue

Undisclosed

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

10,715
(as of 2013)

Undisclosed

Headcount

29
(as of January 1st, 2014)
Other investment alliance case in Japan:
Apex international (in 2003)

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

Adding 1 more EMC testing base (formerly UL had 3 EMC testing
base in Japan), along with Kashima’s customer base

Acquisition of talent and
technology

UL acquired Kashima’s capability, which has a specialty on EMC
testing on in-vehicle equipment, certified the ISO/IEC 17025
standard, which is authorized by The American Association for
Laboratory Accreditation

Product / service
diversification

UL became able to provide broader one-stop service for
automotive company, by combining UL’s wireless testing legal
certification service and Kashima’s EMC testing specialized in
automotive industry

Operational
Improvement

EMC testing can now be offered in a location closer to its
customer base, which is important for clients’ convenience,
particularly for north of Tokyo/Kanto area, which were not covered
before

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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1

Define and share
investment
alliance objectives

UL understands that the key to successful negotiations is diligent pre-deal
talks, such as identifying potential cultural synergies, and critical resources
between the two companies

2

Establish mutual
trust

UL and Kashima were originally acquainted with each other, as both had a
20+ years history of providing EMC testing in the industry

4

Gradual and
organized PMI
process

UL divided PMI processes, and processes that are easily reformed and
reflect positively on the alliance partner, such as displaying the UL logo are
implemented immediately. In contrast, HR changes are delicate thus taken
longer time to adjust

A logo-mark of UL
(displayed in UL’s facilities etc.)

Logistics
Wholesale
Services

In general, UL divides its PMI between short and long-term
processes. Processes that are easily reformed, reflect positive
influence on partner and contains core way of thinking of UL are
implemented immediately. These include displaying the UL logo
at facilities, and introducing UL’s corporate philosophy, such as
“Core Values” and “Critical Behaviors for Success”.
In contrast to these superficial changes, HR changes are delicate
and requires time to adjust. In Kashima’s PMI process, HR system,
salary scheme and office regulations maintained for a year, and
then gradually integrated to that of UL’s. UL believes it is important
to communicate with, and assuage employee anxiety during PMI.
This policy was followed for Kashima’s case.

Information

Separating PMI into short and long-term processes

Other man.

In 2014, UL formed an investment alliance with EMC Kashima, Inc (hereafter “Kashima”). Though there
were many firms engaged in EMC (Electro-Magnetic Compatibility: The test of electric devices’
electromagnetic interference for other systems and devices) testing in Japan, UL and Kashima
were originally acquainted with each other, as both had a 20+ years’ history of providing EMC
testing in the industry. Facing increasing needs for EMC testing, UL intended to acquire Kashima to its
group, to strengthen its business in the field of EMC testing.
The key to successful negotiations is cultural synergy. Alliance partner candidate firms are
assessed prior to entering an investment alliance, to see if they are compatible with UL’s business
environment. If a conclusion cannot be determined, the investment alliance will not be realized. UL also
identifies critical resources and key personnel possessing desired technology; ensuring those
personal remain employed after the investment alliance.

Chemicals

Pre-deal investigation of investment alliance partner

Transport

Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (hereafter “UL”) has formed investment alliances in over 50 countries. The
factors UL considers before deciding to enter an investment alliance are the investment costs, ROI, and
strategic significance. UL’s “Corporate Development Team” specializes in forming investment alliances,
and are assigned to work with local UL subsidiaries. Investment alliances are formed, in most cases,
with companies have existing relations with UL.
UL especially seeks small laboratories that possess local sales channels and advanced technology. UL’s
goal is to integrate alliance partners’ technology and knowledge to the global group, lead their local
business to the global market. In Japan, UL formed investment alliance with Apex international in 2003,
one of the agents of UL, which became the basis of UL Japan.

Electronics

Seek investment alliances all over the world

Optimized global operations with enhanced customer convenience
New location of Kashima’s
EMC testing lab

Former UL’s lab

Former
Kashima’s lab

UL acquired Kashima’s capability, which has a specialty on EMC
testing on in-vehicle equipment, certified the ISO/IEC 17025 standard,
which is authorized by The American Association for Laboratory
Accreditation. Now UL Japan became able to provide broader one-stop
service for automotive company, by combining UL’s wireless testing
legal certification service and Kashima’s EMC testing specialized in
automotive industry, thus UL gained new customers after investment
alliance, even from Asia as well.
Also, EMC testing can now be offered in a location closer to its
customer base, which is important for clients’ convenience, particularly
for north of Tokyo/Kanto area which were not covered before, by
adding former Kashima’s EMC testing lab.
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No. 45

Warner Music Inc.

Services No.11

With a shift in corporate strategy to diversify business models, Warner Music’s
investment alliance with TAISUKE allowed the business to expand, subsequently
growing profits from sales of live performances and merchandizing of affiliated artists

Investment Alliance General Overview
Warner Music Inc.

USA

Business

JPN

Major music company in
recorded music, music
publishing and artist
services

Timing
2007

TAISUKE Co., Ltd.

Business

Music production company

Amount

HQs

New York, USA

Undisclosed

HQs

Tokyo, Japan

Revenue

USD 3,491 mil
(FY 2008)

Ownership
percentage

Revenue

Undisclosed

Headcount

4,000

Headcount

Undisclosed

70%

Investment Alliance Merits
Access to customer
base in Japan

WM, formerly sold records mainly, could newly launch performances
and merchandizing business of famous artists affiliated with TS,
growing profits from new business

Product / service
diversification

WM achieved its initial aim of diversifying business models, being
able to seek the synergy effect of handling performances and
merchandizing of TS affiliated artists

Brand acquisition

WM acquired famous artists affiliated with TS, allowed WM to set
consistent direction of sales strategies on each artists

Investment Alliance Success Factors
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WM decided to grant TS a free reigns over management of artists as they
had a strength on dealing with artists, and thus a cooperative arrangement
was established

2

Establish mutual
trust

3

An internal team of investment alliance specialists within WM’s Japanese
Use of specialists subsidiary, such as a person formerly worked in accounting firm, was
familiar with Japan formed ad-hoc and implemented many of the necessary processes for the
alliance

Services

Following the investment alliance, two WM personnel are
exchanged to TS who are tasked with implementing policies
to generate synergy between both sides.
WM achieved its initial aim of diversifying business models.
WM, formerly sold records mainly, could newly launch
performances and merchandizing business of famous artists
affiliated with TS, growing profits from new business.
This could be achieved by the alliance, that WM can now
manage TS affiliated talents and launch consistent
promoting strategies.
In particular, despite the record industry sales turning
sluggish and there being low optimism for streaming businesses, WM was able to expand business with
growing profits from sales generated by live performances and merchandizing of TS affiliated artists.
Warner Music artist’s live performance

Wholesale

Implementing strategies to combat sluggish conditions

Logistics

Business customs in the Japanese talent industry are unique to say the least. To name a few: the
vagueness in content of many agreements between Japanese talent agencies and their affiliated artists,
short/non-existent contractual periods etc. Thus, a team of specialists within WM’s Japanese
subsidiary, such as a person formerly worked in accounting firm, was formed ad-hoc and
implemented many of the necessary processes for the alliance.
A major condition in the investment alliance between WM and TS was the specification of extendable
contract periods with artists (from one to three years). In doing so, this minimized the risk to sales that
follow from the diversion of artists to other labels following the investment alliance formation.
Additionally, the share capital between WM and TS was set at 70:30 respectively, and TS was given
free reigns over management of artists as they had a strength on dealing with artists, and thus a
cooperative arrangement was established.

Information

Cooperative initiatives to look out for each other

Other man.

WM’s first investment alliance in Japan started with the talent agency, TAISUKE Co., Ltd. (hereafter
“TS”). While many Japanese talent agencies are reluctant to form investment alliances with foreignowned firms, the reasons for WM’s success with TS can be attributed to: (1) Some TS affiliated artists
were already selling records under labels of WM, thus WM and TS already got to know each other, and
could expect a synergy on co-working on business; (2) discussions were straightforward, as a result of
TS’ CEO consulted with an external advisor, who has experience in international business, advised the
merits of forming alliance with WM.

Chemicals

Venturing into first investment alliance in Japan

Transport

Warner Music Inc. (hereafter “WM”) is the largest American-owned music conglomerate worldwide,
operating some of the largest and most successful recording labels in more than 50 countries throughout
the world. WM’s existing business model focuses on selling records conventionally through the
expansion of its copyright business with artists around the world, however, there has been a change in
direction and WM would like to realign efforts worldwide to increase revenue through merchandizing and
live performances.
WM has worldwide initiative to diversify operations, and performed investment alliances in Italy and
France, WM intended to focus on Japan as well, because Japanese record market being the second
largest in the world, with further room for expansion in the content industry.

Electronics

Attempt to diversify business model
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6

Survey Overview
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6.1 Survey Flow
This survey has been conducted with the establishment of a study group and secretariat.
Accenture Japan Ltd. has served as the secretariat, and in this role it has been in charge
of the implementation of interviews, report editing, proposal of advertisement measures, and
summarization of reports, and then reporting the progress of these duties and the contents
of reports to the study group. The study group has received reports from the secretariat,
and provided comments on the investment alliance case studies stated in the report and
advice on the contents of the report.
The roles of the secretariat and study group

Discuss at the study group (total of three times)


Study group



Critical appraisal of investment alliance case studies that should
be addressed in the report
Assessment of and comments on case studies from interviews
Confirmation of contents and provision of advice when
summarizing the report

1. Reporting on the
implementation status

2. Assessment of
case studies

Secretariat
Case study interview
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3. Draft
presentation

4. Confirmation of
contents

Preparing a collection of
successful case studies

6.1 Survey Flow
Discussions were conducted at the study group a total of three times with the participation
of members including experts and professionals with knowledge on investment alliances
between Japanese companies and foreign companies, the management of foreign
companies that have conducted investment alliance with Japanese companies, and
participants from the Japan External TRade Organization (JETRO) which provides support
for the market entry in Japan by foreign companies.
Study group member list
(affiliation and position as of February 2015)

Name

Position

Toshiro Takeda

Principal, Global M&A Consulting, Merger Japan Ltd.

Shoichi Niwa

Managing Director, RECOF DATA Corporation

Go Hashimoto

Foreign Law Partner, Nishimura & Asahi

Shigeki Maeda

Director-General, Invest Japan Department,
Japan External TRade Organization (JETRO)

Yoshinori Miyahara

Senior Vice President, Seiyo Food-Compass Group, Inc.

Yasumoto Mogi

CFO, Avnet EM Holdings (Japan) K.K.

Danny Risberg

CEO, Philips Electronics Japan, Ltd.

Kenneth J. Lebrun

Partner, Shearman & Sterling LLP

Observer name list
(affiliation and position as of February 2015)

Name

Position

Hirobumi Iida

Director, Trade and Investment Facilitation Division,
Trade and Economics Cooperation Bureau,
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI)

Study group implementation date and time and discussion items
Date and time

Discussion items
•
•

Study group 1
October 31, 2014
•
•
•
Study group 2
December 8, 2014

Study group 3
February 13, 2015

Survey overview and implementation method
Presentation by a foreign company that has conducted an investment alliance with a
Japanese company
(Mr. Mogi of Avnet EM Holdings (Japan) K.K.)
Main points of the survey
Case study output image

•
•

Presentation by a foreign company that has conducted an investment alliance with a
Japanese company
(Mr. Miyahara of Seiyo Food-Compass Group, Inc.)
Report of interview results (interim report)
PR methods for the collection of successful case studies

•
•

Final output of the collection of successful case studies (draft)
PR methods for the collection of successful case studies
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6.1 Survey Flow
When conducting this case study survey, we first selected candidate alliances, and then
contacted the applicable companies by mail or telephone to confirm whether the companies
would be willing to participate in the survey. We then conducted face-to-face or telephone
interviews with companies that responded as being willing to cooperate with the survey.
Lastly, individual documents were prepared for companies that interviews were conducted
with and projects that should be stated in the report were selected.

Case study survey flow

Selection of cases

Request for
participation of
interview

Interview

Preparation of
case studies

 Selection

A

 Implementation of

 Preparation

of cases of
foreign companies
conducting
investment alliances
with Japanese
companies in Japan
(refer to the selection
method on the next
page)

 The

survey target
companies decided
on from the
companies selected
above
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letter or email
containing the survey
cooperation request
and survey items
sent to survey target
companies

 Confirmation

of
willingness to
participate in the
survey by telephone
or email

face-to-face or
telephone interviews
 Scope

consists of the
management team or
people in charge of
foreign companies
that have conducted
investment alliances
with Japanese
companies

of
individual documents
(for details on
individual cases,
refer to "5.
Investment Alliance
cases ")

 Request

that the
companies
interviewed confirm
the individual
documents

 Survey

implementation
period is September
2014 to January
2015

 Decide

on which
alliances should be
stated on the report
at the study meeting

6.2 Selection Method for Target Companies
When selecting alliances, a commercial database that provides a comprehensive
understanding of public information concerning investment alliances in Japan was used as
the main selection source. In addition, information was gathered from sources such as
introductions from related organizations, reports for similar projects in the past, and
newspaper and magazine articles to select a total of 2,776 companies that have conducted
investment alliances with Japanese companies.
This was narrowed down to 398 survey target companies by excluding finance-related
foreign companies and investment alliances that had already been terminated. These
companies were asked to respond to this survey by telephone or email. As a result, 63
companies cooperated with the survey. Except for 10 companies whose alliances did not
match with the intentions of the survey, case studies were collected for 53 companies (8 of
which cannot be disclosed) based on a review by the study meeting.
Selection source
•

Commercial database

•

Case studies of investment alliances between foreign and Japanese companies independently collected by related
organizations (such as METI and JETRO)

•

Various research reports related to business and investment alliances between foreign and Japanese companies

•

Articles published in newspapers and magazines

Selection conditions
Target
Type

• Cases of investments by foreign companies in Japanese domestic companies
• Cases for which an investment alliance agreement has already been entered

Period

• Cases of investment alliances following 1998

Form

• Including cases of Japanese companies that have transfered a business division to a foreign company
• Including cases of expanded investment ratios, not limited to new investments

Amount

• Including cases with unknown acquisition amounts, cases which acquisition amounts are at least 1 yen

Exclusion conditions
Exclusion
conditions

• Alliances implemented solely for the purpose of strengthening relations when the ratio of investment by the
foreign company is low
• Case of joint ventures newly established by a foreign company and Japanese company
• Cases of investments by funds or real estate companies (investments in hotels or golf courses)
• If the survey of public information reveals that the investment alliance has already been terminated, the
business no longer exists, that the company has gone bankrupt, etc

Number of survey target companies for the selection of alliances
2,776
398

63

Candidate cases

Survey target
companies
(after exclusion)

Survey
implementation companies
(Interview conducted)

53
(8 disclosed cases)
Case Study
companies
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List of Definitions of Terms Used in this Report

Term
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Definition

Japanese
company

• Companies registered and possess actual main headquarter function
in Japan.
• For the purposes of this report, this word refers to companies who have
entered into an investment alliance with a foreign company.

Foreign
company

• Companies registered and possess actual main headquarter function in
locations outside Japan.
• For the purposes of this report, this word refer to that companies who
have entered into an investment alliance with Japanese companies.
• Includes companies registered in Japan.
• Refers to companies already possessing entities in Japan prior to the
investment alliance as “post-entry” companies, and those not in
possession of entities in Japan as “pre-entry” company.

Joint venture
company

• An enterprise established by investment of two or more different
companies.
• Also abbreviated to as “JV”s.

Business
succession

• Transfer of ownership from proprietor (who in many cases is the
manager of the enterprise) to related parties including family members,
relatives and employees for reasons that include aging of the proprietor.

Investment
alliance

• For general purposes, a cooperative relationship that accompanies
investment by two or more businesses or companies.
• For the purposes of this report, the term is defined as the mutual use of
business resources such as sales, technology, human resources and
management know-how by two or more businesses through either, the
acquisition of equities, or acquisitions of businesses belonging to
Japanese companies by foreign companies.
• At the requests of companies, this relationship may also be referred to
as “capital partnership” or “capital and business partnership”.

Business
acquisition

• The transfer of companies' business in part or whole to another
enterprise.
• For the purposes of this report, this activity is equivalent to a word such
as “transfer of business”.

PMI

• An abbreviation for Post Merger Integration, which refers to the
integration process following the formation of an investment alliance.

IPO

• An abbreviation for Initial Public Offering, which refers to the private
companies’ stock becoming public and traded at stock exchanges.

OEM

• An abbreviation for Original Equipment Manufacturer, which refers to a
business that conducts outsourced manufacturing of products branded
by other businesses.

EMS

• An abbreviation of Electronics Manufacturing Service, which refers to
outsourced contract of electronic products.

APAC

• An abbreviation of Asia PACific, which refers to the Asia Pacific region,
covers Asia and Oceania region.

Term
SME

Definition
• An abbreviation of Small and Medium Enterprise.
• In Japan, an enterprise that satisfies the conditions and requirements
under article 2 of the Small and Medium Enterprise Basic Law is defined
as an SME. (detailed criteria shown below:)
Industry Type

Employees

Stated capital

Manufacturing/Others

300 or fewer

JPY 300 million or less

Wholesale

100 or fewer

JPY 100 million or less

Retail

50 or fewer

JPY 50 million or less

Services

100 or fewer

JPY 50 million or less

FDI

• An abbreviation of Foreign Direct Investment, means the long-term
investment committed by companies in private sectors aimed to join or
own the counterpart company’s management.

ROI

• An abbreviation for Return Of Investment, shows the return rate of
investment.

HR

• An abbreviation for Human Resources.

HQ

• An abbreviation for HeadQuarters.

Definition of industries of companies
• Companies in these case books, are categorized into industries.
• These industries are subjected to the Japan Standard Industrial Classification (November 2007) and
divided into: 1. “Manufacturing”, 2. “Information and communications”, 3. “Transport and Postal
services”, 4. “Wholesale and retail trade”, 5. “Services”
• Within Manufacturing, the industry is further classified and placed by the order of (1) “Electronic parts,
devices and electronics circuits” and “Manufacture of electrical machinery, equipment and supplies”,
(2) “Manufacture of Transportation equipment”, (3) “Manufacture of chemicals and allied products”,
and all other manufacture are categorized into (4) “Other Manufacturing”.
• “Services” includes the industry classifications of J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q and R.
• These industry names are abbreviated as followings.
Official name

Abbreviation

Official name

Abbreviation

Manufacturing

(No abbreviation)

Electronics

Information and
communications

Information

Transport and Postal
services

Logistics

Electronic parts, devices and
electronics circuits and
Manufacture of electrical
machinery, equipment and
supplies
Transportation equipment

(No abbreviation)

Wholesale and retail
trade

Wholesale/Retail
Chemicals

Services

(No abbreviation)

Chemicals and related
products
Other Manufacturing

(No abbreviation)
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Contact address on investment alliance

This article

Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry
+81-3-3501-1662

General
information

JETRO IBSC (International
Business Support Center)
Tokyo +81-3-3582-4684
Yokohama +81-45-222-8911
Nagoya +81-52-589-6211
Osaka +81-6-4705-8660
Kobe +81-78-252-7505
Fukuoka +81-92-741-5718
invest-japan@jetrogo.jp

Foreign
chamber of
commerce in
Japan

American Chamber of Commerce
in Japan
Tokyo +81-3-3433-5381
info@accj.or.jp
Osaka +81-6-6345-9880
kansai@accj.or.jp
Nagoya +81-52-229-1525
chubu@accj.or.jp
European Business Council
in Japan
+81-3-3263-6222
ebc@gol.com

The main article of
“Casebook on Investment Alliances with Japanese Companies” includes
the contents such as:




The advantages of investing in Japan
Details of merits and success factors of investment alliances
45 success cases of foreign companies’ investment alliances

 To see the casebook, please visit METI’s website:
http://www.meti.go.jp/english/policy/external_economy/investment/casebook.html

